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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER OF THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION</th>
<th>SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ACADEMIC COSTUME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President, Board of Trustees, and Administrative Officers</td>
<td>The significance of the academic costume is determined especially by the sleeves and hoods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Official Guests</td>
<td>Doctors wear the round bell sleeve; the gown is faced down the front and barred on the sleeves with black velvet or color indicating the degree; the doctor’s hood is large. The doctor may choose to wear the gold tassel on the cap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>Masters wear the long, closed sleeve, with a slit near the upper part of the arm; the master’s hood is of more moderate size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidates for Advanced Degrees</td>
<td>Bachelors wear the long or pointed sleeve. The color of the tassel indicates whether the degree is in the field of arts (white), fine arts (brown), music (pink), or science (golden yellow).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 P.M.</td>
<td>Prelude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15 P.M.</td>
<td>Academic Procession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45 P.M.</td>
<td>Processional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 P.M.</td>
<td>Welcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Invocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>President’s Greeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conferring of Degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Induction into the Alumni Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expression from Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brigham Young University Trumpet Ensemble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commencement Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benediction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recessional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postlude</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In 1983 he was called to serve as president of the Italy Rome Mission, so he returned to Italy with his wife and young family—seven children, ages nine months to eleven years. Elder Cardon, whose ancestors joined the Church in Italy in the early 1850s, feels blessed to see a temple of the Lord now nearing completion in Rome. Never one to stop learning, at the age of fifty-three he earned his MPA from Harvard, where he was named a Littauer Fellow in recognition of academic performance and service to the school and community. He has also served on the boards of several philanthropic organizations and a think tank.

As a Seventy and while in an Area Presidency, Elder Cardon served the humble, faithful Saints of the Africa West Area. Now, as an assistant executive director in the Priesthood Department, he serves as the editor of Church magazines. He has eight children, all married to wonderful eternal companions, and the current count of grandchildren is thirty-eight.

Elder Cardon says, “It is always a rich experience to be with the sons and daughters of God, to love them, to laugh with them in good times and to cry with them in times of sadness, and in all times to feel the blessings and strength of the Lord.”

CRAIG ALLEN CARDON

Elder Craig Allen Cardon lives a life of single-minded dedication to the Lord. “I learned how to work from my father, how to pray from my mother, and how to recognize the influence of the Holy Ghost from both of them,” says Elder Cardon, who grew up in Mesa, Arizona, and has been a member of the Church’s Quorums of the Seventy since 2006.

As a high school football player, Craig had daily summer practices from 6 a.m. to 9 a.m. and again from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Though most of his teammates rested between practices, Craig worked for his father doing construction in the Arizona sun. “The only accommodation my father would give me was letting me get to work late,” he laughs. Those long days, though tiring, instilled a dedication that would shape his lifelong work ethic.

Craig left a spot on the University of Arizona freshman basketball team to serve two and a half years on a mission to Italy, also leaving behind his high school sweetheart, Deborah Louise Dana. Though the two made no commitments, they wrote faithfully—until Craig noticed his heart and mind were diverted from the work. So he sought his father’s counsel.

The now treasured response, coming just months before his father passed away, said, “Son, I don’t know what the answer is for you, but I do know how you can get an answer from the Lord.”

The young Elder Cardon fasted, asked the Lord’s blessing, and then wrote Debbie to let her know she would be receiving fewer letters. “I intended to give the Lord everything I had while on a mission,” says Elder Cardon.

Debbie admired and respected his devotion. She was still available when he came home, and after one semester together at BYU, the two married in 1970. They reared their family in Gilbert, Arizona, where Craig expanded the family business as an entrepreneur after he graduated from Arizona State University in accounting.

In 1983 he was called to serve as president of the Italy Rome Mission, so he returned to Italy with his wife and young family—seven children, ages nine months to eleven years. Elder Cardon, whose ancestors joined the Church in Italy in the early 1850s, feels blessed to see a temple of the Lord now nearing completion in Rome.

Never one to stop learning, at the age of fifty-three he earned his MPA from Harvard, where he was named a Littauer Fellow in recognition of academic performance and service to the school and community. He has also served on the boards of several philanthropic organizations and a think tank.

As a Seventy and while in an Area Presidency, Elder Cardon served the humble, faithful Saints of the Africa West Area. Now, as an assistant executive director in the Priesthood Department, he serves as the editor of Church magazines. He has eight children, all married to wonderful eternal companions, and the current count of grandchildren is thirty-eight.

Elder Cardon says, “It is always a rich experience to be with the sons and daughters of God, to love them, to laugh with them in good times and to cry with them in times of sadness, and in all times to feel the blessings and strength of the Lord.”
DOCTORAL DEGREES

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Jacob R. Burdis
MS, Brigham Young University, 2012
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology
Dissertation: Designing and Evaluating a Russian Elicited Imitation Test to Be Used at the Missionary Training Center

Spencer Lee Chadderdon
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dissertation: Application Improvements of Slab-Coupled Optical Fiber Sensors

Nathan Lyle Cline
MS, Brigham Young University, 2008
BS, Northern Arizona University, 2006
BA, Ohio State University, Columbus, 2002
Major: Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation
Dissertation: Wet-Thermal Time and Plant Available Water in the Seedbeds and Root Zones Across the Sagebrush Steppe Ecosystem of the Great Basin

Sherry L. Cowen
MA, California State University, Bakersfield, 2008
BA, Brigham Young University, 1996
Major: Marriage, Family, and Human Development
Dissertation: A School-Based Meta-Analysis of Depression Prevention Programs for Children and Adolescents

Shalene Emily Hardman
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006
Major: Physiology and Developmental Biology
Dissertation: The Effects of Aging on Skeletal Muscle AMPK Activation and an Analysis of Chronic AICAR Treatment on the Aging Phenotype

Jesse R. James
MS, Central Washington University, 2011
BA, Central Washington University, 2009
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: The Effect of Sleep-Dependent Consolidation on Pattern Separation and Pattern Completion in Delayed Retrieval

Rongbin Lanny Lin
MS, Brigham Young University, 2009
BS, Southern Oregon University, 1997
BA, Southern Oregon University, 1997
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: Managing Autonomy by Hierarchically Managing Information: Autonomy and Information at the Right Time and the Right Place

Kun Liu
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: Polymeric Monolithic Stationary Phases for Capillary Reversed-Phase Liquid Chromatography of Small Molecules

Lyndell E. Lutes
MEd, Brigham Young University, 1975
BA, Brigham Young University, 1975
BA, University of California, Santa Barbara, 1972
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology
Dissertation: Exploring the Retention of Credit-Hour Value in Terms of Workload for University Core Courses Taught in a Time-Compressed Format

Maryam Khosravi Mardkhe
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: Facile Synthesis and Characterization of a Thermally Stable Silica-Doped Alumina with Tunable Surface Area, Porosity, and Acidity

All candidates listed for graduation will be awarded degrees subject to completion of requirements.
Collin Brutch Merrill  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2006  
Major: Physiology and Developmental Biology  
Dissertation: Endocannabinoid Biosynthetic Enzyme MRNA: Patterns of Expression in Hippocampus and Ventral Tegmental Area and Effects on Synaptic Plasticity

Scott H. Payne  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2006  
BS, University of Arizona, 1993  
Major: Marriage, Family, and Human Development  
Dissertation: More Than Money: Understanding Marital Influences on Retirement Savings Rates

Maria Soledad Pera  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Computer Science  
Dissertation: Using Online Data Sources to Make Recommendations on Reading Material for K-12 and Advanced Readers

Brian W. Radford  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1998  
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology  
Dissertation: The Effect of Formative Assessments on Language Performance

Christopher Goodwin Shaw  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Dissertation: Modulation and Synchronization for Aeronautical Telemetry

Henry “Hank” Ryan Smith  
MBA, Utah State University, 2005  
Major: Educational Leadership  
Dissertation: Trust Development and Collaboration Within Professional Learning Community Teams

Christopher James Woolstenhulme  
MS, University of Montana, 2009  
BS, University of Montana, 2006  
Major: Biochemistry  
Dissertation: Nascent Peptides That Induce Translational Arrest

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Angela R. Calchera  
BS, University of the Cumberlands, 2006  
Major: Chemistry  
Dissertation: Obstacles and Solutions to Studying Functional Adhesives Using Vibrational Sum-Frequency Generation Spectroscopy

Matharage Shenali Ireha De Silva  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Physiology and Developmental Biology  
Dissertation: Involvement AMPK and AP-1 Biochemical Pathways in IL-6 Regulation of Steroidogenic Enzymes in the Adrenal Cortex

Jeffery Scott Drysdale  
MFd, Brigham Young University, 2010  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007  
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology  
Dissertation: Online Facilitators and Sense of Community in K-12 Online Learning

Elisabeth Pound Gates  
BS, Utah State University, 2007  
Major: Chemistry  
Dissertation: Self-Assembled DNA Origami Templates for the Fabrication of Electronic Nanostructures

Daniel Aaron Good  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2005  
Major: Clinical Psychology  
Dissertation: Error Processing and Naturalistic Actions Following Moderate-to-Severe Traumatic Brain Injury

Ryan Robert Green  
BS, University of Utah, 2008  
BA, University of Utah, 2001  
Major: Clinical Psychology  

Robbie Alan Haertel  
MA, Brigham Young University, 2007  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2004  
Major: Computer Science  
Dissertation: Practical Cost-Conscious Active Learning for Data Annotation in Annotator-Initiated Environments

Jared Matthew Hancock  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2005  
Major: Chemistry  
Dissertation: Formation and Analysis of Zinc Oxide Nanoparticles and Zinc Oxide Hexagonal Prisms and Optical Analysis of Cadmium Selenide Nanoparticles

Brian Paul Hansen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Clinical Psychology  
Dissertation: Sudden Gains: A Pluralistic Approach to the Patient and Therapist Experience
Alicia Ann Henderson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Clinical Psychology  
Dissertation: Parenting Skills as Predictors of Child and Adolescent Psychotherapy Outcomes: Examining Change in Usual Care Settings

Alexander L. Hsieh  
MA, Abilene Christian University, 2010  
BS, University of Texas at Austin, 2007  
Major: Marriage and Family Therapy  
Dissertation: Power of Shame: The Moderating Effects of Relationships Between Shame and Adolescent Internalized Traits

Anthony Allen Hughes  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007  
Major: Marriage and Family Therapy  
Dissertation: Couple Attachment and Sexual Desire Discrepancy: A Longitudinal Study of Non-Clinical Married Couples at Mid-Life

Marjan Javadi  
Major: Chemical Engineering  
Dissertation: Novel Liposomes for Targeted Delivery of Drugs and Plasmas

Brad M. Loertscher  
BS, Brigham Young University-Idaho, 2007  
Major: Chemistry  
Dissertation: Studies Toward the Synthesis of Lyconadin A and Cranomycin

Amy Jean Taylor McCall  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2006  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Dissertation: Structural Analysis and Optimization of Skyscrapers Connected with Skybridges and Atria

David Bayne McMillan  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2004  
Major: Psychology  
Dissertation: “You’re Looking Good”: Compliment or Harassment?

Karl Nathan Meng  
MS, Seattle Pacific University, 2005  
BS, Utah State University, 2001  
Major: Marriage and Family Therapy  
Dissertation: Couple Implicit Rules for Facilitating Disclosure and Relationship Quality with Romantic Relational Aggression as a Mediator

Joseph Walter Nichols  
MS, Air Force Institute of Technology, 1987  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1983  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Dissertation: Vision-Based Guidance for Air-to-Air Teaching and Rendezvous of Unmanned Aircraft Systems

Rebecca Elizabeth Olsen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Chemistry  
Dissertation: Synthesis, Characterization, and Application of High Surface Area, Mesoporous, Stabilized Anatase TiO₂ Catalyst Supports

John Taylor Pearson  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Dissertation: The Development of Updated and Improved SLW Mode Parameters and Its Application to Comprehensive Combustion Predictions

Oscar Petrucci  
Major: Biochemistry  
Dissertation: Ferritin-Based Photo-Oxidation of Biomass for Nanoparticle Synthesis, Bioremediation, and Hydrogen Evolution

Joseph Fletcher Prince  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Dissertation: The Influence of Superhydrophobicity on Laminar Jet Impingement and Turbulent Flow in a Channel with Walls Exhibiting Riblets

Emily Ruth Smith Putnam  
PhD, Brigham Young University, 2011  
BS, University of California, Santa Barbara, 2003  
BS, University of California, Santa Barbara, 2003  
Major: Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation  
Dissertation: Ecology, Phylogenetics, and Conservation of the Draba asterophora Complex: A Rare, Alphine, Endemic from Lake Tahoe, USA

Justin Holbrook Rigby  
MS, Texas State University, 2010  
BS, University of Utah, 2008  
Major: Exercise Sciences  
Dissertation: Pharmacokinetics of Dexamethasone Delivered via Iontophoresis

Maile Anne Rogers  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2006  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2003  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Dissertation: Water Vapor Movement in Freezing Aggregate Base Materials
Terry Jacob Schmitt  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2004  
Major: Chemical Engineering  
Dissertation: Molecular Modeling of DNA for a Mechanistic Understanding of Hybridization

Gregory Allen Von Forell  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
MBA, Brigham Young University, 2012  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Dissertation: Computational and Experimental Study of Degeneration, Damage and Failure in Biological Soft Tissues

Landon Andrew Wiest  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Chemistry  
Dissertation: Formation, Functionalization, Characterization, and Applications of a Mixed-Mode, Carbon/Diamond-Based, Core-Shell Phase for Use in High-Pressure Liquid Chromatography

Jie Xuan  
Major: Chemistry  
Dissertation: Size-Based Separation of Bioparticles Using Planar Nanofluidic Devices

Geidy Adelle Achecar  
BA, University of Utah, 2003

Nathan Archibald

Cherise Marie Bacalski  
MA, Brigham Young University, 2013  
MFA, Brigham Young University, 2011  
BA, California State University, San Marcos, 2008

Ryan Samuel Bailey  
BA, Arizona State University, 2006

Blaine B. Bassett  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Christopher K. Beckstrom  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Garrett G. Beeston  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Erica Berrett  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Joshua Clark Bishop  
MPA, Brigham Young University, 2014  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Andrew Steven Blaylock  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Marianne Farr Boyer  
BA, University of Utah, 2008

Lyndon Rone Bradshaw  
BS, Brigham Young University-Idaho, 2011

Clinton Robert Brimhall  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Elizabeth A. Call  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Dustin Scott Cammack  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Ian Andrew Camp  
BA, University of Utah, 2005

Stephanie Christensen  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2001

Clayton Christenson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

David Michael Clyde  
MFA, Brigham Young University, 2014  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Shalise Colette Akemi Conger  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Trevor Crowley  
BS, University of Utah, 2010

Jonathan Ditto  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009

James Egan  
BA, University of Utah, 2011  
BA, University of Utah, 2011

Mitchell Fielding  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Leilani N. Fisher  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Brandon C. Gardner  
BS, Weber State University, 2010

Emily Petersen Garff  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Jorge Andres Gavilanes  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Robert R. Gempeler  
MBA, University of Utah, 2011  
BS, Utah State University, 2007

Marcus Lynn Gilson  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Jacob Andrew Green  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Joshua Clay Guest  
MBA, Brigham Young University, 2014  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010
Adam Gunderson  
BS, Arizona State University, 2010

Michael M. Haddock  
BFA, Utah Valley University, 2009

Mitchell B. Hadley  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Sarah Caroline Hampton  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Brooke Lyn Robinson Hansen  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Chase T. Hansen  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Christopher James Hardy  
BA, University of Utah, 2007

Kourtney Lynn Harrison  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Jared S. Hatch  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Malory Hatfield  
BS, Utah State University, 2011

Pilar B. Hays  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Robert J. Hilton  
PhD, Brigham Young University, 2011  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Michael V. Hinckley  
BS, Utah State University, 2011

Jason Taylor Hirst  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Robben Dashiell Hixson  
BA, University of Utah, 2011

Kia Alexander Hohaia  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009

Carl Robert Hollan  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Travis Hunt  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Katherine Francis James  
BA, Virginia Commonwealth University, 2011

Haley Palfreyman Jankowski  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Michelle Afton Johnson Jeffs  
BS, Weber State University, 2009

Eric O'Brien Jeppsen  
MBA, Brigham Young University, 2014  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2006

Hillary Sharon Lawrence  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Marlaina Lemmon  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2011

Kathryn Elana Duque Lenhart  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2009

Zachary James Lewis  
BA, Utah Valley University, 2011

John Barrett Linton  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Stanley Langford Lloyd  
BS, University of Utah, 2010  
BS, University of Utah, 2010

Gina Manciati  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Bradley David Masters  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Eugene Irving Masters  
PhD, University of Utah, 2008  
BS, Arizona State University, 1997

Trent Thomas Maxwell  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Mitchell Thomas McClellan  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Maria Merrill  
BS, Weber State University, 2004

Erica Lyn Mueller  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Kipp S. Muir  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Thuy Thanh Nguyen  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Adam James Nicoll  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Kristen E Olsen  
MA, Utah State University, 2006  
BS, Utah State University, 2003

Samuel Starbuck Packard  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Diana Sylvia Pardo  
BA, University of California, Riverside, 2008

Diana Michelle Parker  
BA, Boise State University, 2011

Spencer Henry Paul  
MAcc, Brigham Young University, 2011  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Lindsay Rhonda Petersen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Taylor Dillon Phipps  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009
Daniel Robert Price  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2011

Eimi Priddis  
MA, Brigham Young University, 2012  
TESOL Certificate, Brigham Young University, 2010  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009

Peter Reichman  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Blake F. Richards  
M.Acc, Brigham Young University, 2007  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Mitchell Ahren Robinson  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Samantha Rogers  
BA, University of California, Santa Barbara, 2010

Court Whitney Roper  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Andres Antonio Sanchez Artiga  
BA, Marygrove College, 2010

John C. Sarager  
M.Acc, Brigham Young University, 2002  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2001

Emily Jean Schnaider  
BA, University of Wisconsin—Madison, 2009

Daniel Golden Scow  
M.Acc, Brigham Young University, 2011  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Bahar Sharifan  
MBA, Westminster College, 2009  
BS, University of Utah, 2005

Michael Joe Silva  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Poponatui Mato Sitake Jr.  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Stacie Anne Stewart  
MEd, Utah State University, 2010  
BA, Utah State University, 1996

Nathan Robert Sumbot  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Su’e Judith Tervola  
BA, University of Hawaii at Manoa, 2007

Blake Aaron Treu  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Mari Alvarado Tsosie  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2005

Daniel Andres Vázquez  
BA, Florida International University, 2009

Amanda Lee Verzello  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Jared Scott Verzello  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Randa Begni da Silva Vieira  
LLM, University of Utah, 2008

Christopher D. Wade  
BS, University of Utah, 2011

Sarah Marie Wade  
BS, University of Utah, 2010

Andrew D. Walker  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Richard M. Walker  
BA, Utah State University, 2006

Ryan Taylor Wallace  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Natalie Elizabeth Way  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009

John Kelly West Jr.  
BA, University of Utah, 2011  
BA, University of Utah, 2011

Trent Robert White  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2011

Brody Ray Wight  
BA, Utah State University, 2010

Christina Ruth Enrico Wilder  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Clark James Wilkes  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Jessica Jardine Wilkes  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Lani Silva Harris Wilson  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Kyle Mark Woodhouse  
BS, Idaho State University, 2011

Michael Terence Worley  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Aaron M. Worthen  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Gage Hart Zobell  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2011

Jason M. Zundel  
BA, Weber State University, 2011

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Jens Frank Beyrich  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jedediah A. Bigelow</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Utah State University</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marianne P. Card</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>University of Utah</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacey Anna Laycock Chase</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University–Hawaii</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikkel Rowan Davis</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronson Patrick Harker</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>University of California, San Diego</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine A. Knowles</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University–Idaho</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda LeBaron</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keri Elaine Nielsen</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalia Peterson</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarom B. Phipps</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher T. Pieper</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>College of William &amp; Mary</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William N. Pohl</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>University of California, Santa Barbara</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Mark Rammell</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University–Idaho</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirtrina Niquita Roberts</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>University of Florida</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael J. Salas</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Arizona State University</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Heyward Smith Jr.</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Longwood University</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer K. Zeleny</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>University of Utah</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MASTER OF ARTS

Raquel Malia Andrus
BS, Brigham Young University, 2004
Major: Art Education
Thesis: A Maoli-Based Art Education: Kuu Mau Kuamoo Ólelo

Kristen Ballieu
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013
Major: French Studies
Thesis: Decanting the Rabelaisian Casks: Democratizing Neoplatonic Poetic Fury in Baudelaire’s “L’âme du vin”

Zackori Edward Beddoes
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006
Major: Teacher Education
Thesis: Effects of Teacher-to-Student Relatedness on Adolescent Male Motivation in Weight-Training Classes

Lindsey Kaye Benham
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Teacher Education
Thesis: The Effects of Music on Physical Activity Rates of Junior High Physical Education Students

Jeremy Jason Brown
BA, University of Utah, 2010
Major: Religious Studies—Military Chaplaincy

Jessica LaFern Bryan
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Second Language Teaching
Thesis: Teachers Observing Teachers: Factors That Contribute to Critical Thinking in Peer Coaching

Bethany Rae Daniel
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Second Language Teaching
Thesis: Defining Critical Thinking for the 21st-Century World Language Classroom

Marc Andrew De Luca
BA, Brigham Young University, 2002
Major: Religious Studies—Military Chaplaincy

Brooke Elizabeth Barton Eddington
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: TESOL

Jonathan Neil Forsyth
BA, University of Utah, 2006
Major: Linguistics
Thesis: Automatic Readability Prediction for Modern Standard Arabic

Jacob F. Frandsen
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009
Major: Linguistics
Thesis: Examining Standard Usage Empirically

Amber Maree Hall
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008
Major: Teacher Education
Thesis: PE Central: A Possible Online Professional Development Tool

Elizabeth Bailey Haslem
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: Teacher Education
Thesis: The Relationship Between Health-Related Fitness Knowledge, Perceived Competence, Self-Determination, and Physical Activity Behaviors of High School Students

All candidates listed for graduation will be awarded degrees subject to completion of requirements.
Charisse Alaine Major  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Linguistics  
Thesis: The Effect of Age on Second Language Acquisition in Older Adults

Adrien Carole Mooney  
Museum Practices Certificate, Brigham Young University, 2014  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Anthropology  

Emma Peckham Nordquist  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Mass Communications  
Thesis: Diversity and Inclusion: An Analysis of the Websites of the Best Companies to Work for and of the Websites of Fortune 100 Companies

Brandt Neal Peacock  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Religious Studies—Military Chaplaincy

Sara Rachel Shawcroft  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2008  
Major: Mass Communications  
Thesis: Gender Differences in Text Messaging

Jonathan Smith  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Comparative Studies  
Thesis: “I Get a Thrill from Punishment”: Lou Reed’s Adaptations and the Pain They Cause

Trina Kristine Ward  
BA, Brigham Young University, 1989  
Major: Mathematics Education

Patria Isabel Wright  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: English  

Elizabeth Karen Zwahlen  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2005  
Major: Mathematics Education  
Thesis: An Investigation of How Pre-Service Teachers Design Mathematical Tasks

Ratu Jared Russell Tevita Tulo Bukarau  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Mathematics Education  
Thesis: Exploring the Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching of Japanese Teachers

Stephanie Johnson Burns  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: English  
Thesis: Material Geography, Mountains, and A-Nationalism in Thurman’s The Blacker the Berry

Jayna D. Butler  
Major: Theatre and Media Arts  
Thesis: “You’ve Got to Be Carefully Taught”: Reflections on War, Imperialism, and Patriotism in America’s South Pacific

Eleanor Anne Clark  
TESOL Certificate, Brigham Young University, 2009  
BA, St. Johns College, 2006  
Major: TESOL  
Thesis: Tutor-Assisted Vocabulary Support: Easing the Vocabulary Load for Burundian Refugees Studying for the U.S. Citizenship Test

Anna Davis  
BS, Southern Utah University, 2005  
Major: Art Education  
Thesis: Civitas: A Game-Based Approach to AP Art History

Catherine M. Day  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Spanish  
Thesis: Appropriating Juan Rulfo: The Film Score of Los confines as Adaptation

Guinevere Josephine Hand Deaver  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Spanish  
Thesis: The Effects of Frequency on Dual-Route Versus Single-Route Processing of Morphologically Complex Terms: A Usage-Based Experiment

Simone dos Santos Guimarães de Carvalho Fails  
TESOL Certificate, Brigham Young University, 2001  
Major: Portuguese  
Thesis: Algumas Teorias de Tradução e suas Implicações na Tradução do Conto “Mammon and the Archer” de O. Henry

Kaitlin Eve Felsted  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2010  
Major: Mass Communications  
Thesis: How Social Media Affects the Social Identity of Mexican Americans
Niccole Suzette Franc  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Mathematics Education  
Thesis: Comparing Two Different Student  
Teaching Structures by Analyzing  
Conversations Between Student Teachers  
and Their Cooperating Teachers

Erin Collette Johnson  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007  
Major: Art Education  
Thesis: Blame Me for Your Bad Grade:  
Autonomy in the Basic Digital  
Photography Classroom as a Means  
to Combat Poor Student Performance

Angela Celestine Lankford  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: English  
Thesis: Learning to “Teacher Think”: Using  
English Education as a Model for Writing  
Teacher Preparation in the Composition  
Practicum

Rosemary Lieske  
BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2009  
Major: Anthropology  
Thesis: Izapa Group B: Excavations, Burials,  
and Offerings

Jack N. H. Lundquist  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: English  
Thesis: A “Time-Conscious” Christmas  
Carol

Randal Charles Marsh  
BFA, Brigham Young University, 2007  
Major: Art Education  
Thesis: Evolving Art in Junior High

Amy Elizabeth Burchfield Merkley  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Comparative Studies  
Thesis: Going the Distance: Themes of the  
Hero in Disney’s Hercules

Molly Robertson Neves  
BFA, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Art Education  
Thesis: It Will Always Be My Tree: An A/r/  
tographic Study of Place and Identity in  
an Elementary School Classroom

Ryan James Norris  
BS, United States Air Force Academy, 2010  
Major: Portuguese  
Thesis: Documenting Tensions in  
Communities: Three Films by  
Eduardo Coutinho

Annalyn Beus Osborn  
BM, Brigham Young University, 1994  
Major: Spanish  
Thesis: Translation and Transcription of a  
Passage from the Baduem Manuscript: An  
Eighteenth-Century Portuguese Embassy  
to China

Debra Lynn Reece  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: English  
Thesis: Grammar in the Composition  
Classroom: Rewriting the Tradition

Rachel Davidson Skinner  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2008  
Major: Portuguese  
Thesis: Nísia Floresta: Laying a Foundation  
of Feminist Literature in Brazil

Kathryn Crandall Smurthwaite  
BFA, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Art Education  
Thesis: Using Contemporary Art to Guide  
Curriculum Design: A Contemporary  
Jewelry Workshop

Irene Joyce Kim Stone  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: French Studies  
Thesis: Remembering the Haitian  
Revolution Through French Texts:  
Victor Hugo’s Bug-Jargal  
and Alphonse de Lamartine’s Toussaint Louverture

Rebecca Jean Stone  
TESOL Certificate, Brigham Young  
University, 2012  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: TESOL  
Thesis: Academic Reading Demands of  
Matriculated ESL Students

Karen Esther Swan Peterson  
TESOL Certificate, Brigham Young  
University, 2011  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Linguistics  
Thesis: Borrowing the Essentials: A  
Diachronic Study of the Semantic Primes  
of Modern English

Arwen Tanis Wyatt  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2000  
Major: Spanish  
Thesis: An Evaluative Study of the Returned  
Missionary Class at Brigham Young  
University
# MASTER'S DEGREES

**Master of Science**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Thesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manoel Ferreira de Abreu, Jr.</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Online Course Management System for WIC Nutrition Education and Study of Its Effectiveness in Behavioral and Attitude Changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Allen Amy</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Thesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillary McKenna Argyle</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2012</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Thesis Sensitivity of Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy Measurements to Concrete Bridge Deck Properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Scott Atwood</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2013</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Thesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James A. Badal</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td>Electrical and Computer Engineering</td>
<td>Thesis: High-Resolution MRI for 3D Biomechanical Modeling: Signal Optimization Through RF Coil Design and MR Relaxometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigham L. Bahr</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2007</td>
<td>Physiology and Developmental Biology</td>
<td>Thesis: Different Expression of Placental Pyruvate Kinase M2 in Normal, Preeclamptic, and Intrauterine Growth Restriction Pregnanacies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Monroe Beach</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2006</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Thesis: Development of Tailsitter Hover Estimation and Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary David Bradshaw</td>
<td>BS, Utah State University, 2012</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>Thesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Jameson Brock</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2012</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>Thesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle C Browning</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td>Electrical and Computer Engineering</td>
<td>Thesis: Passive and Electronically Steered Array Planar Feeds for Satellite Communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanping Cai</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2012</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Thesis: Spin and Orbital Moments and Magnetic Order of Fe3O4 Magnetic Nanoparticles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent James Carpenter</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2012</td>
<td>Physiology and Developmental Biology</td>
<td>Thesis: Inhibition of PIM and AXL Kinases as Potential Treatments for a Variety of Hematological Malignancies and Solid Tumors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLean Kent Carpenter</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2012</td>
<td>Geology</td>
<td>Thesis: West Antarctic Surface Mass Balance: Do Synoptic Scale Modes of Climate Contribute to Observed Variability?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Claire Christenson</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td>Marriage and Family Therapy</td>
<td>Thesis: The Relationship Between Partner Perceptions of Marital Power and Sexual Satisfaction as Mediated by Observed Hostile Interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan David Cope</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2012</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Thesis: Environmentally Friendly and Sustainable Stream Stability in the Vicinity of Bridges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Jeffrey Cox</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2011</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Thesis: U-Pu-Zr Alloy Design by Ternary Potts-Phase Field Modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manan Dhunna</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Thesis: Desorption Electrospray Mass Spectrometry Imaging: Instrumentation, Optimization and Capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Dale Fisher</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2012</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>Thesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Dennis Freeman</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td>Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation</td>
<td>Thesis: Parturition of Mule Deer in Southern Utah: Management Implications and Habitat Selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Marie Gibbons</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td>Thesis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Major: Communication Disorders

Héctor Mexia Grivel
Major: Civil Engineering

Daniel Jones Halterman
BS, Utah State University, 2012
Major: Statistics

John Buckley Harrison
BS, Devry University, 2010
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology
Thesis: Sense of Community in a Blended Technology Integration Course: A Design-Based Research Study

Alexander S. Hawkins
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013
Major: Civil Engineering

Jennifer Nicole Hawkley
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Marriage and Family Therapy
Thesis: Romantic Relational Aggression in Parents and Adolescent Child Outcomes

Brandon D. Heiner
BS, University of Wyoming, 2010
Major: Geology
Thesis: Multi-Scale Neotectonic Study of the Clear Lake Fault Zone in the Sevier Desert Basin (Central Utah)

Matthew Joseph Heiner
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014
Major: Statistics

Amanda Kim Hunsaker
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: Special Education
Thesis: The Effects of Peer Tutoring on Junior High General Education Students’ Attitudes Toward Students with Severe Disabilities

Keelan Michael Jensen
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Civil Engineering

Chelsea Kae Katseanes
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Environmental Science
Thesis: Soil Fertility Status and Degradation of 2, 4, 6-Trinitrotoluene Contaminated Soils

Joseph Aaron Keller
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: Mathematics
Thesis: Representations Associated to the Group Matrix

Edward William Kern
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Civil Engineering
Thesis: Modeling Upstream Velocities at Low-Head Dams and Database of Fatalities at Low-Head Dams

James David Mackie
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering
Thesis: Compact FMCW Radar for GPS-Denied Navigation and Sense and Avoid

Daniel Ryan Marquez
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Physics

Nicholas Lee Martineau
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Statistics

Kevin Michael McGuire
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2011
Major: Geology
Thesis: Comparative Sedimentology of Lake Bonneville and the Great Salt Lake

Chace Kmetzsch McNeil
BS, Brigham Young University, 2004
Major: Statistics

LaMoyne Tyler Mix
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Chemistry
Thesis: Collisional Dynamic Elements of the Pyrazine-N2O System: Middle and Low J States

Robert Aaron Moncur
MBA, Brigham Young University, 2014
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Thesis: Maintaining Data Consistency in a Multi-User CAx Environment

Colin Andrew Montague
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014
Major: Statistics

Sharlan Renae Montgomery
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Civil Engineering
Thesis: Development of a Chloride Concentration Sampling Protocol for Concrete Bridge Decks

Katy Andrews Neves
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Exercise Sciences
Thesis: Achilles Tendon Changes in Downhill, Level and Uphill Running
Camilla May Nielson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009
Major: Exercise Sciences
Thesis: The Effect of Interval Training on Resting Blood Pressure

Scott James Pack
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Technology

Jeremy S. Payne
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Civil Engineering

Lawrence Andrew Pico
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Civil Engineering

Keith R. Proctor
MBA, University of Phoenix, 2006
BS, University of Phoenix, 2005
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology
Thesis: The Complex Nature of Learning Failure: A Student Perspective

Curtis J. Ransom
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Environmental Science
Thesis: Nitrogen Use Efficiency of Polymer-Coated Urea

Nicole Renee Rencher
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2009
Major: Exercise Sciences
Thesis: The Acute Effects of Whole-Body Corrective Exercise on Postural Alignment

Whitney Jane Robb
BM, University of Arizona, 2008
Major: Communication Disorders
Thesis: The Effects of Laryngeal Desiccation and Nebulized Isotonic Saline in Male Speakers

Rusty Wade Robinson
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2008
Major: Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation
Thesis: Post-Den Emergence Behavior and Den Detection of Polar Bears (*Ursus maritimus*) in Northern Alaska and the Southern Beaufort Sea

Robert Paul Travers Sabin
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014
Major: Statistics

William Nelson Sexton
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Mathematics
Thesis: The Minimum Rank of Schemes on Graphs

Samuel Injae Shin
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Neuroscience
Thesis: Role of zt6 nAChRs in Ethanol Modulation of VTA Neurons

Sean Paul Smith
MBA, Brigham Young University, 2014
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Thesis: Laboratory Experiments of Colliding Nonresonant Internal Wave Beams

Brittany Sumison Spencer
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014
Major: Statistics

Robert Jeffrey Stephenson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology

Garrett Anderson Stone
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Youth and Family Recreation
Thesis: Study Abroad as a Transformative Experience: Measuring Transformative Learning Phases and Outcomes

Allison Tanner
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Civil Engineering
Thesis: Determining Dispersion Coefficients in Sewer Networks

Ho Yi Wan
BS, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2005
Major: Environmental Science
Thesis: Effects of Fire Size and Severity on Quaking Aspen (*Populus tremuloides*)

Rui Yang
Major: Chemistry
Thesis: On Chip Preconcentration and Labeling of Protein Biomarkers Using Monolithic Columns, Device Fabrication, Optimization, and Automation

Stephanie Young
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: Marriage and Family Therapy
Thesis: A Dyadic Analysis of Couple Attachment Behaviors as Predictors of Dietary Habits and Physical Activity Levels
Richard D. Adams  
BS, Seattle University, 2008  
Major: Civil Engineering

Paige Abriel Affleck  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Exercise Sciences  
Thesis: Regulation of the Myostatin Protein in Overload-Induced Hypertrophied Rat Skeletal Muscle

John Charles Allen  
BS, Texas State University, 2007  
Major: Physiology and Developmental Biology  
Thesis: FGF4-Induced Wnt5a Gradient in the Developing Limb Bud Mediates Mesenchymal Cell-Directed Migration and Division

Jacob David Allred  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: An Investigation into the Mechanisms of Formation of the Hard Zone in FSW X65

Noelle Anderson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Thesis: Frost Susceptibility of Base Materials Treated with Asphalt Emulsion

Peter Jacob Arens  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Exercise Sciences  
Thesis: The Relationship Between Television Viewing Time and Cardiorespiratory Fitness in Adult Women

Bradley Dale Bacigalupi  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Technology  
Thesis: Characterization and Processing Evaluation of Starch/High-Density Polyethylene Materials in Extrusion Blow Molding

Don L. Bagshaw  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2007  
Major: Geology  
Thesis: Geology of the Birdseye 75-Minute Quadrangle, Utah County, Utah: Implications for Mid-Cenozoic Extension and Deposition of the Moroni Formation

Jason Robert Bahr  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Environmental Science  
Thesis: Exploring Post-Fire Recovery of Biocrusts and Desert Ecosystem Services

John Colin Barrus  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Intercalibration of QuikSCAT and OSCAT Land Backscatter

Steven James Bergsten  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Environmental Science  
Thesis: Certain Agave Species Exhibit the Capability to Be Moderately Productive Under Conditions of High Salt and Drought Stress

Michael Avery Bishop  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology

Stephanie Blickfeldt  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Marriage, Family, and Human Development  
Thesis: Adolescent Self-Disclosure and Father Involvement Transactions Across Early to Midadolescence

Jared Calvin Briggs  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Developing an Architecture Framework for Cloud-Based, Multi-User, Finite Element Pre-Processing

Caisa Nicole Brooks  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Exercise Sciences  
Thesis: The Acute Effects of Whole-Body Vibration Training on Passive and Dynamic Flexibility in Gymnasts

Everett A. Bryan  
BS, California State University, Long Beach, 2010  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Cooperative Target Tracking Enhanced with the Sequence Memoizer

Rachel Lynn Buck  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Environmental Science  

Brittany Marie Bush  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006  
Major: Biology  
Thesis: The Effects of Isolation on Endemic Cozumel Island Rodents: A Test of the Island Rule
Jordan Ann Bybee  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation  
Thesis: Understory Vegetation Response to Mechanical Mastication of Pinyon and Juniper Woodlands

Sean M. Castellano  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Civil Engineering

Jennifer Leigh Chase  
BS, University of California, Los Angeles, 2008  
Major: Food Science  

Spencer James Clark  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: Sensor-Driven Hierarchical Path Planning for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Using Canonical Tasks

Sharla Elizabeth Compton  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Exercise Sciences  
Thesis: The Effects of Long-Term Physical Activity or Attention Allocation Toward Food in College Freshman Women

Steven Charles Cook  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: Dynamic Near Field Communication Pairing for Wireless Sensor Networks

Matthew Harris Davis  
BA, Ottawa University, 2006  
Major: Geology  
Thesis: A Bond-Valence–Based Force Field: A Multibody Approach

Nicholas Gregory Davis  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Biology  

Kristen Sue Ellis  
BS, Weber State University, 2009  
Major: Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation  
Thesis: Habitat Selection and Nesting Ecology of Snowy Plover in the Great Basin

Andrea Rose DuPaix Erickson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Exercise Sciences  
Thesis: The Association Between Dairy Consumption and Insulin Resistance

Nicholas Jay Eyring II  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Physics  
Thesis: Development and Validation of an Automated Directivity Acquisition System Used in the Acquisition, Processing, and Presentation of the Acoustic Far-Field Directivity of Musical Instruments in an Anechoic Space

Jacob S. Farnsworth  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Thesis: Hot Spot Identification and Analysis Methodology

Kaitlynn Jane Fernelius  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation  
Thesis: Post-Fire Interactions Between Soil Water Repellency, Islands of Fertility, and Bromus tectorum Invasibility

Mark H. Fernelius  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Effect of Full-Annular Pressure Pulses on Axial Turbine Performance

Jacob Frogget  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Automatic Modulation Recognition for Aeronautical Telemetry

Darren J. Garcia  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Psychology  
Thesis: Children’s Recognition of Pride: An Experimental Approach

Miranda Mae Goldie  
BA, Shawnee State University, 2010  
Major: Marriage and Family Therapy  
Thesis: Infidelity and Forgiveness: Therapists’ Views on Reconciliation and Restoration of Trust Following Disclosure of Infidelity

Colton Lynn Goodrich  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Geology  
Thesis: Digital Outcrop Model and Paleocology of the Eight-Foot Rapid Algal Field (Middle Pennsylvanian Lower Ismay Sequence), Paradox Basin, Utah

Lisa R. Gurney  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Thesis: Compositional and Structural Properties of Emulsion-Treated Base Material: 7800 South in West Jordan, Utah
Christopher Abraham Guzman  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Mathematics  
Thesis: Counting Threshold Graphs and Finding Inertia Sets

Anthony Rondot Hall  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: The Pseudo-Rigid-Body Model for Fast, Accurate, Non-Linear Elasticity

Derek Daniel Harris  
BS, University of Utah, 2009  
Major: Chemical Engineering  
Thesis: A Kinetic Study of Aqueous Calcium Carbonate

Garrett Sean Hartman  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Real-Time Color TreeBASIS Feature Matching on a Limited-Resource Hardware System

Shane Makana Hayden  
BS, Colorado State University–Pueblo, 2012  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Thesis: Introducing the VuePod: Development and Testing of a Low-Cost, Large-Scale Stereoscopic Immersive System Using 3D LCD Televisions

Robb C. Hays  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Thermal Transport to Sessile Water Droplets on Heated Superhydrophobic Surfaces of Varying Cavity Fraction

Ryan Clair Heap  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Real-Time Visualization of Finite Element Models Using Surrogate Modeling Methods

Daniel R. Hendricks  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: An Experimental Analysis of the Use of the “Weighted Sum of Spatial Gradients” Quantity as the Minimization Parameter in Active Structural Acoustic Control of Vibrating Plates

Brandon Yates Jackson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006  
Major: Special Education  
Thesis: The Effects of Professional Development on High School Teachers’ Implementation of the Problem-Solving Process

Sabra Elyse Johnson  
BS, Texas Woman's University, 2010  
Major: Marriage and Family Therapy  
Thesis: Factors Relating to Romantic Relationship Experiences for Emerging Adults

William R. Johnson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Active Structural Acoustic Control of Clamped and Ribbed Plates

Shin-Young Jung  
BS, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2011  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: Shaping Swarms Through Coordinated Mediation

Darren Robert Kartchner  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Simulating the Performance of Tracking a Spinning Missile at C-Band

Joshua Taft Kaze  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation  
Thesis: Habitat Selection by Two K-Selected Species: An Application to Bison and Sage Grouse in Utah

Jared Matthew Keeley  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: An Incremental Trace-Based Debug System for Field-Programmable Gate Arrays

Kellie Elizabeth Kercher  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Technology  
Thesis: Distributed Agent Cloud-Sourced Malware Reporting Framework

Sean C. Kerman  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Methods and Metrics for Human Interaction with Bio-Inspired Swarms

Robert Andrew Klaus  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Development of a Sense and Avoid System for Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems

Frans Joseph Lambrechtens  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Civil Engineering  
David Michael William Landry  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Proteins in High Electric Fields

Kelsey M. Langston  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Molecular Biology  

Desiree Rochelle Lara  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Genetics and Biotechnology  
Thesis: Population Genetic Structure of Bromus tectorum in the American Desert Southwest

Shawn Jonas Larson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Thesis: Developing Guidelines for Including Mobility-Based Performance Specifications in Highway Construction Contracts

Chinn-Woan Lowe  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Molecular Biology  

Pamela Bayles Luke  
BA, Utah State University, 2007  
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology

Patricia Dorothea Lund  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Special Education  
Thesis: Effects of Video Prompting via an iPad on Vocational Skill Development of Secondary Students with Autism

Nicole Andrea Malloy  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Mathematics  
Thesis: Minimum Rank Problems for Cographs

Rebecca Cloward Mansfield  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Communication Disorders  

Andrew J. Marker  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Civil Engineering

Sam Scowcroft Matthews  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Chemistry  
Thesis: Investigation into the Effects of PEGylation on the Thermodynamic Stability of the WW Domain

Alisha C. Rasmussen Mayer  
BS, University of Utah, 2010  
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology

Jeffrey Alan McCarty, Jr.  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Civil Engineering

Michael A. Mendoza  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Water Fat Separation with Multiple Acquisition Balanced Steady-State Free Precession MRI

David J. Merrell  
BS, Oregon State University, 2007  
Major: Civil Engineering

Jared Aaron Merrill  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Technology  
Thesis: An Investigation of the ASIT Problem-Solving Method on Middle School Technology Education Student’s Ability to Produce Creative Solutions

Shaun C. Nua  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006  
Major: Youth and Family Recreation  
Thesis: Canadian Family Leisure, Family Functioning, and Family Satisfaction: A Family Perspective

Carly Ostler  
BS, University of Utah, 2009  
Major: Marriage and Family Therapy  
Thesis: The Relationship Between Insecure Attachment and Premarital Sexual Timing

Rebecca M. Owens  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2010  
Major: Technology  
Thesis: The Performance of Risk Management and Innovation in Construction Manager/General Contractor Delivery in Civil Construction Applications
Joseph B. Oxborrow  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Dynamic Nanochannels for Biosensing Applications

Anjali Narendra Patil  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Delamination Detection in Concrete Using Disposable Impactors for Excitation

Brian Owen Pendleton  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: Human-Swarm Interaction: Effects on Operator Workload, Scale, and Swarm Topology

Melanie Ellen Peris  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Communication Disorders  

Anthony D. Peterson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Chemistry  
Thesis: Nonlinear Spectroscopic Investigation of Adsorption to C18 Model Stationary Phase

Robert McEuen Porter  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Application of Machine Learning and Parametric NURBS Geometry to Mode Shape Identification

Brady Edwin Redfearn  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Technology  
Thesis: User Experience Engineering Adoption and Practice: A Longitudinal Case Study

Ana Isabel Rodriguez  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2000  
Major: Special Education  
Thesis: Effects of a Cross-Age Peer Tutoring Program on Reading Performance of Hispanic Title I Second- and Third-Grade Students

Zhuo Ruan  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Interface Design and Synthesis for Structural Hybrid Microarchitectural Simulators

Annie Mohsen Taher Samhouri  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Sociology  
Thesis: Service Provider and Beneficiary Perceptions of Collectivist Domestic Violence Social Issues

Daniel Leon Schulte  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: Interactive Techniques Between Collaborative Handheld Devices and Wall Displays

Daniel Brad Seegmiller  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: The Effects of Wrist Orthoses on the Stiffness of Wrist Rotation

Christopher T. Silva  
MBA, Brigham Young University, 2014  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2005  
Major: Psychology  
Thesis: Predicting Career Outcome Measures Using an Internship Evaluation Instrument: The Internship Profiling Questionnaire

Darrell John Skousen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Design Exploration and Analysis of Carbon-Infiltrated Carbon Nanotube Vascular Stents

Kelvin Charles Smith  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Civil Engineering

Lyndsy Marie Smith  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Communication Disorders  
Thesis: Brain Mapping of the Mismatch Negativity Response to Vowel Variances of Natural and Synthetic Phonemes

Blaire Snell  
BS, Utah State University, 2008  
Major: Nutritional Science  
Thesis: Effects of Reading and Music on Resting Energy Expenditure Measurements Taken with Indirect Calorimetry

Eric Scott Sumsion  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Thesis: Condition Assessment of Decommissioned Bridge Decks Treated with Waterproofing Membranes and Asphalt Overlays

Ashlee Taylor  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Exercise Sciences  
Thesis: A Comparison of Two Sock Types on Navicular Drop and Center of Pressure Measurements in Standing, Walking, and Running
Chase David Thomas  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Thesis: Deicer Usage on Concrete and Asphalt Pavements in Utah

Joshua David Thornock  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Burnout, NO, Flame Temperature, and Radiant Intensity from Oxygen-Enriched Combustion of a Hardwood Biomass

Daniel Abraham Tovar  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Particle Morphology and Elemental Composition of Heavy Fuel Oil Ash at Varying Atomization Pressures

Jose Luis Mojica Velazquez  
BS, University of Houston, 2008  
Major: Chemical Engineering  
Thesis: A Dynamic Optimization Framework with Model Predictive Control Elements for Long-Term Planning of Capacity Investments in a District Energy System

Grant Taylor Wagner  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2011  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Polarization Diversity in the Presence of Multipath Propagation

Haitao Wang  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering

Jared Anthony Webb  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Mathematics  
Thesis: A Topics Analysis Model for Health Insurance Claims

Jared Mark Weed  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Neuroscience  
Thesis: Endocannabinoid-Dependent Long-Term Depression of Ventral Tegmental Area GABA Neurons

Michael Schnebly Wilcox  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Trajectory Generation and Optimization for Experimental Investigation of Flapping Flight

Lynnell Ulani Wai Yee Zempoaltecatl  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Liquid Core Waveguide Sensors with Single and Multi-Spot Excitation

EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE

Jordan Tyler Hix  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: School Psychology  
Thesis: Involvement of Principals in Hiring, Professional Development, and Evaluation of Paraeducators

MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY

Justin Sean Adams  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

J.T. Adlard  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Caitlyn Judy Ainge  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Chelsie Kay Albaugh  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jason Douglas Aldridge  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Irene Gabriela Alfaro  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Bryson Eric Alm  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Camila Paz Antivilo  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Joshua E. Antuna  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Mio Matias Ilkanpoika Aura  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Xuyang Bai  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Brian Daniel Baumgarten  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Abraham Raigoso Beach  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>David Lee Bennett</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landon Kurt Bodily</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Jameson Bond</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Paul Brinton</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Brown</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Kent Brown</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Christopher Bryan</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Reed Call</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Jess Campbell</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenn Jacob Chezik</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Ann Chipman</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Joseph Clarine</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey D. Clark</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Leigh Clyde</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Covey Cole</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Cash Colton</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Andrew Corbett, Jr.</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Ralph Cornelius</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Michelle Curlee</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Richard Duncan</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Edwards</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jimmy Wayne Evans</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Jeffrey Foote</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Allen Freeman</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Whittenburg Gallacher</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth B. Gardner</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson Gaufin</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Goddard</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Robert Greenburg</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katri Nicole Hakes</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Darrel Hansen</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dustin Carlile Hanson</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Douglas Hay</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Allen Heaton</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>Major: Tax</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bradley Clark Henderson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

E. Talmadge Henderson III  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Tyler Curtis Hildt  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Robert Waymire Hills  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Cameron Alexander Hodson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Joseph Paul Holbrook  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Michael Scott Jacob  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jessica Jensen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Matthew Jensen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Emma Victoria Johnson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Kathryn Allan Johnson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Spencer Hyrum Johnson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Brock Harding Jones  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Zachary Benson Kacher  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Joshua Robert Kirn  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Yuan Lai  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Tung Thanh Le  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Bryce Clayton Leininger  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Dallin Emil Lemich  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Truman Scott Lemon  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Cade Douglas Lindahl  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Brian Edward Lowe  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Victoria Morgan Lund  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Lauren Day Maillard  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Natalia Carina Manco  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Carson Blake Marsh  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Kyle R. Martin  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Christina Ceylene McCardell  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Cory Paul McOmber  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Spencer Daryle Mecham  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Zedekiah Paco Mendenhall  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Daniel Graham Merkley  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Kelsey Elise Merkley  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Benjamin Casey Miles  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax  
Minor: Information Systems Management
Rogan Dean Millar  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Spencer Kevin Moon  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Noah Mark Myers  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Trevor Joseph Neff  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Kelsey LuDean Nelson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Chung Tat Ng  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Leslie Macfarlane Nielson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Fredrik Martin Nordin  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Paul Raymond Olsen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Jason Noel Orvin  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Maria Carmen Perez  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Zachary Dean Peterson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Matthew J. Pickerd  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Darin Goff Pierson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Bryce K. Pinder  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Benjamin Gerrit Pronk  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Katelin Cooper Redding  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Trevan Joseph Reeves  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

RaeLynn Jenae Rhees  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jasmine Hale Ridley  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Nathan McKell Riggs  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Youngsun Roberts  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Scott Russell Rogers  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Stephen Monet Russell  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Michael Edward Ryan  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Jason Thomas Schow  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jared K Sederholm  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Kyle Dean Shields  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Saurav Shrestha  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Ryan Lynn Shumpert  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Maxim V. Simakov  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Reid Davis Simmons  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Teresa Lynne Snyder  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Kelsee Rose Sorensen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax
Tyler Scott Stokes  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Justin Tyler Stout  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Randall Benson Stucki  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

James Robert Sullivan  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Kyle Ray Swenson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Craig A. Tarnutzer  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Blake Tracy Thain  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jordan C. Theurer  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jace C. Thomas  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Matthew Bryce Trump  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Griffin Russell Walker  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Mickell Nelson Walker  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Rachel Bradford Walker  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Ruiqi Wang  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Ashley Ann Wassom  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Christy Weatherston  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Austin Reeves Westover  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jace Alan Wilkins  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

Evan Dyer Williams  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Steven Hal Wilson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Wesley Curtis Wright  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Tax

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Thomas Dayne Corbett Anderson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Yi Wen Bai  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jacob Sterlin Brock  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Clarissa Chatterton  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Jason Michael DeLange  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Travis Larry Howell  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Camille Ellen Jepsen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Nicol Sha Lin Ong  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Shelby Michael Rampton  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Jordan LeRoy Savage  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Hanna E. Abdo  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Suruchi Agnihotri  
James Hiroki Aida  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Melissa Lundgren Alba  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2003

Florfel Quилас Alboroto  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Gregory David Allen  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009

Brian Steven Andersen  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2007  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Chase Tanner Anderson  
JD, Pepperdine University, 2010  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Cheryl Lynne Anderson  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2009

Neal Armstrong  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Jeremy Allen Averett  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Carter Thomas Avery  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Joel Stephen Baer  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Shaun David Bailey  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2005

Caleb Joseph Baker  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009

Cameron Alexander Balls  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2004

Nathan Amos Barnes  
MS, University of Utah, 2012  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007

Dennis de Pinho Barreto  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Seth B. Barrus  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Scott P. Belnap  
BS, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2005

Danielle Tuttle Bennett  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Brooks William Benson  
JD, University of Utah, 2010  
BA, Utah State University, 2006

Erin Rebecca Gardner Berger  
BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2002

Zachary Todd Berger  
BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2005

Lorin Donald Bird  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

David Kuhlmann Blackwell  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Ryan D. Borelo  
BS, University of Houston, 2008

Michael Thomas Bostwick  
BA, Utah State University, 2008

Adam J. Bowers  
BS, Idaho State University, 2002

Mark Williams Brems  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Jeffrey Jordan Briggs  
BS, Arizona State University, 2009

Landon Garrett Brock  
MPA, Bowie State University, 2010  
BS, United States Military Academy, 2007  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Benjamin Dwane Brown  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007

John Harman Brunt  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Adam Robert Buchanan  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007

Erik Moraes Cardoso  
Andon Allen Carling  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009

Nathan James Carrier  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Steven Hart Carroll  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

David John Carruth  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Thomas Shek Ming Chiu  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Frank Yu Chou  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Carl Christian Bennion Christensen  
BS, University of Utah, 2010
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reid Douglas Clark</td>
<td>BA, University of Texas at Austin, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Reid Cook</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin P. Copier</td>
<td>BS, Utah State University, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Smith Cornaby</td>
<td>BFA, Brigham Young University, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Kenneth Dailey</td>
<td>BA, University of Utah, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guilherme De Castro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulises Castillo Díaz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Joseph Diehl</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry Ding</td>
<td>BS, University of Alberta, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Anne Allred Duffy</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Scott Dunn</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Paul Durham</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aurora Ashley Louise Ebert-Foster</td>
<td>MS, University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron M Ellsworth</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick C. Flynn</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brady Scott Frandsen</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen Mark Frost</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Damian Garcia</td>
<td>BS, University of Illinois at Chicago, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Scott Gardner</td>
<td>BM, Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Michael Gleue</td>
<td>BS, University of Utah, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Graham</td>
<td>BS, University of Utah, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Clay Guest</td>
<td>JD, Brigham Young University, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edmond Levin Gunter</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karnika Raj Gurung</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Newell Hales</td>
<td>BS, Utah Valley University, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David P. Hall</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Anthony Hallam</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Hammond</td>
<td>BA, University of Utah, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Ann Hansen</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKay Ramon Hansen</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael K. Hanson</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad Edward Harris</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Clayton Harris</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric David Hass</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalia Christine Hefel</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilary Marja Hendricks</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlene J. Hernandez H.</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Ronald Hicks</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Yao Hill</td>
<td>BA, University of California, Los Angeles, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Amy Kanell Hilton</td>
<td>MA, University of Utah, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA, University of Utah, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John L. Holbrook</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brad Holland</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Patrick Hubbard</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas S. Hudson</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stein E. Ingebrigtsen</td>
<td>BS, Utah State University, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lauren Rose Jacobson  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Gabriel Nicolas Jaquier  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Jay Orion Jensen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Wade Dean Jeppesen  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2006

Eric O’Brien Jeppesen  
JD, Brigham Young University, 2014  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2006

Nathan Peter Johnson  
BS, University of Utah, 2008

Anubhav Johri  

Brian R. Knight  
BS, Utah State University, 2010

Vijayaraman Krishnamurthy  

Justin Michael Krueger  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Yuan-Yang Lai  

Rebecca Josephine Levanger  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Jacob Tyler Lewis  
BA, Utah State University, 2006

Shanna Lillywhite  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2002

Carolina Santos Cunha Lima  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2009

Tai-Chen Lin  

David Edward Long  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2004

J. Russell Lyman  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007

Meaghan Patricia Maher  
BFA, Academy of Art University, 2009

Daren Lindsay Mann  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Gustavo David Maruri  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2005

Daniel Aaron Maxfield  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Jacob Richard Mayoroga  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Monica Chang McGhie  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Todd Darrell Miller  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2009

Matthew Minson  
BS, Arizona State University, 2010

Robert Aaron Moncur  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Megan Ann Munguia  
BA, Princeton University, 2009

Megan Michelle Murff  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009

Jacob Andrew Murray  
BA, University of Utah, 2007

Scott Aaron Murray  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Sara Ashley Muse  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2004

Adam Michael Nebeker  
JD, College of William & Mary, 2005  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2002

Mark Gerber Nielson  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

D. Adam Openshaw  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2008

Andrew William Ostler  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Laura Kay Otto  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Derek Jay Pando  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Russell M. Patch  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Jarrod Nicholas Perry  
BS, Arizona State University, 2007

Nathan Mac Petersen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Brad S. Peterson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Katherine Rasmussen  
BA, University of Utah, 2008

Jordan Mathis Ray  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2006

Luke J. Ray  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2012

David Edmund Reynolds  
BA, Central Washington University, 2010

Suzy Robison  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Glen R. Sanders  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006
Clinton D. Satterthwaite  
BA, Utah State University, 2007

Kade Clifford Scoresby  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2007

Christopher T. Silva  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2005

Brian Dee Smith  
BS, Southern Utah University, 2009

Lowell Douglas Smith  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Richard Boyd Smith  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Sean Paul Smith  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Daniel Nefi Pandolfi Soares  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Daniel Scott Steinmetz  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Jose Carlos Suberville  
BS, Columbia University, 2007  
BA, Columbia University, 2007

Brian David Tanner  
DMA, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 2010  
MM, University of Utah, 2007  
BM, University of Utah, 2005

Scott Daken Tanner  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Spencer John Taylor  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007

Greg Afton Tesimale  
BS, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2008

Kyle Dalin Tew  
MS, University of Maryland, College Park, 2009  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Dan Tippetts  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Robert Nathan Tonks  
MS, University of Idaho, 2007  
BS, University of Idaho, 2007

Azjargal Tsogtsaikhan  

Oleksii Tytlin  

Austin Marshall Vorkink  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Robyn Miles White  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Todd Brandon Wight  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Cassandra Marie Wilson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Curtis G. Woodbury  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2010

Bryan Keith Workman  
BS, Arizona State University, 2009

Sonal Yadav  

Daniel F. Young  
BS, Westminster College, 2010

Huiwen (Helen) Zhong  

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE

Douglas Todd Bateman  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1989

MASTER OF EDUCATION

Amber Lenora Anderson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Educational Leadership

Cooper Lynn Best  
BS, Utah State University, 2008  
Major: Educational Leadership

Kelli LaVon Eisenhart  
BS, University of Utah, 2004  
Major: Educational Leadership

Jacob Eason Griffin  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Educational Leadership

John Arthur LaBare III  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1999  
Major: Educational Leadership

Amy Marie Mather  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1999  
Major: Educational Leadership

Megan Marie Miller  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007  
Major: Educational Leadership

Joshua L. Roehl  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2009  
Major: Educational Leadership

Jeff Scott Shirley  
MA, University of Utah, 2006  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2003  
Major: Educational Leadership

Ryan David Wilson  
BS, Southern Utah University, 2006  
Major: Educational Leadership

Todd Brandon Wight  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Cassandra Marie Wilson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Curtis G. Woodbury  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2010

Bryan Keith Workman  
BS, Arizona State University, 2009

Sonal Yadav  

Daniel F. Young  
BS, Westminster College, 2010

Huiwen (Helen) Zhong  

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE

Douglas Todd Bateman  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1989

MASTER OF EDUCATION

Amber Lenora Anderson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Educational Leadership

Cooper Lynn Best  
BS, Utah State University, 2008  
Major: Educational Leadership

Kelli LaVon Eisenhart  
BS, University of Utah, 2004  
Major: Educational Leadership

Jacob Eason Griffin  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Educational Leadership

John Arthur LaBare III  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1999  
Major: Educational Leadership

Amy Marie Mather  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1999  
Major: Educational Leadership

Megan Marie Miller  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007  
Major: Educational Leadership

Joshua L. Roehl  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2009  
Major: Educational Leadership

Jeff Scott Shirley  
MA, University of Utah, 2006  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2003  
Major: Educational Leadership

Ryan David Wilson  
BS, Southern Utah University, 2006  
Major: Educational Leadership
DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Lee Ann Fleming
BA, Brigham Young University, 1999
Major: Educational Leadership

Samantha Harris
MEd, Utah State University, 2008
BS, Brigham Young University, 1995
Major: Educational Leadership

MACKER'S DEGREES

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Blaine Atwood
BS, Southern Utah University, 1995
Major: Studio Art
Thesis: Accumulation of Divine Service

Jerel M. Harwood
BFA, Utah Valley University, 2010
Major: Studio Art
Thesis: (In/Out)Sider$*

Spencer David Hyde
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Creative Writing
Thesis: Powers of Recall—a Creative Thesis

Elizabeth Knight
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009
Major: Creative Writing
Thesis: More Than the Day:
Essays—a Creative Thesis

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE

Emily McGrath-Ho
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009
Major: Creative Writing
Thesis: Dura Mater

MASTER OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

Erik Britain Andersen
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Joel Russell Anderson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Benjamin Michael Barker
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

James Tyson Bearnson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Brian Andrew Black
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Colin H. Blair
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Devin Joshua Cope
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Mackenzie Scott Cope
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Matthew Rodger Deaver
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Kent C. Dodds
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Heather Eliese Dunnigan
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Timothy A. Golden
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Tyler Dan Halling
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Andrew Jack Heaton
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Garrett Layne Hendrickson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Seth Miles Howard
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Wesley Ryan Johnson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Joshua Kent Juncker
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Adam Michael Kilgore
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Brendan Scott Kingsford
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Sarah Marie Lemmon
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Nam Hoai Ngo
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Jeremy Leon Penrod
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Jeffrey Kent Potter
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Katherine Ashby Poulter
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Samuel Morgan Robertson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Hernan Ezequiel Rodriguez de Almeida
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Lane Davis Sawyer
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Joseph K. Scoville
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Sean Hugh Sotherland
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014
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James Michael Stewart  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

David Emerson Valentine  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Mingyan Wang

Todd Jeffrey Wilson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Lijun Yang  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Dustin L. Youngberg  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE
Kasey Phillip Baughan  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

MASTER OF LAW

Oluwaseun Oriyomi Fagbemi

Samer Ahmad Hannoun

Marlin Raed Ibrahim Hijazin

Olga Tyltina

MASTER OF MUSIC

Korianne Orton Johnson  
BFA, Brigham Young University, 2001

Melanie Jane Randall  
BM, University of Utah, 2011

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE
Seth Glen Bott  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2011

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Chase Byran Adams  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

James Scott Aylett  
BA, University of Utah, 2011

Joshua Clark Bishop  
JD, Brigham Young University, 2014  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Lauren Parry Boyer  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2011

Angela Ruth Breedlove  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Delphine Simone Brown  
BA, Arizona State University, 2007

Jeffrey Darrell Brown  
BS, Idaho State University, 2006

David Michael Clyde  
JD, Brigham Young University, 2014  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Angélica Maria Aguilar Escobar

Leslie Dunn Evans  
BGS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Charlie Little Fuller  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Heidi Lee Furness  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2005

Cindy Bea Jenkins  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Christa Jocelyne Keele  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Hyeon Seung Kim  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Mitchel Logan Lancaster  
BA, Utah State University, 2010  
BA, Utah State University, 2010

Michael Dean Lange  
BS, Utah State University, 2008

Crystal Kevan Lee  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Manette Fusako Lefrandt  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Elicia Louise Merwin  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Bryce Alan Monson  
BA, University of Washington, 2010

Kendall Seppi Morrison  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

M’kynzi Elise Newbold  
BA, University of Utah, 2010

Daniel Bok Yihn Ng  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Kevin J. Rich  
JD, University of Louisville, 2011  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Alisa Hardy Orton  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Micah W. Richards  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010
Dustin Lane Richins  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2011

Allyson Rose Robison  
BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2011

Jacqueline London Saumweber  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Danielle Shurtleff  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Rachel Hart Sniatynsky  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

ShaLae Steadman  
BS, Southern Utah University, 2010

Scott B. Swindler  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Teren Kei Taniuchi  
BS, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2010

Kara Lyn Wagner  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Jason Rex Walker  
BS, Utah State University, 2006

Matthew Keith Warnick  
MA, Emerson College, 2007  
BA, Utah Valley University, 2003

Kristen Michelle West  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Edward Clarence Whitmore  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Michael Douglas Wiseman  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Kyle Todd Barney  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2012

Stephanie Luana Hibbert  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Cameron E. Lister  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Jessica Teerlink Strong  
BS, University of Utah, 2004

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE

JaLeen Farrell Rogers  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

MASTER OF PUBLIC POLICY

Zachary Todd Barrus  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Tyson K. Cabulagan  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

John Spencer Christensen  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009

Mathias Andrew Gardner  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Jeremy Phillip Gunderson  
BS, Arizona State University, 2012

Rebecca Sue Jack  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Alicia McIntire  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Raage Ismail Sofe  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Alexander Ruben Wilson  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE

Amanda Hatch Worsham  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Courtney Lorayn Baker  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Dallas S. Bean  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Wendy Lee Beres  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Jessica Lynn Bodily  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

S. Zachary Bullock  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2012

Kristin Lorene Byers  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Jonathan Michael Case  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Jennifer Castillo  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2012

Lauren Phyllis Checketts-Warne  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Stephanie Christensen  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2012
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Tess Collett  
BS, University of Utah, 2011

Kerianna Lynne Creedon  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

G. Andrew Davis  
BS, Weber State University, 2011

William McKay Deveraux  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2012

Maria Isabel Gomes  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2011

Kristjana Lara Green  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Kevin Craig Harmon  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Kameron Elizabeth Orr Huff  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Brienne Evelyn Johnson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Trenton Monte Keppner  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Andrew Layne  
BS, Weber State University, 2012

Danna Lindemann  
BA, Utah Valley University, 2012

Michelle Nicole Minert  
BSW, University of Utah, 2010  
BS, University of Utah, 2010

Jacob R. Moss  
BS, University of Utah, 2011

Alice Ruth Nielsen  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2009

Susan Wells Pace  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Valerie Lynn Payne  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009

Melissa Anne Pomale  
BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2010

Heather Michelle Ransom  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

JoAnn Nybo Rueckert  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2012

Harold Nathan Smith  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2011

Kenzi C. Sorensen  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2011

Storie Stinger  
BS, Weber State University, 2011

Vanessa Charmaine Storey  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Alexandra Michelle Harrison Taylor  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2010

Taylor Lee Thomas  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2011

Kevin Oral Walker  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2011

Brant Steven Watters  
BS, Weber State University, 2011

Chelsea Michelle White  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Adrien Carole Mooney  
MA, Brigham Young University, 2014  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

DAVID O. MCKAY
SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION

Communication
Disorders

COMMUNICATION
DISORDERS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Kerri Dawn Andersen
Natalie Lynne Asay
Allison Clare MorningSkye
Beauchamp
Adam Mendenhall Beck
Emily Marie Berardi
Rachel Nixon Bills
Kristin Jean Bowles
Morgan Faye Bradley
Johannah Helen Robison
Brown
Tabithia Dawn Brown
Rachael Lynn Bryant
Megan Buckley
Anna Katharina Burton
Rachel Sue Carlson
Jeremy Daniel Chatterton
Jennifer Christensen
Catherine Marie Compton
Danielle Curtis
Sarah McKinzi Davis
Melissa Ann Elliott
Meredith Baker Fredline
Rachelle Dawn Gardner
Taylor Kealealani Goodrich
Melissa Chi Grabau
Jessica Lee Graham
Melissa Anne Greno
Hayley Ann Roney Griffin
Shayann Guthrie
Kaylee Ann Hale
Lauren M Hammon
Emily D. Hampton
Samantha Lynn Harris
Markie Rae Hatch
Camille Renee Webb Heaton
Kristen Amber Hoopes
Emalie Rebecca Ingram
Taylor Lynn Jeppson
Clare Patricia Johnson
Ariana Jane Jolley
Kayleen Emily Landy
Emilee Anne Longmore
Riley Tate Løvesee
Talia Elyce Loy
Courtney Lythgoe
Lisa Marie Mattei
Matthew Milligan
McConaghi
Erin Elizabeth Merrell
Kari Lynn Merrell
Leia Miller
Suzanne Lind Nichols
Shaelynn Danielle Owens
Panika Ellis Palmer
Angela Winder Parkinson
Hannah Elizabeth Payne
Marian Christine Randall
Shayla Anne Richardson
Mallory Renee Roberts
Dani Nicole Rodrigues
Madeline Roll
Julia Marie Rozier
Natalie Savage
Katie Lynn Shaw
Kelsey Lynn Simmons
Tyler Alan Smith
Natalie Stevenson
Janna Jeanette Stoutenburg
Madison McCall Taylor
Laurel Rebecca Theobald
Megan Thomas
Jennifer Bullock Usher
Julia Vincent
Katelyn Helen Watkins
Riley Siddoway Whipple
Mary Ann White
Alexandrea Monroe Wille
Sarah Ann Woodland

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Emily Jeanne Bean
Allyson Beddes
Christina Jane Beebe
Justin Aaron Benson
Samuel Mark Bernhisel
Megan Bradshaw
Lucy Edna Brimhall
Emma Brooks
Grace Collins Brummer
Maloree Carroll
Brittany Nicole Clay
Allison Drew Clayton
Shelly Elizabeth Darrington
Rebecca Ann Day
Lisa Ellgen
Lauren Alyse Evans
Ashley Nicole Farnsworth
Charlotte Marie Hill
Kylee Brook Jacobsen
Kristi Rose LePrell
Ceri Kimiko Lloyd
Ari McCall Loerwald
Caitlyn Malone
Candace Rika Minami
Nicholas David Ottley
Bianca Andrea Toledo Palma
Milissa Katherine Peterson
Rachel Nicole Rinderknecht
Jessica Ann Sessions
Hannah Marie Stauffer
Kelsey Mabella Stout
Hannah Noel Sultan
Dillan Laura Sykes
Andrea Nelson Usevitch
Jenica Paige Ward

All candidates listed for graduation will be awarded degrees subject to completion of requirements.
Counseling Psychology and Special Education

SPECIAL EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Vivian Ann Blake
Eliza Racquel Cortes
Lee Troy Hale
Emily Han
Lani Harris
Kylee Harston
Travis R Hepworth
Vivian Ann Blake
Eliza Racquel Cortes
Lee Troy Hale
Emily Han
Lani Harris
Kylee Harston
Travis R Hepworth

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Deneka Mahana Beck
Karalee Darrow
Chelsea Linford Parrish
Cierra Austin Van Leeuwen
Rachel Ann Wagstaff

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION WITHOUT TEACHING LICENSURE

Kate Stromberg Lelegren

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE

Elizabeth L Angel Seabrook Midgley

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Natalie Bench
Katherine Marie Berns
Mallori Nichole Campbell
Shannon Elizabeth Chandler
Ara Abish Chavez Flores
Sarah Elisabeth Clyde
Noelle Calvert Fillmore
Jessica Anne Fox
Ashley Jo Gressel
Camille Marcelle Hall
Stephanie Halling
Sara Elizabeth Heaton
Elisa Craig Hoskins
Darcie Jensen
Holly J Johnson
Taryn Tossen Lewis
Madison Rachel Lockhart
Stacey Anne Lythgoe
Ashlee Alyse Snow
Meighan Noelle Stevens

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Adam James Anderson
Adelin Marsh Dias
Brittany Lee Lindsay

Teacher Education

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Kimberly Victoria Bennett
Danielle Nicole Brading
Brittany M Brooks
Jennifer Rosemary Choules
Victoria Suzanne Drinkall
Maritza Jackie Durango
Brooke Beth Dunlap
Kara Kathryn Durian
Trevor Adam Wagstaff
Dezzbba Marysue Whaley
Andrew Jay Young

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Adam James Anderson
Adelin Marsh Dias
Brittany Lee Lindsay

PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHING/COACHING (K–12)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Mary Beth Teeres Edwards
Matthew Osden Fullmer
Regan Noelle Gilster
Marcus Kyle Hicks
Jason Christopher Hinds
Wade Evan Schaffer
Kourtney K Shumway
Minnie Lalaukeekikeho’ohao’ohao Talataina
Trevor Adam Wagstaff
Deezbba Marysue Whaley
Andrew Jay Young

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Adam James Anderson
Adelin Marsh Dias
Brittany Lee Lindsay

Alex Walter Wheatley
Alyse Wheeler
Christine Hakes Whisenant
Andrew Stanton Wing
Nicole Amber Zitting

Counseling Psychology and Special Education

SPECIAL EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Alex Walter Wheatley
Alyse Wheeler
Christine Hakes Whisenant
Andrew Stanton Wing
Nicole Amber Zitting

Counseling Psychology and Special Education

SPECIAL EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Alex Walter Wheatley
Alyse Wheeler
Christine Hakes Whisenant
Andrew Stanton Wing
Nicole Amber Zitting

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Deneka Mahana Beck
Karalee Darrow
Chelsea Linford Parrish
Cierra Austin Van Leeuwen
Rachel Ann Wagstaff

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION WITHOUT TEACHING LICENSURE

Kate Stromberg Lelegren

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE

Elizabeth L Angel Seabrook Midgley

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Natalie Bench
Katherine Marie Berns
Mallori Nichole Campbell
Shannon Elizabeth Chandler
Ara Abish Chavez Flores
Sarah Elisabeth Clyde
Noelle Calvert Fillmore
Jessica Anne Fox
Ashley Jo Gressel
Camille Marcelle Hall
Stephanie Halling
Sara Elizabeth Heaton
Elisa Craig Hoskins
Darcie Jensen
Holly J Johnson
Taryn Tossen Lewis
Madison Rachel Lockhart
Stacey Anne Lythgoe
Ashlee Alyse Snow
Meighan Noelle Stevens

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Adam James Anderson
Adelin Marsh Dias
Brittany Lee Lindsay

Teacher Education

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Kimberly Victoria Bennett
Danielle Nicole Brading
Brittany M Brooks
Jennifer Rosemary Choules
Victoria Suzanne Drinkall
Maritza Jackie Durango
Brooke Beth Dunlap
Kara Kathryn Durian
Trevor Adam Wagstaff
Dezzbba Marysue Whaley
Andrew Jay Young

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Adam James Anderson
Adelin Marsh Dias
Brittany Lee Lindsay

PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHING/COACHING (K–12)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Mary Beth Teeres Edwards
Matthew Osden Fullmer
Regan Noelle Gilster
Marcus Kyle Hicks
Jason Christopher Hinds
Wade Evan Schaffer
Kourtney K Shumway
Minnie Lalaukeekikeho’ohao’ohao Talataina
Trevor Adam Wagstaff
Dezzbba Marysue Whaley
Andrew Jay Young

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Adam James Anderson
Adelin Marsh Dias
Brittany Lee Lindsay

Alex Walter Wheatley
Alyse Wheeler
Christine Hakes Whisenant
Andrew Stanton Wing
Nicole Amber Zitting
Elisabeth Powell
Darcey Ruth Quebe
Brooke Marie Renslow

IRA A. FULTON
COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING AND
TECHNOLOGY

Chemical Engineering

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Adam Mark Ainge
Dane N Bennion
David Scott Bergeson
Hilary Bingham
Brigette Bowen
Spencer Henry Bowen
Aaron David Bytheway
Gregory Dan Chipman
K.C. Christensen
Cameron Dutch Chubbuck
Logan Glen Clark
James Kent Crowther
Collin Shaw Dickson
Emmett G. Fletcher
Joshua Dean Flygare
Spencer Matthew Gale
Stefan Dell Gentile
Trent Allan Hall
John M Hausen
Jonathon B Horton
Jacob John LaMarr
Victoria Blaine Lansinger
Adam Dudley Lewis
Benjamin Joseph Lindsay
James William Low
Alex Paul Mansfield
Nathaniel Reed Marchant
Ronald Abraham Martin
Mark Alan Matthews
Tyler Scott Mayberry
James Ammon Membott
Scott Allen Michaels
Edward James Overy Jr
Jeremy W Passey
Byron Jeffrey Porter
Jay Marvin Rainesdon
Whitney Lyn Rainesdon
Logan Todd Robertson
Peter Grant Shiozawa
Michael C. Smith
Weston Bruce Smith
Benjamin Alexander Stevens
Blake C. Sutherland
Tyler David Tolman
Michael Coleman Vaclaw
J Gavin Wardle
Jamon Dirk Winemar
Jacob Allen Yingling

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Spencer Craig Campbell
Geoffry Bradshaw Fowles
Meng-Chieh Liu
Brian Claire Stimpson
Brent Donald Young

Civil and Environmental Engineering

CIVIL ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Cody Luke Alberts
Jeremy Brett Anderson
Tyson Richard Anderson
Nicholas Valgardson
Barnwell
Jason James Besendorfer
John Taylor Cazier
David Keali’i Chang
Brandon Richard Corbett
Nathan W Davis
Travis B Fillmore
Jake Galli
Mikeal John Godfrey
Andrew Jeffersson Gwynn
Matthew Spencer Hakes
Daniel Jean
Danielle Luna McClellan
David Kirk Mitchell
Blake Wesley Newbold
Kahler Douglas Nield
Caleb Robert Oakes
Natalie Estelle Oakes
Brandon James Palmer
Logan Matthew Palmer
Justin Andrew Relitz
Eric Glenn Scott
Alan Dee Snow
Kevin Tyler Sonico
Matthew Kirk Stewart
Noah Robert Taylor
Manuel Alejandro Vega Loo
Ryan Joseph Woods

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Zola Yaa Apoakwaa Adjei
Bryce W Anderson
Christopher Paul Bick
Logan Daniel Black
Tyler James Brown
Paul Allan Chatterton
Kelly David Christensen
David Benjamin Clark
Levi Thomas Ekstrom
Russell Thomas Irion
Kamberlyn R. Jensen
Casey Scott Knecht
Trevor James Kulbeth
Chad Hendrick Larson
Jamar Jared Lopez Balderas
Emily Kay Lupeamanu
Brant Daniel Mock
Jaren Clive Murphy
Daniel Scott Pace
Bryan Daniel Priebie

Gregory Paul Riley
Joseph Andrew Roberts
Thomas Minson Sherbel
Kyle Mark Smith
Lindsey Charlene Stanford
Andrew Richard Thomsen
Kristin Jane Ulmer
Daniel Scott Urquhart
Bethany Margaret Veil
Trevor John Youd

Electrical and Computer Engineering

COMPUTER ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Steven James Allred
Benjamin Mark Birdsell
Jin Keunhaeng Lee
Steven Michael McKnight
Jared Joseph Moore
Michael George Reeder
Kyle Amos Shepherdson
Spencer Hamilton Steel
Alan M Weinert

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Anthony Lloyd Andrews
Christopher Francis
Crookston
Bryan Paul Gillespie
Samuel Wade Grayson
Steven L Hutchings
Barima Kwame Ababio
Kwarteng
Chase Madison Roberts
Neil Peter Turley

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Daniel Mark Andrews
Zachary N Argyle
Matthew Kendall Larson
Michael Ambrose
Borgholthaus
Nicholas Diehl Bumbaugh
Adam Robert Burnett
Jorden Darren Campbell
Tyson Eugene Carroll
Jacob Bruce Cassinat
Eric Dale Christensen
Nathan A Coon
Steven Wesley Deshaiez
Robert Benjamin Hale
Paul Douglas Handy
Austin Keith Harrison
Lorin James Hendricks
Christopher Paul Horn
Troy Sheldon Johnson
Warren Hargen Kemmerer
Jesse Scott Knecht
Jeffrey Christopher Leach
Colton Joshua Lee
SeungYeb Lee
William Cameron Leeper
Andrew Jay Lund
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Curtis Alexander Mackay
Nathan Mark Madsen
Joshua Gary Mangelson
Stephen Dalton McLaughlin
Shaelyn Meyer
Forrest Dayton Minor
Spencer Neal Montgomery
Amol Ashwinkumar Parmar
Pragyan Paudel
Andrew Tracy Powell
JJ Trent Jonathan Schramm
Frederick Alexander Seng
Ryan Christopher Shill
Jonathan Cullinan Spencer
Matthew Alan Stott
Cameron Roy Taylor
Meredith Irene Dupaix Taylor
Sara Ann Taylor
Eric B Whiting
Brandon Michael Williams
Alexander David Wilson
Leeland Devar Woodard

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Chad Lionel Andersen
Benjamin Arnold
Jeffrey Richard Blodgett
Chandler Eric Brown
Matthew Christensen Corless
Kevin Stewart Duplisea
Rhett Russell Fisher
Jaime Moisés Gutiérrez Lozano
Cameron Louis Hill
Eric Butler Glen Hopper
Jeffrey M Klis
Bryson Joseph Lanterman
Brian James LeNeave
David John McKinlay
Christopher Michael Ortega
Malcolm Blair Plessinger
Jacob Michael Ray
Alexander Brent Recksiek
Eric Menlove Smith
Aaron Gerald Stoddard
David Joel Tanner
Cameron Verr Turnbow
James David Warnock
Brooks Lawrence Measom

Mechanical Engineering

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Jason Tyler Allen
Drew Wesley Anderson
Jordan Robert Barber
Garret Richard Daniel Beaman
Amanda Marie Beatty
Sean Cameron Bishop
Joseph Blanch
Kara Janell Boatwright
Nathan Calloway Chelius
Luke Glen Christensen
Westley Gene Christensen
Jason Gary Damm
Andrew Doran Davidson
Fredrick Channing Decker
Michael Atherton DiFiore
Harrison Lee Douglass
Matthew Owen Duffield
Gary James Ellingson
Ryan A. Faber
David Tate Fanning
Spencer Keith Ferguson
Matthew John Gillespie
Morgan Gillespie
Ethan Aren Grabau
Shaun Austin Heldt
Angela Elizabeth Henrie
Zachary Royden Hill
Chad Michael Hinch
Peter SungWook Hyung
Aaron Lau Inouye
Ryan Paul Jenkins
Brandon Richard Jensen
Spencer Scott Johnson
Lance Jones
Daniel Philip Koch
Colin George Lacey
Jakob Benjamin Later
Kyle Scott Layton
Junduck Lim
Johnfredy Loaiza
Brent David Ludwig
Nathan James Macdonald
Matthew Michael McCausland
Michael James McCain
Joshua W McCord
Jordan Michael McDonald
Samuel Jacob McDonald
Brooks Law Jackson Measom
Tyler Mark Merrell
Brandon Scott Messer
Steven S Miner
Michael Robert Morgan
John L Myers
Bennett Andrew Myres
Todd G Nelson
Cory Nelson Newton
Thomas Trevor Nysetvold
George Scott Pepperdine
Jordan Joshua Peterson
Daniel C Peltz
Andy Dennison Porter
Dann Scott Porter
Alan Lane Reintjes
Jared Michael Reynolds
Jordan Daniel Rhoads
Joshua Y. Sakamoto
Benjamin Salazar
Sara Ashley Skouson
Daniel Michael Smith
Ronald Alex Spencer
Daniel Robert Staves
Trevor Keith Stephens
Derric Benjamin Syme
Matthew Thomas Titenso
Mark Stevens Trent
Charles Ross Welch
Joshua Parker Wilson
Alden Daniel Yellowhorse
Robert Ivan Yorgason
Seán C Young

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
David Sterling Beck
Charles Mansel Best
Korbin Michael Blunck
Breneden D. Brown
Michael Bradley Cloward
Benjamin Lynn Cook
Trevor Collins Crapo
Joel Hills Marshall
Levi Thomas Rupert

School of Technology

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Krystofer Jerry Gardner
David Alexander Geaves
Brandon James Hope
Joshua Earl Jones
Michael Anthony Kelly
Jacob Chesley Koelker
Byambasuren Purevsuren
David Tillman Willis

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Raymond J. Dawson
Jared Casey Forbes
Logan Thomas Goff
Shandon Miles Gubler
Benjamin Joseph Jensen
Ryne Noble Jones
Andrew Price Mair
Mark Anthony McKeen
Keith E Schmidt
Chad Raymond Thueson

FACILITY AND PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Jeffrey Michael Averyt
Carissa Alena Clement
Tyler Robert Doyle
Christopher R English
Spencer Benjamin Flake
Gary Thomas Fullmer
Nicholas Sebastian Gonzalez
Thomas Hunter Gordon
Landon Joseph Heaton
Shaun Adam Hill
Justin Davis Norman
Colton William Plessman
Rusty Tyrell Pollard
Benjamin Grant Pugh

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
William F Bateman
Austin Clark Breerton
Benjamin Merrill Brown
Michael Kent Haws
Trevor Scott Nicoll
Tracy L Singson
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Jacob Edward Braghini
Kyle Evan Cardwell
Tressa Ellen Furner
Jennifer Liane Siggard Hansen
Troy Austin Leininger
Brett Stanley Mellor
Mark Gustavo Nader
Paul Knudsen Schmidt
Dallin Bryan Smith
DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Eric Joseph Call
Raquel Louise Eisele
Daniel Shirley
Rex Denis Wilson
Elisabeth Anine Wing

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
John Ioanekela Bello
Nathan Darren Bills
James Scott Brown
Brice R Condie
Igor Danilyan
Francisco Manuel DeLaO Roa
Michael James DeMille
Byron Oliver Doyle
Trevor M Durán
Matthew Somers Higbee
Aaron D Jensen
Brice David Johnson
Robert Lunardelli
Jonathan Mercado
Thang Quang Nguyen
Dallas L Norton
Kyle James Rizzo
Keith Bradford Smith
Matthew Dwayne Stevenson
Camron L Sutter
Chase Allen Sylvester
Justin Lee Tangren
Bryon Chase Thorock
Daniel Edward Turner
Joel Wenerstrom
Austin Young Whipple
Jonathan Kimball Williams
DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Wilson Aristides Moscosa Pacheco
Michael Betioli Zanandrea

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Andrew Christian Allen
Benjamin Scott Arnett
Ruth Anna Bennett
Steven Jared Boshard
Jennifer Jean Butler
Jeffrey Grant Cramer
Bryce Stuart Curtis
Matthew Don Densley
Taylor Craig Eatough
Chase Michael Evans
John Mark Bruce Fillmore
Carson Dennis Flake
Conner McClure Gietz
Steven Bradley Giles
Alexander Royal Stonewall
Jackson Goodrum
Cory A Gottfredson
Christopher Gary Graham
Cameron Cornelius Gunter
Brent Willis Hansen
Andrew Neil Haymond
Kyle Jones
Bron Judge Kimball
Scott Milan Kunz
Kenneth Orville Lutes Jr.
Trey David Nelson
Ethan E Ormsby
Cody Jay Peterson
Clint William Philbrick
Addam Kim Roberts
Levi Glen Roberts
Michael James Salisbury
Morgan Joseph Stanger
Rod Seiki Tamanaha
James Paul Vaterlaus
Britton Spencer Wickes
Austin K. Wilkins
Garrett Glade Wimmer
Cameron Douglas Wride
DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Benson Aaron Empey
Saul Alejandro Leal
Ranga Tharindra Solanga
Arachchige
Eric Richard Thomas
Alice E. Wind

TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Mackenzie Blaire Carlisle
Andrew Joseph Dutton
Laurel Belle Green
David B Holland
Shawn William Jensen
Aaron Joseph Roth
DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Blake Howard Hoover
Sharon Yu Juang
Lindsey Michele McMurdie
Joshua D Stevenson
George Terry Taylor II

COLLEGE OF FAMILY, HOME, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Anthropology
ANTHROPOLOGY
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Aubree Lynne Banton
Kathi Marie Beckett
Emily Felsted Brady
Crystal Carey
Rachel Elizabeth Cornwall
Jacyln Marie Eckersley
Britten Amber Harmon
Kelsey Elizabeth Hybarger
Allyn Christine Jones
Rachel Kalena LaForce
Jillian Mather
Beau Robert Mosman
Keara Anne Moyle
Andrew Henry Pieper
Trevor Steven Pollmann
Krista J Rau
April Lucille Reber
Elizabeth Sarah Sherrill
Schulte
Rachel Marie Searle
Mary Karelen West
Rebecca Charlene Woodard
Dustin Troyer Wurtz
DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Francis Christian Burton III
Friedrich Peter Busche
Chelsea Renee' Steiner Pineda Davey
Carly May Chapman Jakins
Lauren Elizabeth Schoen
Jenessa Sheffield

Economics
ECONOMICS
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Ryan Edward Awerkamp
Harry Ryne Belliston
Derek James Brown
Ryan Grant Christensen
Richard McIntire Cobb
Taylor Allen Cone
Robert Allen Davis II
Luis A Delgado
Taylor Tracy Duckworth
Anne Elizabeth Fuller
Sara Gomez Sepulveda
Paden Max Hanson
Bradford Robert Hirst
Michael Keith Hollan II
Tsung Yen Ho
Sean Stephen Johns
Gavin Richard Johnson
Philip Devon Jones
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Thomas Klark Kelemen
Carter Brent Mix
Matthew Joseph Modawell
Jacob Jefferies Olson
Victor Manuel Polanco Fernandez
Roy Kenneth Roth
Benjamin Rust Snow
Mark J Summers
John van den Bergh
Preston Kent Wheeler
James Steven White
Mathew T Williams
Michael Andrew Wood
Ryan Karl Tillberg Yergensen

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Joshua J Acker
William Moore Allred
Marcus Derrill Bastian
Dylan Parker Bates
Andrew J Blackburn
John Ryan Carmichael
Matthew Lindsey Chambers
Richard McKay Childs
Eunkyung Kim
Amy Aurelia Lambert
David Michael Lewis
Amelia Danielle McGuire
Daniel Reed Ormsby
Chandler Reed Phelps
Elijah Wollage Pratt
Jay Brandon Rollins
Taylor Jay Young

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Kayla Müge Akgül
Ryan Don Barker
Clark Dean Barnett
Jonathan N Beasley
Kenard Navardo Beckford
Jordan Derrick Berge
Taylor Jay Canann
Jacob E. Coleman
David Jay Doman
Brooke Anne Garber
Diego Alberto Gonzalez Guillen
Joshua David Goodrich
Michael Adam Hawkins
John Jared Holland
Scott Nathan Jennings
Thomas William Jensen
James Armand Johansen
Nathaniel Kaimana Johnson
Yoji Jung
Euijoo Lee
Tyler James Morrison
Diogo Choairy Rodart
Myrrha
Rebecca Anne Nicholas
Catla Aarti Reddy
Ryan Daniel Schoessow
Henry James Taylor
Jacob Lewis Walley

School of Family Life

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Dana Ann Bogart
Jamie Lea Buttars
Jennifer Morgan Fisher
Whitney Diane Lummus
Heather Payne
Morgan Rhoton

Elise McAllister Shipley
Elizabeth Sims
Theresa Anne Thompson
Amberly Nicole York

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Emalee Loretta Brown
Emily Jane McDonald
Tiffany Nicole Thomas

FAMILY LIFE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Rachel Allen
Briggs McDede Albury
Carla Privette Andelin
Leilani Eileen Anderson
Jessie Andrzaszczyk
Ashley Janea Andrew
Whitney Michelle Augustine
Marissa Avila
Jay Austin Bach
BreeAnna Maria Barney
Sarah Josephine Bell
Dallin Alexander Belt
Miriann Bennett
Danielle Bennington
Madelyn Ellsworth Bills
Katelin-Jane Tunney Bird
Ragan M. Bishop
McKenzie Yates Blake
Ashley Christine Bogdan
Kirra Shontel Branch
Mary Rhonda Bullock
Tiana Emily Butterfield
Jenna Marie King Cannon
Rebecca Screper
Rebekah Grace Chamberlin
Lauren Iolani Chung-Hoon
Janice Carol Clement
Bethany Amelia Nay Cline
Cloe Colohan
Meagan Brianna O'Dell
Cornia
Chelsea Alexa Cowan
Hilary Dalton
Cameron Gregory Davis
Stephanie Hilda Davis
Julianne Dawn Doman
Glory Alice Joanne Drake
Anne Marie Edwards
Mandy-Marie Eldredge
Camree Nichole Engman
Stefan Paul Erickson
Sadie Esplin
Courtney Marie Facer
Stacy B Fairbanks
Joslin Svea Farmer
Nikisha Lynn Fernandes
Brittany Churchill Feuz
Christa Marie Fletcher
Kiley Kay Forrest
Taber Terry Gibbons
Emily Lynn Gunter
Allison Carole Hansen
Sara Janese Hardester
Danielle Alisa Haymore
Laura MyKell Hazard
Abby Jo Hellewell
Debra Lloyd Holbrook
Danielle Elena Israelsen
Sarah Ruth Jackson
JilliAnne Kae Jensen
Larelan Maquelle Jensen
Emmalee Marie Johnson
Katherine Ann Mildred
Jordan Thomas Kohl
Emma Suzanne LaFrance
Megan Linn Lambert
Rebecca Karen Bade Law
Rebecca “Becki” Jane James
Lindsey Marie LeCheminant
David Fletcher Lewis
Stephanie Dawn Lewis
Melissa McDonald
Mikaila Renee McGlothin
Elizabeth Merril
Julie Michele Merril
Jac Marie Meyer
Jordan Ashley Milligan
Emily Louise Mitchell
Kyla Ashley Moore
Erica Brittney Morgan
Kiersten Megan Nash
Philip David DeLaMare
Nelson
Kaitlin Pauline Nichols
Selea Leslie Nielsen
Tanner Glenn Nilsson
Erin Marie Clark Lisonbee
Jeanette Eileen Bagley
Loreli Roberta Baroldy
Kieryn Shea Bleecker
Ashley Elizabeth Bunting
Rachel Chatfield
Cassie Chea Rasmussen
Jaclyn Sheffield Crane
Trevor Dennis Dahle
WillaDee Whitaker Dalby
Karen Johana Da Silva Ojeda
Karin C. Ninow
Meghan Mullen Palmer
CaroLynn Eustice Patten
Maria Alberto Pereyra
Kaitlin Pauline Nichols
Selea Leslie Nielsen
Tanner Glenn Nilsson
Erin Marie Clark Lisonbee
Jeanette Eileen Bagley
Loreli Roberta Baroldy
Kieryn Shea Bleecker
Ashley Elizabeth Bunting
Rachel Chatfield
Cassie Chea Rasmussen
Jaclyn Sheffield Crane
Trevor Dennis Dahle
WillaDee Whitaker Dalby
Karen Johana Da Silva Ojeda
Karin C. Ninow
Meghan Mullen Palmer
CaroLynn Eustice Patten
Maria Alberto Pereyra
Kaitlin Pauline Nichols
Selea Leslie Nielsen
Tanner Glenn Nilsson
Erin Marie Clark Lisonbee
Jeanette Eileen Bagley
Loreli Roberta Baroldy
Kieryn Shea Bleecker
Ashley Elizabeth Bunting
Rachel Chatfield
Cassie Chea Rasmussen
Jaclyn Sheffield Crane
Trevor Dennis Dahle
WillaDee Whitaker Dalby
Karen Johana Da Silva Ojeda
Karin C. Ninow
Meghan Mullen Palmer
CaroLynn Eustice Patten
Maria Alberto Pereyra
Kaitlin Pauline Nichols
Selea Leslie Nielsen
Tanner Glenn Nilsson
Erin Marie Clark Lisonbee
Jeanette Eileen Bagley
Loreli Roberta Baroldy
Kieryn Shea Bleecker
Ashley Elizabeth Bunting
Rachel Chatfield
Cassie Chea Rasmussen
Jaclyn Sheffield Crane
Trevor Dennis Dahle
WillaDee Whitaker Dalby
Karen Johana Da Silva Ojeda
Karin C. Ninow
Meghan Mullen Palmer
CaroLynn Eustice Patten
Maria Alberto Pereyra
Kaitlin Pauline Nichols
Selea Leslie Nielsen
Tanner Glenn Nilsson
Erin Marie Clark Lisonbee
Jeanette Eileen Bagley
Loreli Roberta Baroldy
Kieryn Shea Bleecker
Ashley Elizabeth Bunting
Rachel Chatfield
Cassie Chea Rasmussen
Jaclyn Sheffield Crane
Trevor Dennis Dahle
WillaDee Whitaker Dalby
Karen Johana Da Silva Ojeda
Karin C. Ninow
Meghan Mullen Palmer
CaroLynn Eustice Patten
Maria Alberto Pereyra
Kaitlin Pauline Nichols
Selea Leslie Nielsen
Tanner Glenn Nilsson
Erin Marie Clark Lisonbee
Jeanette Eileen Bagley
Loreli Roberta Baroldy
Kieryn Shea Bleecker
Ashley Elizabeth Bunting
Rachel Chatfield
Cassie Chea Rasmussen
Jaclyn Sheffield Crane
Trevor Dennis Dahle
WillaDee Whitaker Dalby
Karen Johana Da Silva Ojeda
Karin C. Ninow
Meghan Mullen Palmer
CaroLynn Eustice Patten
Maria Alberto Pereyra
Kaitlin Pauline Nichols
Selea Leslie Nielsen
Tanner Glenn Nilsson
Erin Marie Clark Lisonbee
Jeanette Eileen Bagley
Loreli Roberta Baroldy
Kieryn Shea Bleecker
Ashley Elizabeth Bunting
Rachel Chatfield
Cassie Chea Rasmussen
Jaclyn Sheffield Crane
Trevor Dennis Dahle
WillaDee Whitaker Dalby
Karen Johana Da Silva Ojeda
Karin C. Ninow
Meghan Mullen Palmer
CaroLynn Eustice Patten
Maria Alberto Pereyra
Kaitlin Pauline Nichols
Selea Leslie Nielsen
Tanner Glenn Nilsson
Erin Marie Clark Lisonbee
Jeanette Eileen Bagley
Loreli Roberta Baroldy
Kieryn Shea Bleecker
Ashley Elizabeth Bunting
Rachel Chatfield
Cassie Chea Rasmussen
Jaclyn Sheffield Crane
Trevor Dennis Dahle
WillaDee Whitaker Dalby
Karen Johana Da Silva Ojeda
Karin C. Ninow
Meghan Mullen Palmer
CaroLynn Eustice Patten
Maria Alberto Pereyra
Kaitlin Pauline Nichols
Selea Leslie Nielsen
Tanner Glenn Nilsson
Erin Marie Clark Lisonbee
Jeanette Eileen Bagley
Loreli Roberta Baroldy
Kieryn Shea Bleecker
Ashley Elizabeth Bunting
Rachel Chatfield
Cassie Chea Rasmussen
Jaclyn Sheffield Crane
Trevor Dennis Dahle
WillaDee Whitaker Dalby
Karen Johana Da Silva Ojeda
Karin C. Ninow
Meghan Mullen Palmer
CaroLynn Eustice Patten
Maria Alberto Pereyra
Kaitlin Pauline Nichols
Selea Leslie Nielsen
Tanner Glenn Nilsson
Erin Marie Clark Lisonbee
Jeanette Eileen Bagley
Loreli Roberta Baroldy
Kieryn Shea Bleecker
Ashley Elizabeth Bunting
Rachel Chatfield
Cassie Chea Rasmussen
Jaclyn Sheffield Crane
Trevor Dennis Dahle
WillaDee Whitaker Dalby
Karen Johana Da Silva Ojeda
Karin C. Ninow
Meghan Mullen Palmer
CaroLynn Eustice Patten
Maria Alberto Pereyra
Kaitlin Pauline Nichols
Selea Leslie Nielsen
Tanner Glenn Nilsson
Erin Marie Clark Lisonbee
Jeanette Eileen Bagley
Loreli Roberta Baroldy
Kieryn Shea Bleecker
Ashley Elizabeth Bunting
Rachel Chatfield
Cassie Chea Rasmussen
Jaclyn Sheffield Crane
Trevor Dennis Dahle
WillaDee Whitaker Dalby
Karen Johana Da Silva Ojeda
Karin C. Ninow
Meghan Mullen Palmer
CaroLynn Eustice Patten
Maria Alberto Pereyra
Kaitlin Pauline Nichols
Selea Leslie Nielsen
Tanner Glenn Nilsson
Erin Marie Clark Lisonbee
Jeanette Eileen Bagley
Loreli Roberta Baroldy
Kieryn Shea Bleecker
Ashley Elizabeth Bunting
Rachel Chatfield
Cassie Chea Rasmussen
Jaclyn Sheffield Crane
Trevor Dennis Dahle
WillaDee Whitaker Dalby
Karen Johana Da Silva Ojeda
Karin C. Ninow
Meghan Mullen Palmer
CaroLynn Eustice Patten
Maria Alberto Pereyra
Kaitlin Pauline Nichols
Selea Leslie Nielsen
Tanner Glenn Nilsson
Erin Marie Clark Lisonbee
Jeanette Eileen Bagley
Loreli Roberta Baroldy
Kieryn Shea Bleecker
Ashley Elizabeth Bunting
Rachel Chatfield
Cassie Chea Rasmussen
Jaclyn Sheffield Crane
Trevor Dennis Dahle
WillaDee Whitaker Dalby
Karen Johana Da Silva Ojeda
Karin C. Ninow
Meghan Mullen Palmer
CaroLynn Eustice Patten
Maria Alberto Pereyra
Kaitlin Pauline Nichols
Selea Leslie Nielsen
Tanner Glenn Nilsson
Erin Marie Clark Lisonbee
Jeanette Eileen Bagley
Loreli Roberta Baroldy
Kieryn Shea Bleecker
Ashley Elizabeth Bunting
Rachel Chatfield
Cassie Chea Rasmussen
Jaclyn Sheffield Crane
Trevor Dennis Dahle
WillaDee Whitaker Dalby
Karen Johana Da Silva Ojeda
Karin C. Ninow
Meghan Mullen Palmer
CaroLynn Eustice Patten
Maria Alberto Pereyra
Kaitlin Pauline Nichols
Selea Leslie Nielsen
Tanner Glenn Nilsson
Erin Marie Clark Lisonbee
Jeanette Eileen Bagley
Loreli Roberta Baroldy
Kieryn Shea Bleecker
Ashley Elizabeth Bunting
Rachel Chatfield
Cassie Chea Rasmussen
Jaclyn Sheffield Crane
Trevor Dennis Dahle
WillaDee Whitaker Dalby
Karen Johana Da Silva Ojeda
Karin C. Ninow
Meghan Mullen Palmer
CaroLynn Eustice Patten
Maria Alberto Pereyra
Kaitlin Pauline Nichols
Selea Leslie Nielsen
Tanner Glenn Nilsson
Erin Marie Clark Lisonbee
Jeanette Eileen Bagley
Loreli Roberta Baroldy
Kieryn Shea Bleecker
Ashley Elizabeth Bunting
Rachel Chatfield
Cassie Chea Rasmussen
Jaclyn Sheffield Crane
Trevor Dennis Dahle
WillaDee Whitaker Dalby
Karen Johana Da Silva Ojeda
Karin C. Ninow
Meghan Mullen Palmer
CaroLynn Eustice Patten
Maria Alberto Pereyra
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Geography

**GEOGRAPHY**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Spencer Michael Adkins  
Amiee Lynn Archbold  
Alena Brailsford  
Jordon Frazier Bratt  
Nicolas Walker Conder  
Christina Joan Craven  
Neil Joseph Crook  
Antonio Jacob DiMatteo  
David Ellsworth Gourdin  
Blake Raymond Gulbransen  
Corey Jay Gunderson  
John Conrad Hoffman  
Cameron Nelson Jensen  
Michael Peter Spencer Maher  
Tari Lee McKell  
Chelsea Marie McKenna  
Jordan Andrew Mitchell  
Jason Harry Munns  
Weston Pierce Murch  
Shannyn Marie Palmer  
Mark Alan Parmley  
Jameson Thomas Testi  
Arnold Daniel Valdez  
Andrew James Van Leuven  
Mackenzie Ann Peay  
William Kent Perkins  
Brian Gardner Page  
Mackenzie Ann Peay  
Rachel Ann Sawyer  
Cameron Evan Schmutz  
Robert James Smith  
Sierra Jamie Smith  
Nikolas Andrew Sorensen  
Jonathan Craig Stanley  
Rebecca Strein  
Caitlin Victoria Summers  
Brian David Tuttle  
Brian Sean Wall  
Ridge William Wallace  
Stephen James Wenzel  
Sara Michelle Zabriskie

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Christopher Hixon  
Stephanie Anderson  
Elisabeth Abigail Berghout  
Barlow  
Melinda Yvonne Bastian  
Jordan Clark Brereton  
Rachel Marie Cope  
Andrea Crabb  
Stephen Grant Dearden  
Ryan Montieth Frost  
Delisa G Gallego  
Timothy Lyle Gervais  
David Mark Mitchell  
Beatriz Eloina Molina  
Rachel Marie Munyan  
Christopher David Naylor  
Lindsay Kathleen Oaks  
Davis Aaron Ostlund  
Truman Roy Pratt  
Lisa Reynolds  
Mitzi Elizabeth Robinson  
Darian Evelyn Tibbitts  
Jessica Rose Turley  
Kyle Van Noy  
Mattathias Singh Goldberg  
Westwood

**HISTORY**

**FAMILY HISTORY—GENEALOGY**

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Joyce Willis Bastian  
Julia Mary Cordero  
Spencer Vaughn Fields  
AmberLee Hansen  
Peter Rulon Hoyt  
Heather Janette Stewart

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE

Mary Estella Koeven

**HISTORY**

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Lauren Marie Alston  
Nathanael B. Andelin  
Joseph Trevor Antley  
James Thomas Balden  
Joshua David Barton  
Lauren Kathleen Bellon  
Emilae Devenport Belo  
Virginia Elizabeth Boy  
Kevin Craig Boyce  
Don Brett Candland  
Justin Blaine Caressia  
Joshua David Daily  
Christina Marie Dunn  
Caroline Adelle Fox  
Katelyn Sinclair Fruehan  
Michael Kent Goodrich  
Lauren Amy Goodwin  
Kristopher Jon Gossett  
Charles Gabriel Green  
Reilly Ben Hatch  
Bethany Gweonmere Knudsen  
Trent Hall Larsen  
Riley Clay Lewis  
Rachel Elizabeth Maxwell  
Jordan Shawn Meservy  
Garrett P Nagaishi  
Joshua Ryan Pace  
Brian Gardner Page  
Mackenzie Ann Peay  
William Kent Perkins  
Chase Jack Phillips  
Jessica Marie Raban  
Preston Moulton Rammell  
Rachel Ann Sawyer

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Christopher Hixon  
Stephanie Anderson  
Elisabeth Abigail Berghout  
Barlow  
Melinda Yvonne Bastian  
Jordan Clark Brereton  
Rachel Marie Cope  
Andrea Crabb  
Stephen Grant Dearden  
Ryan Montieth Frost  
Delisa G Gallego  
Timothy Lyle Gervais  
David Mark Mitchell  
Beatriz Eloina Molina  
Rachel Marie Munyan  
Christopher David Naylor  
Lindsay Kathleen Oaks  
Davis Aaron Ostlund  
Truman Roy Pratt  
Lisa Reynolds  
Mitzi Elizabeth Robinson  
Darian Evelyn Tibbitts  
Jessica Rose Turley  
Kyle Van Noy  
Mattathias Singh Goldberg  
Westwood

**HISTORY TEACHING**

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Chelsey Cattelain  
Taylor Gregory Collins  
Tressa Lynn Tenney  
Mariissa Briann Western

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Michelle Ruth Fahey  
Alexandra Alura Booker  
Hampton  
Emily Rose Peterson  
Jaimie Ribera  
Suzanne Elizabeth Skinner  
Heather Diane Smith  
Whitney Julia Alise Winn

**TEACHING SOCIAL SCIENCE**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Emma Janelle Cisneros  
Kelsey Warner Fearnley  
Melissa Brooke George  
Susan Michelle Gylling
Johnny Benson Hullinger
Natalie Anne Nysetvold
Lynne Jenkins Oldham
Mitchell Kent Palsson
Kayli Marie Wakefield
Heidi Marie Wiseman
David Lee Woodward

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Landan Michiko Holladay Carter
Jilian Preciado Houghton
Erin Garfield Rhoton

Political Science

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Benjamin Eric Ader
Jose Banuelos
Jacob T Begay
Luke Daniel Bell
Christopher Dean Bjornestad
Levi Ryan Brewer
Lucas Charles Brook
Griffin Hebertson Brown
Carli Schneider Claflin
Ian Stewart Collins
Kayla Lynn Condie
Grant Simeon Cragun
Jason Afton Crofts
Madison Dayton Daines
Breanna Nicole Davies
Kerby Hanson Davis
Karen-Laurel Decker
Jacob T Begay
Andrew Tyler Faas
Tyler James Fisher
Eric Joel Garcia
Kym Eric Giffen
John Lyle Gibbons Jr.
Caleb Griffin
Nathan Richard Goulet
Jesse Orson Huntsman
Ryan Conrad Bennion
Kelsey Berg
Taylor Brin Berhow
Evan Keith Berrett
Richard George Finlayson
Yuliya Gurzhiy
Cameron Scott Harris
Andrew Paul Hulka
Phillip Charles Kuck
Nicholai Vania Lazarev
Bethany Joy Linton
Andrew Charles Morales
Storti
Benjamin David Nielsen
Lyle Edward Nelson Parsons
Katherine Dew Rhodes
Audrey K. Carlson Thompson

Psychology

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Jasmine Maria Albers
Alejandra Arce
Scott Russell Baker
Faith Danielle Barney
Cristyann Valenza Beck
Brett Joseph Belingeri
Allison Marie Bell
Katherine Bell
Craig Layton Biesinger
Karisa LaRee Bingley
Garrett Michael Black
Trevor Dixon Boulter
Jocelyn Anne Bracken
Catherine Anne Brown
Kirsten Angie Tenney Bush
Daphne Mayela Cantu
Oliveros
Riley Joseph Carrasquillo
Courtney Elizabeth Chadburn
Abigail Chamberlain
Michelle Anne Chandler
Thomas Michael Childs
Seth Robert Cope
Jacob Dee Curtis

Brontay Marie Dickson
Emily Marie Duff
Chelsea Bridgette Durán
McKenna Wright Dutcher
Brett Michael Elder
Canani Chantelle Fisher
Jordan Otomiel Fletcher
Jessica Frandsen
Tianna Jeanne Freeman
G. Desiree Freile
Karen Alred Gadberry
Rhachel Elizabeth Gasbara
Tegan Rachel Gibelyou
John Carlos Gonzales
Michelle Marika Grant
Madeline Rose Greaves
Todd Gregory Grierson
Jessica Kelsey Grimmer
Anna Hales
Caroline Elizabeth Henne
Miranda Emily Henstrom
Kevin Ronald Holcombe
Cheryl Carter Holdaway
Jesse Orson Huntsman
Rebecca Ann Janis
Aaron Miles Johnson
Cindy Brathwaite Johnson
Gioia Johnson
Amy Elizabeth Kankiewicz
Kiley Kapp
Krista Joy Keddington
David Alexander Klappoth
Phoebe Tsz yen Kung
Brigham Thomas Larimer
Jana Leigh Laubbaugh
Jason Bernard Lefrandt
Chandler Whitney Leonard
Kyle Zachary Lindsay
Ashley Marie Lloyd
Raquel E Lopez
Cassandra Lynn Loveland
Kohl Garrison Ludwig
John Teancum Lund
Ashley Renee Lyons
Calista Marie Maas
Laura Donna Dyer Madsen
Samuel Drew Major
Kaytlin Joy Howard
Mangelson
Cameron David Martz
Gregory Phillip May
Tilly Johanna McBroom
Chelsie Bree Lyn McCarty
Michelle McMonagle
Brad Benjamin Mead
Neal O Meredith
Summer Lynn Merrell
Stephen Randall Mickelson
Cindy Marie Mitchell
Tyler William Moore
Jonathan Paul Nash
Ciera Michelle Neilson
David Bradford Nielsen
Mikelle Dionne Norton
Marcus Anthony Oakes
Patrick Henry O’Connell

Political Science

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Benjamin Eric Ader
Jose Banuelos
Jacob T Begay
Luke Daniel Bell
Christopher Dean Bjornestad
Levi Ryan Brewer
Lucas Charles Brook
Griffin Hebertson Brown
Carli Schneider Claflin
Ian Stewart Collins
Kayla Lynn Condie
Grant Simeon Cragun
Jason Afton Crofts
Madison Dayton Daines
Breanna Nicole Davies
Kerby Hanson Davis
Karen-Laurel Decker
Jacob T Begay
Andrew Tyler Faas
Tyler James Fisher
Eric Joel Garcia
Kym Eric Giffen
John Lyle Gibbons Jr.
Caleb Griffin
Nathan Richard Goulet
Jesse Orson Huntsman
Ryan Conrad Bennion
Kelsey Berg
Taylor Brin Berhow
Evan Keith Berrett
Richard George Finlayson
Yuliya Gurzhiy
Cameron Scott Harris
Andrew Paul Hulka
Phillip Charles Kuck
Nicholai Vania Lazarev
Bethany Joy Linton
Andrew Charles Morales
Storti
Benjamin David Nielsen
Lyle Edward Nelson Parsons
Katherine Dew Rhodes
Audrey K. Carlson Thompson

Psychology

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Jasmine Maria Albers
Alejandra Arce
Scott Russell Baker
Faith Danielle Barney
Cristyann Valenza Beck
Brett Joseph Belingeri
Allison Marie Bell
Katherine Bell
Craig Layton Biesinger
Karisa LaRee Bingley
Garrett Michael Black
Trevor Dixon Boulter
Jocelyn Anne Bracken
Catherine Anne Brown
Kirsten Angie Tenney Bush
Daphne Mayela Cantu
Oliveros
Riley Joseph Carrasquillo
Courtney Elizabeth Chadburn
Abigail Chamberlain
Michelle Anne Chandler
Thomas Michael Childs
Seth Robert Cope
Jacob Dee Curtis

Brontay Marie Dickson
Emily Marie Duff
Chelsea Bridgette Durán
McKenna Wright Dutcher
Brett Michael Elder
Canani Chantelle Fisher
Jordan Otomiel Fletcher
Jessica Frandsen
Tianna Jeanne Freeman
G. Desiree Freile
Karen Alred Gadberry
Rhachel Elizabeth Gasbara
Tegan Rachel Gibelyou
John Carlos Gonzales
Michelle Marika Grant
Madeline Rose Greaves
Todd Gregory Grierson
Jessica Kelsey Grimmer
Anna Hales
Caroline Elizabeth Henne
Miranda Emily Henstrom
Kevin Ronald Holcombe
Cheryl Carter Holdaway
Jesse Orson Huntsman
Rebecca Ann Janis
Aaron Miles Johnson
Cindy Brathwaite Johnson
Gioia Johnson
Amy Elizabeth Kankiewicz
Kiley Kapp
Krista Joy Keddington
David Alexander Klappoth
Phoebe Tsz yen Kung
Brigham Thomas Larimer
Jana Leigh Laubbaugh
Jason Bernard Lefrandt
Chandler Whitney Leonard
Kyle Zachary Lindsay
Ashley Marie Lloyd
Raquel E Lopez
Cassandra Lynn Loveland
Kohl Garrison Ludwig
John Teancum Lund
Ashley Renee Lyons
Calista Marie Maas
Laura Donna Dyer Madsen
Samuel Drew Major
Kaytlin Joy Howard
Mangelson
Cameron David Martz
Gregory Phillip May
Tilly Johanna McBroom
Chelsie Bree Lyn McCarty
Michelle McMonagle
Brad Benjamin Mead
Neal O Meredith
Summer Lynn Merrell
Stephen Randall Mickelson
Cindy Marie Mitchell
Tyler William Moore
Jonathan Paul Nash
Ciera Michelle Neilson
David Bradford Nielsen
Mikelle Dionne Norton
Marcus Anthony Oakes
Patrick Henry O’Connell
Wendy I. Saldivar Pacheco
Erin Rebecka Parker
Taylor Michelle Parsons
Shannon Michelle Perkins
Michael Andrew Petersen
Mindy Petitta
Daniel R Potter
James Carrie Puertas
Jordan Jeffery Rand
Camilla Ann Reddish
John Anthony Richardson
Marie Calder Ricks
Skylar M. Ridley
Andrea Renea Riggs
Mariah Janelle Rivera
Kevinn Nathaniel Rushton
Michael Lee Sandridge
Lisa Rae Sechrest
David Louis Seletos
Daniel R Potter
James Carrie Puertas
Jordan Jeffery Rand
Camilla Ann Reddish
John Anthony Richardson
Marie Calder Ricks
Skylar M. Ridley
Andrea Renea Riggs
Mariah Janelle Rivera
Kevinn Nathaniel Rushton
Michael Lee Sandridge
Lisa Rae Sechrest
David Louis Seletos

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Corey Lane Astle
Serin Bezzant
Brett Michelle Brady
Adam Erroll Broud
David Dwight Buchanan
Eric Alexander Bylund
Joshua Rome Cabrera
Teresa Diane Carter
Nicole Pattee Childers
Sierra Lorraene Cook
Stuart D Cooley
Christopher Trammell Cox
Raisa Aneli De Leon
Mazariegos
Aubrey Ruth Dillistone
Carissa Fotheringham
Nathan Ryan Garza
Angela Christine Giles
Dylan Jake Graff
Caitlin Marie Hairston
Amy LaRue Halling
April D. Hillequist
Stephen James Hoffman
Alina Hovsoyan
Brooke Johnson
Alexandra Lee Knell
Ashley Camille Kuroiwa
Palmira Cristina Lopez
Eric Christopher McCaffree
Jennae Roshelle McFarland
Andrew Peter Merrell
Caitlin Elizabeth Joelle Meyer
Kassie Jo Miller
Landon Scott Morgan
Peter Seth Murphy
G Sean Nigbur
Erin Louise Nisonger
Rhceojo Nordstrom
Natalie T. Penfield
Ashley Nicole Phillips
Genevieve Lynette Pipes
Christopher Glenn Rackley
Angela Maria Ramirez
Micah James Rees
Jamie Bryn Rhoten
Ramon Rudecindo
Stephanie Anne Svanevik
Ruvalcaba
Alexandra Diane Shamo
Kayla Christine Shepherd
Spenser Duke Simpson
Stephanie Siqueira
Justin Daniel Smiley
Caitlin Joy Stitt
Ethan Luke Stokes
Bryce James Tobin
Caroline Wolfley

SOCIOLOGY

SOCIOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Jarom Kawohilani Auna
Megan Beth Butler
Kelsey Page Campbell
Steven E D Conklin
Austin A. Corinnes
David Lawrence Crall
Alyssa Damron
Dawn Marie Diez de Medina
Bronwen Louise Dromey
Sean Rico Johnson
Camille LaRee Flanders
Merrill Gardner

Hana German
Kylie Blake Gilland
Carlos Guerrero Aviles
Lauren Marlene Nielsen
Hilton
Heather Rae Holdsworth
Jennifer Ann Holmes
Kevin Richard Hopkinson
Elizabeth Jane Huusaker
Amber Nicole Johnson
Whitney Elizabeth Knapp
Jaime Hokuliiilaholihali
Kubota
Malomi Finau Langi
Siale Vani Langi II
Tatiana Benevento Leavitt
Kathryn Diane Lindsey
Jacob Wimmer Mortensen
Carmen Christine Mowrey
Kyle Alan Nelson
Thomas Ashby Nielson
Christian James Nyberg
Wayne Cameron Palmer
Ellen Theresa Peterson
Jacob Alan Redford
Amy Reece
Tyler James Holliday Roberts
Isaac W. Robison
David Calder Rose
Casey Lauren San Nicolas
Sahlan
Derek Alexander Scott
Martha Suzanne Shepard
Cassandra Isabelle Lea Southworth
Sarah Jane Stephenson
Elizabeth K S Taealii
Danielle Rani Tamang
Taylor Jon Williams
Andrea Fletcher Winston

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Kasse Ann Adams
Daniel Gene Bowman
Chris Michael Collinsworth
Caitlan Marie De Arton
Merrit Kathleen Denison
Scott Brandon Evanson
Chelsea Kelley Francom
Michelle Lynn Gillespie
Brent Eric Hutchinson
Sosaia Hynie Leaetao
Chloe Elise Litchfield
Erik Stephen Lovell
Paul Leas McCorquindale
Beverly Ann Miller
Nicole Okoren
Jessica Ilene Orter
Carissa Richelle Pilkington
Emily Siwachok
Kendra Leigh Sorenson
Heather J. Taft
Jessica Anne Tuft
Katherine Emma Walton
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

GENERAL STUDIES

BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES
Roger Vernon Adams
Jacqueline Cohen Anderson
Kimberly Joy Ashford
Denise Burnett Barney
Kimberly Cheeseman Bell
Beth Whitney Breinholt
Brianna Christensen
Amber Denise Cook
Theresa Marie Cook
Dayna Stone Deppe
Ruth Elicia Dusbabek
Carin Cutler Ferris
Kanako Konari Ford
Alan Fordham
Katherine Rebecca Gow
Heidi Hooge Gray
M Susan Horne
Mary Angela Knudson
Deborah D Lander
Sheri L Wadsworth Mabey
Melanie Ann Milby
Miles
Riley Marie Mumford
Cherie Joan Crawford Park
Tatiana V Parker
Cynthia O Peckson
Kari Diane Pike
Janet Willey Seeley
Lisa Barber Sexton
Allison Steed
Corinne R Thomas
Sarah Ann Waite
Joyce Nielsen Williams
Tiffany Top Wilson
Nancy Clayton Zundel

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Julieann Young Andrews
Marianne Olivia Barney
Raelene Ann Bishop
Joni Matthews Burdge
Karin Annicka Chamberlain
Jana Patterson Colvell
Collette Bassett Cook
Caitlin Marissa Dalanhese
Melinda W Folsom
Christine Wagner Haselden
Julie Barber Lee
Robin Elizabeth LeBaron
Celia Lamb McNay
Toni Fabrizio Ogden
Elisa Lynn Parry
Eric Scholer
Marleen Davidson Thurber
Jan Amonette Topham
Nancy Clayton Zundel

COFFEE OF FINE ARTS AND COMMUNICATIONS

COMMUNICATIONS

BACHELOR OF ARTS
James Daniel Allen
Lane Kalani Alo
Jeanette Lefrandt Andersen
Chandler Anderson Baird
Linden Rose Baker
Alexander Makoto Baldwin
Kenneth A Baldwin
Julia Margaret Barker
Jacob Dale Barney
Jin Nicole Bateman
Winston Thomas Behle
Kristin Elizabeth Beifuss
Ashley Kristene Beyer
Scott Paul Bingham
Eliza Marie Bishop
Brittany Ann Bivings
Brock Aloa Bolen
Melanie J. Brook
Jordan Lee Calderwood
Cara Ca Caldwell
Stephanie Louise Campbell
David Alan Carlson
Ethan Evan Carnahan
Mark Thomas Challis
Lucas Josué Chedha
Sean G Christensen
Ee Chien Chua
Lynsey White Clay
Timothy D. Colvin
Karen Sue Connell
Kimberly Denise Cox
Max Robert Daines
Preston Nad Darger
Martha Mae Davidson
Adam Reed Durfee
Cody Scott Eddington
Jacob Michael Edmonds
Alexis Paige Fisher
Chad Thomas Ford
Sean Barton Foster
Udo Gaag
Lorie Elizabeth Hoffman
Garnett

Brooke Higginbotham
Jeanette L. Howes
Fenton Cutler Hughes
Christie Ann Jacinto
Lauren Liverpool Johansson
Kimberly Michelle Johnson
Laurel Ann Johnson
Kathryn Mary Juncker
Erynn Marie Kerrigan
Meghan Ryan Kingsford
Stephanie Marie Lacy
Cami Marie Larson
Jessica Ann Leavitt
Jordan Lee
Jessica Lynn Littlefield
Chase Michael Lucero
Jordan Kevin Ludlow
Matthew Grant Markham
Samuel Jacob McCall
Colton Hale McKay
Adam Michael McNevin
Katherine Jean Merriman
Andrea Brinton Meyer
Sara Colleen Michael
David Spencer Minnick
Nicholas Tyler Morley
Shayna Nicole Norberg
James Earl Oakes
Emma Louise Penrod
Heber McKay Perry
Phong Le Pham
Garet Mitchell Pierce
Stephanie Anne Bigler
Probert
Kaitlin Purse
Ian Nakasue Ray
Matthew Erik Reschke
Clark Samuel Richardson
Jacob John Roberts
Sarah Kathryn Romero
Natalie Ann Rosenlof
J. Roger Sanchez
Spencer James Shamo
Russell N Shawcroft
Lorne Charles Slee
Eve Hart Smith
Sarah Kathryn Smith
Kelsey Elise Snowden
Mitchell Thomas Staley
Brandon Hyde Steele
Tayor Streeter
Yvonne Grace Lai Styles
Alexa Christine Tateroka
John Richard Ternieden
Jenayl Thriott
Grace Anne Thomas
Lucy Rebecca Tingey
Camille Hansen Trent
Whitney Rae Troxel
Karissa Elizabeth Urry
Brian Daniel Velez
Eric James Vincent
Stacia Wahlgren
Ryan Jeffrey Waite
William Bradford Wake
Kimberly Jeanette Webb
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Eden Wai-Yan Wen
Blake Wheeler
Kristen Lisa Shimomiya Willden
Rebecca Lynn Winchel
Andrea Sue Wise
Ryan Kalani Wong
Spencer Eliason Wright
Ryan Andrew Zebley

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Casey William Adams
Kasey Michael Ahlstrom
Sarah Reneé Alldredge
Jessica Ann Allen
Joshua Ray Alling
Parker Joel Alling
Thomas Bernard Boyle
Alexandra Monsen Bryner
Britania Noel Busath
Thomas Michael Busath
Corey Alan Camp
Lindsey Coulson Campbell
Stephanie Anne Metler Chambers
Randal Lorin Clayton
Madilyn Michelle Cole
Michelle Dastrup
Casey Lee Dong
Aaron Bryce Doria
Carley Ralph Dudoich
Erik Scott Eckern
Marcus Alan Ellison
Audrey Ellsworth
Jeffrey J Finley
Bennett-Collin Forbes
Joshua Masaharu Fox
Mia Victoria Gabriel
Casmin Laura Giles
Jennifer Nicole Gordon
Paxton Michael Gray
BryAnn Green
Aubriahna Steenhoek Greene
Natalie Anne Grigg
Shey Carl Grossen
Kelly Elizabeth Haight
Amy Elysse Harrison
Tyler David Hatton
Alexandra Kelsey Hoeft
Jared Trent Houghton
Curtis Paul Jenkins
Robert David Jenkins
Cameron Leon Johnson
Summer Erika Jones
Alysa Marie Kleinman
Joelyn Deon Malmfield Langford
Diane Lefrandt
Katrina Leo
Demonique Claire Link
Benjamin Cartwright Lockhart
Meredith Kate Long
Amy Elizabeth McDonald
Miranda Yarn Montgomery
Lacey Victoria Montierth
Mallory Amanda Moreno
Spencer Laponi Ngatuvai
Antonio Dominic Niccoli
Megan Marie Noack
Russell Adrian Ochoa
Caitlin Marie Olson
Megan Alissa Pearson
Arianna Pesci
Jens Jacob Peterson
Sara Kristine Phelps
Teresa Ann Phillips
Samuel Isaac Pugmire
Matthew Thomas Rascon
Caden Thomas Rhoton
Erika Mari Riggs
Jennifer Cardenas Riggs
Robin Emily Rodgers
Devin Tyler Sears
Sarah Anne Shepherd
Natalie Elisabeth Bullen Sivertsen
Kathryn Ruth Smith
John Soares
John Evan Talient III
Michael Scott Walter
Kaitlyn Keenan Ward
Anna M. Wendt
Paul Craig Willett

Dance

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Sarah Russo Cooper
Trevor Kalani Georgi
Chloe Paige Glazier
Lindsay Maurine Harper
Julia Diane Heffner
Shannon Joy Jensen
Sydney Jane Jensen
Katelyn Elizabeth Jones
Alexandra Tara Limas
Lacie Shae Norton
Sharlee E. Peay
Chase Richard Thomas

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Marina Rochelle Bair
Amy Shay Hofheins Bukarau
Kimberly Anne Johnson

DANCE EDUCATION K–12

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Tahlia Jo Remer

MUSIC DANCE THEATRE

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Samuel W. Bostwick
Kimberly Olson Bunker
Ted Spurgeon Bushman
Timothy Aaron Cooper
Whitley Osborn Davis
Danica Lynn Donaldson
Megan Haley Holmes
Ivan Thomas Hoffman
Taryn Leigh Huber
Benjamin Garry Isaacs
Hailey Josephine Mabey
Trysten Reynolds
Alicia Kaori Shumway

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Christopher M Brand
Bryce Edward Peterson
School of Music

COMMERCIAL MUSIC

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Ied Brandon Jones
Ryan Shengren King
Colin Mark Rivera
Robert Bruce Seely
Joseph Scott Williams II

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Caleb Dwight Blood
Stephen Mark Cope
Taylor Olson

JAZZ STUDIES

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Bryce Jonathan Call
Benjamin Edward Nichols

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE
Alexis Munoa Dyer

MEDIA MUSIC STUDIES

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Bradley Wayne Brough
Manuel Alejandro Delgado
Stephen K Nelson
Nathaniel Todd Young

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Chase Richard Baker
Garrett Mitchell Breeze

MUSIC

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Tavia Anderson Howard
Melissa Anne Mendenhall
Scott Vernal Moore
Robert E Qualls
Amber Kellogg Snow
B. Christopher Udall

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Rachel Kathryn Crawford
Rachael Anne Gates
Rachel Wallin
MUSIC COMPOSITION

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Myung Wha Park Buck
Hannah Hawkes Giullian
Zane Michael Harker
Matthew Aaron Webb

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE
Ashley McCall Whatcott

MUSIC EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Rebecca Blake Bahr
Karissa Baker
Traci Marie Brown
Loyd Christensen
Nathan Howard Egan
LauradaWn Leavitt Heinri
Hannah Christina Johnson
Heather Bethany Jones
Benjamin Hugh Major
Jay Russell Miller
Eric W Noyes
Russell Vance Oliphant
Rebecca Winters Quinn
Bethany Richards
Alexandra Tanner
Heather Anna Young

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Jacob Bruce Bahr
Jennifer Nicole Hansen
Kyle Gregory Harper
Jeanee Maucotel
Timothy James McMurray
Neisah Elizabeth Satterfield
Matthew David Schooff

MUSIC PERFORMANCE

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Kristofof Josef Anderson
Rachael Elaine Anderton
Camille Anit Balleza
Emily May Bateman
Jarom D Coleman
Kelsey Jon Edmondson
Gerardo Garza Garcia
Catelyn Danielle Gentry
Kendra Adele Hicken
Spencer David Jensen
Kerri Ann Lawlor
Kira Woodfield Leeper
Danielle Nicole Messina
Tamra Elizabeth Palmer
Penny Jean Caroline Coplan
Perkins
Andrew Chol Thomson
Paige Nicole Wagner
Zachery Nelson Wetzel
Lucy A Williams

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Marsali Crowther Andrews
Elizabeth Hope Blomquist
Janessa Swensen Kofoed
Christian Tyler Mealey

SOUND RECORDING TECHNOLOGY

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Mark Allen Carey
James Michael Hepworth
Preston Lee Lewis

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Nicholas Don Lambson
Madison Sara Taylor

THEATRE AND MEDIA ARTS

ACTING

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Mallory Corinne Gee
Aubrey Ann Reynolds
Jacob D. Shamy
Dennis Alexander Trop

MEDIA ARTS STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Morgan Renee Asdel
Gregory Willis Barnes
Katharine Marie Burdick
Shawn Bradley Davis
Nicholas Browning Dixon
Samuel Lewis Featherstone
Mark Smoot Fletcher
Abigail Grout
Joshua Bishop Hall
Ariel Ray Hamilton
Jordan File Hunter
Lauren Mickelle Laws
Christina Marie Loken
Melissa Marquez
Sterling James Mason
Brenna Davidson Nickols
Martha Haderlie Rallison
Joshua Jeffrey Randall
John Derek Reinhardt
Lane Garret Russell
Jacy Elle Taylor
Whitney Marie Taylor
Gina Lee Thompson
Alan Lamont Toronto
Jonathan Clyde Ying
Grechen Anne Young

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Sophia Ann Borich
Mercedes Drew Duncan
Elizabeth Anne Esler
Martha Marian Garcia
Brandon Beau Hofheins
Jared De Lamar Jensen
Kirsten-Anne Elizabeth Merrill
Tammy Lorna Munro
Stephen Van Vleet Nelson
Laura Barbara Smith
Casen Morton Sperry

THEATRE ARTS

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Susan E Loepner Johanson

THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Jessica Brooke Johnson

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE
Kylie Ariel Mostert-Valentine

THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION

K-12

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Lela Joy Kovalenko Bayne
Kristen Dallie Leinbach
Briana Lyssa Shipley
Monica Annette Spraberry

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE
Giselle Elizabeth Hoyos
Gremmert

THEATRE ARTS STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Lindsay Catherine Clark
Matthew Randolph Fife
M'Lisa Elizabeth Hansen
Shannon Elizabeth Hensley
Ashley Kristine Kelly
Darcilee Maxwell Lund
Rebecca Lynn Maskell
Heather McGregor
Paul Edward McGrew
Seth Harrison Mergist
Leslie Jo Bell Nelson
Michelle Kanani Ohumukini
Taylor Marie Peck
Nicholas Earl Sheets
Laura Beth Snyder
Jessica Spencer
Allyson Larissa Thaxton
Carter Rodney Thompson
Graham Thayne Whipple
Adam Troy White

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Tacia Loreen Eliason
Sarah-Lucy Hill
Chelsi Laura Hunsaker
Kelsey Alise Johansen
Jennifer Claire Lillywhite
Rebekah Lee O'Connell
Christina Marie Phillips
John Daniel Spelta II
Janell Ruth Turley
**Visual Arts**

**ANIMATION**

**BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS**

Austin James Balaih
Calvin Ward Boice
David Daniel Clark
Carson Crawford
Paul William Gerla
Joelyn Gray
Elizabeth Yei Kang
Meeha Kim
Megan Camille Lloyd
Alyssa Mabey Petersen
Evan K. Roberts
Christina Louise Skyles
Alexis Naquel Sorensen
Paige Stringham
Sidney Stringham
Dennis M West

**DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES**

Ryan John Barton
John Herzog
Christina Lynn LeBaron

**ART AND DESIGN**

**BACHELOR OF ARTS**

Carlene Marie Blackham
Allred

**BACHELOR OF ARTS**

Bronte Pearl Burgess
Shelby Lynn Clark
Stacey McColloch
Jessica Reneé Newton
Priscilla Anne Stewart
KT Ford Visker

**DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES**

Ashley Chappelle Beck
Carrie Leigh Frampton
Grace Louise Gibb
Keenan Tom Grimmer
Courtney Lee Hatch

**ART HISTORY AND CURATORIAL STUDIES**

**BACHELOR OF ARTS**

Shawntel Callister
Megan Anne Clegg
Emily Farnsworth
McKell Lyn Forbes
Lori Ann Gervais
Natalie Joy Harris
Abigail O Lazarev
Melissa Ann McNama
Lydia Belle Nelson
Alison Ann Royal
Zenobia Elayne Taylor
Mallory Grace Welch

**DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES**

Collin Jackson Carnahan
Jenna Kristine Cason
Samantha Gail Clement
Jaclyn Kennedy
Kelsey Joy Grierson Long
Melinda Moon
Lauren Nicole Orton
Briania Le (Soucie) Ostler
Blair Campbell Williams

**GRAPHIC DESIGN**

**BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS**

Rachel Mary Asplund
Juan José Chávez Avalos
Bomie Lee
Luke Thomas Sherry
Tyler Norman Winn

**DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE**

Dina Belylis

**ILLUSTRATION**

**BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS**

Sarah LuAnn Bowthorpe
Nathan Stewart Cunliffe
Chelsea Marie Dalton
James Martin Gardner
Kendall Thomas Hale
Spencer Morgan Hawkes
Jessica M. House

**DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES**

Chad Reece Lindsay
Matthew Isaiah Shipley
Joshua Andrew Timothy

**PHOTOGRAPHY**

**BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS**

Logan Elise Havens
James Wallis Winegar

**DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES**

Madeleine Elizabeth Johnson
Veronica Olson

**STUDIO ARTS**

**BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS**

Ellie (Eri) Masumoto Newell
Alanna Norman
Jason Alan Palmer
Amy Diane DeFord Pettigrew
Satoshi Shigihara
Jennifer Ellen Williams
Natalie Elizabeth Wood

**DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES**

Kendal Nisson Bryan
Diane Hair Campbell
Katie Lynn Ellingson
Madeline McNeil
Jacob William Pettigrew
Laura Gourley Zundel

**VISUAL ARTS**

**BACHELOR OF ARTS**

Kaitlin Olivia Baer
Heather Rose Bartholomew
Morgan Nicole Bruceen
Kimberly Cook
Seth Noble Crandall
Joshua Edward Crookston
Brandalyn Julia Dennis
Tracy Jay Elison
Summer Lynn Ellison
Avery Ferrin
Jennifer Marie Foote
Angela Rae Gallacher
Julia Sofia Gil Vega
Brenn Goodell
Ashley Samantha Grace
Branna Patricia Hansen
Rebecca Noreni Hatch
Evelyn Natlley Leal Haupt
Alaina Luise Hendricks
Michelle Lee Herrick
Caleb S Lyman
Mickey Wilson Martin
Maria Alejandra Mason
Shayla Lilian Moller
Camilla Aydukaitis Myrtha
Shannon Nozomi Nicholas
Lauren Ashley Nielsen
Jieun Oh
Nathan Thomas Pratt
Samantha Lee Reagan
Lindsey Lajune Rogers
Keyla Keren Rodriguez
Kelly Wendy Lopez Smith
Marlena Marie Smith
Kaitlin Syme
Eric Austin Thayne
Alyssa Leone Watson
Lisa Webster
Melinda Whitaker
Zachary Thomas Woffinden

**DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES**

Chantal Psota Ball
Cathy M. Bravato
Hayley Choate
Lauren Michelle Clark
Trevor Lee Huish
Amanda Danielle Pyne
Anne Marie Ripley
Heather Rachel Smith
Megan Theresa Ebert Smith
Tamara Lynne Willis

COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES

AMERICAN STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Camry Nicole Arbon
Stephanie Marie Collard
Thomas Craig Corless
Austin W Gardiner
Christianne Bennett McKinnon
Katie Marie Nilson
Audrey Suzzanne Ogden
Caitlin Patricia Olive
Madison Pecht Reid
Jane Elizabeth Rollins
Joseph-Clyde Martinez Shurtleff
Alison Jane Tingey Stewart
Aaron Stephens Taylor

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Keith Douglas Adair
Scott Maxwell Ahlstrom
Darcy Christine Martin
Amanda Lee Poppe
Carly Diane Wendl

ASIAN AND NEAR EASTERN LANGUAGES

CHINESE

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Brooke Elise Adams
Todd Ferrell Brown
Erik Hart Buckmiller
Brandon Thomas Christensen
Enoch Nathanael Cronk
Jason Brian Evans
Patrick Ralph Evans
Emily Jean Fitzpatrick
Jesse Lawrence Green
Andrew R Lancaster
Jacob Bradley Larson
Braden C. Nielsen
Kevin Thomas Prier
Richard Alan Stubbs
Lora Jean Wynkoop

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Kyler Jack Christensen
Bryce C Fisher
Gregory Brent Goddard
Nicole Anne Dowdle Keaton
Joseph Thomas Thorin
Seth Amadeo Walters
Lloyd Michael Winkelman

JAPANESE

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Dahlin Levier Draper
Cory Robert Hill
Bradford Lloyd Melluish
Scott Weber Ogden
Kyle Don Stewart
Michael S. Terceiro
Brittany Anne Woodard

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Galina Chenina
James Lyndon Prestwich
Gabriel J Ruesch

KOREAN

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Andrew Chase Henderson
Jonathan Campbell Quinlan

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE
Natalie M. Peterson

ENGLISH

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Travis Brent Aldous
Caitlin Colvin Allsop
Kara Visionage Baird
Gregory Nils Bayles Jr.
Tanner James Bean
Jill Elaine Bickham
Jeremy Scott Borgia
Ryan William Brown
Kylee Ann Buchanan
Shamae Budd
Nadia Christianne Budge
Tia Victoria Carollo
Natalie Anne Christensen
Derrick James Clements
Thomas Peterson Clyde
Kellianne Coltrin
Tyler Paul Corbridge
Danielle Marie Cronquist
Joshua Bonham Cutler
Kelsey Marie Davis
Theodore Grant Davis
Erik Nicole DeBrine
Carl Landon Diamon
Julie Grace Eccles
Daniel D. R. E. Elgaen
Rebekah Caitlyn Elliott
Katrina Dawn Feil
Kaylee Danielle Ficklin
Taylor Ray Gilbert
Cara Brooke Gillespie
Jennifer Tanner Halversen
Bethany Lynn Hanks
Rachel Lynn Hanson
Jessie Elizabeth Hawkes
Ashley Christine Hill

Emily K Hodgen
Christiana Hills Huss
Molly Christine Jenkins
Bryce Parker Johnson
Justin Lee Kelly
David William Kennedy
Madelyn Earl Ketchum
Anne Catherine Knighton
Mary Kathryn Kremer
Katie Geneva Lautusa
Dallin Reid Lave
Eileen Alta Leavitt
Victoria Jasmine Baker
Lisowski
Shelly Rossus Lystrup
Katherine Elizabeth Macdonald
Michelle Angelic May
Ian Duncan McArthur
Taylor Elise McComb
Abby McKeon
Shannon Angela Nelson
Jacob Jared Njord
Natalie Eliza Oakes
Alison Roybal
Michael Joseph Rushton Jr.
Daniel Hyrum Shaver
Megan Elizabeth Shaw
Jacqueline Sunshine Suzanne Simmons

Chad Stevenson Smith
Holly Smith
Whitney Danielle Smith
Ilan Jordan Stepp
Jessica Leigh Stewart
Camille Dahle Stroud
Devon Morgan Theurer
Ann Elizabeth vom Lehn
SPencer Lynn Wahlstrom
Lindsey Diane Webb
Sarah Jean Wilkins
Bradford John Windley
Corey Landon Wozniak
Amber Michelle Zawada

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Chelsea June Adams
Andrew Kegan Allen
Tracy Nicole Allen
Rachel Ashby
Alannah Marie Autrey
Alessha Nicole Bass
Alicia Catherine Bevans
Kelsey Margaret Bieyl
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Jenessa Maree Hall
Jessica Joy Hartshorn
Joshua Peter Hawkins
Melody Jean Hiatt
Sara Jean Hinkson
Emily Kay Holmstead
Cheryl Burdett Jensen
Renae Mary Brown Johnson
Tucker Boone Johnson
Kylar Ann Jones
Kelsey Celeste Kacher

December 2013 Graduates

French and Italian

FRENCH TEACHING
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Scott Donald Dohrmann
Lacey V. Syme
Gania Nathalie Harshbarger

December 2013 Graduate
Melinda Leann Pace

ITALIAN
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Sean Richard Bullock
Benjamin Dean Jolley
Carson Robert McDaniel
Bradley Sky Wege
Aaron Jules Woodall

December 2013 Graduate
Melinda Leann Pace

GERMANIC AND SLAVIC LANGUAGES

GERMAN
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Alexander Charles Down
Megan Nicole Hoefflin
Benjamin Eric Holt
Seth Coleman Madsen

December 2013 Graduates
Matthew Richards Lind
Kelley Anne Manning

GERMAN TEACHING
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Renae A Cornelius
Brian D Hale

RUSSIAN
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Christopher Jake Balser
Aaron Michael Carlson
Michael James Carter
Philip Ian Crawford
Tyson L Eckersley
Tiffany Pamela Gale
Iryna Sergeyevna Hall
Amanda Doty Harrison
Neils Christian Hazen
Andrew Kennedy Hodges

Benjamin Carl Larsen
Trevor Frank Okoren
Joshua Adrian Punderson
Daniel Christian Wahlgren
Morgan Floyd Williams

December 2013 Graduates
Taylor James Henderson VI
Tyler Willes Hills
Aaron John Luddington
Ryan Philip Ricks
Kelsey Simons

Humanities, Classics, and Comparative Literature

CLASSICAL STUDIES
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Clara Carnahan
Olivia Maria Gallegos
Joseph Leland Heywood

December 2013 Graduate
Robert Charles Anthony Starling

HUMANITIES
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Mollie Jane Brewer
Michaela Christina Chamberlain
Joseph Lloyd Christensen
Alissa Michelle Frese
Jessica Nicole Reschke
Emily A Steinbeigle
Kathryn Adele Driggs Stubbs

December 2013 Graduates
Lindsay Catherine Barlow
Rebekah Michelle Claussen
Cynthia Rebecca Evans
Jenelle Kauilani Howard
Shonda Lynelle Phillips
Rebekah Elizabeth Westrup

INTERDISCIPLINARY HUMANITIES
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Allison Pinegar Busico
Bruce J Hobbs
Amy Joie Johanson
Courtney Doolittle Judd
Cori Lynn Kell
Jeremy Brett Miller
Krista Brooke Olsen
Marc David Oslund
Rachel Sherman
Griffin Sutherland Taylor
James Andrew Wilde
Abigail Letisha Willis

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE
Adam Craig Lloyd
Linguistics and English Language

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Bonnie Claire Brown
Olivia Jean Corey
Nichelle Ann Fiske
Matthew S. Gilliland
Shayla Ann Johnson
Laura Jenelle Haines Lambert
Richard Mark Melville
Vallerie Afton Mott
Kyra McKinzie Nelson
Jacob Andrew Newman
Mack Charles Robins
Carly Michelle Springer
E. Marie Stirk
Brooke Amelia Towns

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Stephanie Kristine Hengen
Kelsey Beatrice Nielsen Hibbs
Alexis Catherine Mendenhall
Caitlin Eve Metzger
Emilee Elizabeth Morrill
Jennifer Rowe Severson

LINGUISTICS

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Abraham Aviles
Riley J. Barrett
Tyler Bennett
Sydnee Marie Bowler
Matthew Stephen Boyd
Lauren Brooke Brady
Diane Elizabeth Cardon
Deidra Sage Chamberlain
Jared Cooper
Robert Nishan Crapo
Scott Clifton Divett
Lauren Nicole Dyas
Morgan Dwayne Ence
Stephanie Lyn Fiso
Bonnie Clair Hansen
Jordan Derek Johnson
Marlyn Andrew Kyle
Jarrett Finlinson Lever
Colton Beck Mayberry
Jordan Elaine Radford
McDowell
Alison Anne Mercer
Ammon Johnson Pike
Christopher James Pope
Jessica Elyse Sagers
Spencer Johnson Styles
Melanie Tirrell
Sara Margaret Townsend
Hailey Walker
Michelynhah Crystabelle Winebrenner

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Daniel Quayle Callister Jr.
Vincent James Inglima
Meghan Marra Jashinsky
Stephanie Marie Laabs-Prestwich
Steven Robert Lindsley
Stephen Andrew Mortensen
Hillary Olsen
Ashley Rackham
Joshua Lobark Robison
Jessica L. Stewart
Austin David Taylor
Daniel Kenneth Toy
Liesl Marie Warkentin
Stephanie Lynn Wilson

Philosophy

PHILOSOPHY

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Ryan W Jenson
Brock Michael Mason
John Thomas Murphy Jr.
Trent Richard Nydegger
Brandon Packard
Iona Ayleen Pritchard

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Caitlynne Heather Brobst
David Kenneth Crockett Jr.
Trevor Adrian Alexander Evans
Kenna Arlene Flanders-Young
Stephen Alexander Nickle
Patrick Stephen Taylor

Spanish and Portuguese

PORTUGUESE

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Nicholas Ryan Rutman
Meghan Summerhays

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Serena Rachelle Johnson
Vanessa Menezes Petersen

SPANISH

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Charles J. Ankenman
Andrew D Beal
Michael Lee Bishop
Andrew Michael Cunningham
Mercedes Stott Dunn
Kenneth Jerome Hainsworth
Patrick Kevin Hervey
Shane Struan Jensen
Jordan Tracy Kennard
Leah Marie Leach
Luke James Leishman
Anson Kimball Papa
Thomas Rex Peterson
Carina Sanchez

Paul Jared Schmidt
Peyton McKay Simpson
Erik Vernon Wells

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Jordan Douglas Bobo
Charles Sherman Bush
Derek Shane Cason
Dayna Lee Christensen
Jason Jeffrey Dean
Krystle Marguerite Forester
Daniel Warner Johnson
Zachary Thomas Loughton
Stuart Christian Mauger
Kate Jordan Reber
Jeffrey Michael Ringwood
Michael Andrew Shouse
Luke Benjamin Smith
Marcus Lou Vranes

SPANISH TEACHING

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Joseph Bryan Leatham
Kristen Lynn Michaelis
Collin Eric Nicholas
Thomas Steele Pavlovsky

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Victoria Rose Miller Garrido
Michelle Emily Hawkins
Laura Leeann Keith
Tiffany Nicole Pino
Nicholas Kim Taylor
Sandra Jane Wilding

SPANISH TRANSLATION

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Josue Alexander Garcia
Cody Spencer Phillips
Hunter Johnathan Shelton
Chrstin Stephens
Benjamin Kenneth Walters
Diane Lizette Zarcourt

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Ryan S de Roque
Leticia Murillo Galan
Larry Mychal Miller

General Studies

GENERAL STUDIES

BACHELOR OF
GENERAL STUDIES

Mark Turner Anderson
Dianne Marie Ball
Robert Charles Brady Jr.
Christina Hoskisson Call
Ryan William Daknis
Jenna Orilla Donaldson
Laura Ann Pattillo
Marilyn Porter
Bethany Lynne Powell

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Sheila Hronek Alt
Susan C Anderson
DAVID M. KENNEDY CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

ANCIENT NEAR EASTERN STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Quinten Zehn Barney
Sarah Ann Burnham
Jared Eric Pfost
Joshua Read

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Sarah Jennifer Alexander
Gregory Charles Fahey
Richard W Gwilliam
Ann Ukie Matsunaga Kim
Amanda Marie Taylor
Taylor Lawrence Wanket

ASIAN STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Andrew Eduard Alberro
Ashleigh E Hefner
Candice Lynn Thomas
Jain Elizabeth Willis

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Anna Marie Downs
Jacob Hamblin Hill

EUROPEAN STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Kelsey J Heier
Edward Anthony Houstman
Tyler Jaramillo
Carson Kreg Monson

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Julia Anne Jones
Bryson Bud Strupp

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Brian William Anderson
Troy Michael Anderson
Mariel Elizabeth Andrew
Bladden Dehienaro Ayala
Peter Greenleaf Campbell
Kenneth Clark Daines
Taylor Douglas Elwood
Benjamin Alexander Orval Harper
Skye Alexander Herrick
Rachel Maurene Hudson
Nicolas Caswell Jeter
Jamison David Jones
Minh Anh Amandine
Eliane Judas
Reggie Wyler King
Robert Arthur Kuhn
Brian Douglas Libby
Tyler Scott McArthur
Tyler Greg McClanahan
Dallin Scott McKinnon
Kevin James Pessetto
Gabriel Rocha Piacenti
Jared Chase Poulett
Sydney Leigh Schoenhals
Deborah Christine Sutton
Kenneth Benson Tanner
Emily Jean Thomson
Trevor Carl Todd
Morgan Lee Wills
Rebecca Wiseman
Spencer Jae Witt

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Dong Wook Choi
Jeffrey P. Crossley
Joshua Richard Dennis
Jonathan Ryan Dibble
Tyler Marc Huff
Alex Taylor Kilgrow
Jason Scott Livingston
Elizabeth Kay McGuire
Stephen Andrew Meek
Preston Benjamin Rutter
Tessa Christine Sheffield
Kevin C Todd

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Jordan Klein Adams
McKenzie Boyle Anderson
Michael James Andrasczyk
Stephen A. Caruso
Sarah Jayne Clark
M Danaan Clarke
Katie Briana Devenport
Jonathan Isaac Ence
Taylor Donald Fletcher
Raquel Sariah Flores Vera
Jordan C. Hughes
Jake Darrin Jensen
Kevin Matthew Johnson
Ioua Alen Marcy Bolosan Lagazo
David Ashton Ripley
Yeji Seo
Jared Michael Stepp
Benjamin Chu Walker
Brandon L. Wiberg

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Michael P. Curry
James Stanton Davis
Steven Spike Lee Gatten
David William Hall
Jakiah Jon Nauman
Kathryn Watkins
Carlen Jayne Wirth

MIDDLE EAST STUDIES / ARABIC

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Jordan Russell Gary Boyer
Michael Benjamin Brodie
Mark Watkins Burton
Jens Jansen Dansie
Denise Lorene Desatoff
Michael Thomas Godfrey
Brett Joseph Goodman
David Edward Lowell
Carl Logan Casey McDermott
Emily Ann Paxman
Colby R. Peterson
Mary Elizabeth Robison
Garrett Bradley Root
Christopher Stephen Tellington
David Frank Wall

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Matthew Thomas Bird
Dana Marie Burton
Joshua Alexander Cedusky
Kaitlin Britt Chatterton
Benjamin Martin Dean
Marc Anthony Jay
Sarah Kathryn Melville
Adam Ronald Purcell
Jeffrey Wayne Vehawen

COLLEGE OF LIFE SCIENCES

BIOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Bradley Ray Bohman
Jason Edward Brase
Weston James Bush
William Bryce Chadwick
Jordan Darius Clement
Nathan Kurt Craig
Tyler Scott Johnson
Brent Lee Jorgensen
Darren D Lynn
Amanda Martinez
Scott Allen McWhorter
Jonathan David Ogden
Steven Thomas Perry
Lance Randall Rhoten
Anthony Ernest Sanchez
Cole Stiles Seaton
Tyler Daniel Shumway
Aaron Haskelsie Smith
Tyler David Sykes
Tanner C. Woodrow

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Ryan Thomas Barlow
Michael Ralph Boswell
David Gordon Byrd
Derrick Myron Crawford
Sean Scott Lamb
Cameron Cory Ritz
James Edward Sorge
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ZOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Elizabeth Ethington Heslop

Biology

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Shane Kirk Dooley
Michelle Kay Farmer
Cameron Kristelle Hall
Ortega
Aaron Robert Sharp

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE
Cameron Chad Anderson

BIOLICAL SCIENCE EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Emily Ann Burns
Makayla Laree Clement
Annelise Kelly
McKenzie Marie Kehrre
Maconald
Carrie Elizabeth May
Eriean Day Wright
Emily Sarah Yorgason

BIOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Marina Elizabeth Astin
Joanna Rosa Bateman
Kyray Kalani Carpenter
Douglas O Fairbanks Jr.
Nicoles MaRee Wright Jones
Katherine Finlayson Kilgrow
Cheoalhanga Lee
Katelyn McDanel
Ammon David Perkes
Spencer Nielsen Pond
Jacob Carl Shelley
Abbey Thornock

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Haley Justine Boyle
Olivia Tateoka Brown
Karee Jurgensmeier Green
Angela Lauren Harvey
Tessa Lauren Hatch
Lisa Richards
Kaitlyn Anne Seeberger

CONSERVATION BIOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Alexis Brianne Balleck
Sydney Diane Ogden Race

Exercise Sciences

ATHLETIC SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Natalie Albretsen
Aimee Marie Burton
Emily Anne Camero
Jordyn Lloyd Carey
Asael Boone Checketts
Jacob Dickerson
Aliseea Hbertson
Christian David Hunt
Rachel Ellen Johnson
Steven Michael Langlois
Rebecca Sue Llewellyn
Bradley Steven Meacham
Doosan Park
Randall Charles Searle
Meagan Dee Skousen
Jessie Lynn Smith
Kip Andrew Stromberg
Kaylee Marie Worthen

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Tyler James Gallagher Bailey
Johnnie Frank Densmore III
Julia Lorene Dunbar
Hailey Oa Gerrard
Bryant Paul McCarty
Stephanie Rae Muney
Jessica Marie Riches
Shayna Kay Roberts
Krystal Strasters

EXERCISE AND WELLNESS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Kirsta Elizabeth Adams
Jessica Marie Andelin
Brecken Lorraine Stewart
Reeesa Lyn Cornwall
Courtney Marie Fordham
Elizabeth Janeé Freeman
Nora Christine Gleed
Heather Lisa Hannemann
Kristin Herrscher
Jasmyn Hicks
Amy Kay Hill
Mark Joseph Hintze
Allison Marie Holm
Christopher Michael Howard
Kelsey Rae Hudson
LaChelle Laurie Jackson
Amber Elisabeth Jolley
Stephanie Pixton Jones
R Suzanne Jordan
Ryan Andrew Klepko
Keilah Elizabeth Martinez
Alyson Vera McKay
Lexi Taylor Mecham
Kevin Scott Nichols
Chelsea Brooke Nixon
Jacob Wesley Packer
Rebecca Poulson
Martha Proctor
Anna Marie Reed Stiefel
Alysa Pendleton Reitz
Andee-Dawn Mortensen
Roth
Natalie Sargent
Aubrey Ruth Scott
Marisa Ostlund Shearer
Pamela Shelline
Jennifer Lauren Smith
Morgan L. Sorensen
Taylor Anne Stapley
Anna Lee Stoddard
Meagan Jameson Stone
Ryan William Swensen
Carmen Bastian Thomas
Jeffrey Ray Tolley
Bailye Van Wagoner
Kathyen Elizabeth Vidmar
Caleb Erven Wade
Elias L Warren
Andie Brooke Young Wells
Cara Wilcox
Brittney Diane Wride
Sarah Anne Yungling

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Benjamin Joel Baer
Erica N Barnes
Josephine Aya Bailey Bills
Nathaniel Arthur Brennan
Heather Marie Brown
Benjamin Lewis Camp
Olivia Ellen Fanger
Melinda Christine Fanning
Sarah Denice Harvard
Bristol BaCall Jacobsen
Laura Lynn Kelley
Jessie Anne McAllister
Aleisha Lyons McKean
Madelyne Ruby Mckee
Jacob A Miller
Elisabeth Mitchell
Jensen Miles Moore
Kelsey Lea Murry
Lindsay Carol Parcell
Macey Jones Peterson
Alyssa Noel Petley
Jarom A Ricks
Christian K Rojas
Cameron Glen Sheets
Patricia Deon Shelley
Bryce Homer Sieg
Jada Lee Smith
Elizabeth Kerr Squires
Ashley Jo Thatcher
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
William Scott Watson
Tysen Lee Weber
Brady Scott Wells
Matthew Gordon Wilde
Claire Ellen Wilkins
David Curtis Willardson
Jason Kendall Willardson
Rachelle Winkel
Jason Garth Winsward
Spencer James Wolflay
Jordan Leigh Wolz
Derek Matthew Wood
Alex Jay Wright
Brennan Merrill Wright
Michael Jay York

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Miya Ray Alger
Nalani Mae Artinger
Sargent Doil Barnett
Andrew Truman Baron
Jackson Joseph Bell
Kassandra Marie Bellingham
Nolan Alex Bradshaw
Jonathan Tingoy Burrup
Sonhee James Cho
Tanya Faye Crane
Dallin Dale Davies
Jared Anthony Egan
Kenneth Albert Fierro
Ryan Joel Flake
S. Bridger Frampton
Daniel Paul Freeman
Matthew Thomas Glasier
Jennifer Ellen Greiner
Lauren Marie Gunnell
Dustin John Hamren
William Blake Harber
S. Scott Haynie
Kassie Jean Herbst
Andrew Clayton Hybarger
Cameron Nixon King
Sarah Marie Kotowski
Juston Don Kunz
Laura Anne Laney
Benjamin Zachary Larsen
Trevor Maclane Mauzy
Charles Curtis Maxfield
James Fielding McCarrey
M. Jordan Mulford
Scott Richard Nelson
Andrew John Neuenswander
Meaohalani Misae Nomiyama
Brian M Barzee
Brenna Joy Dunlop
Laura Beth Guthrie

EXERCISE SCIENCES
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Brian M Barzee
Brenna Joy Dunlop
Laura Beth Guthrie

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE
Aimee Arlene Clyde

Health Science
HEALTH SCIENCES
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Kimberlee Ann Ferrell High

PUBLIC HEALTH
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Matthew Gregory Adams
Trenton Argyle
Stephen James Asay
Bryant Donald Ash
Paola Alexandra Baez
Matthew D Barry
Melissa Nash Baucum
Taylor Michelle Beck
Madison Anne Smith
Bertrand
Tyler Dallin Boulter
Elise Erin Bowen
Michelle Brodegard
Mary Brown
Joseph Robert Bryson
Adrienne Adams Burnett
Tacy Brook Burnham
MaKenzie Lee Cannaday
Katherine Camille Chipman
Amy Lauren Christensen
Tiffany Yun-Heng Chung
Bryn Clark
Jessica Coleman
Rachel Anne Crandall
Tanner Scott Crandall
Sienna Felice Davis
Josiah Daniel Keola De Costa
Katelyn Flynn de Lisle
Thomas Dallin Dickerson
Kimberly Diane Doroghian
Amber Elizabeth Gray
Ashleigh Arika Green
Matthew Eugene Gress
Glenn Kunihiko Griffin
Charlotte Rae Grindstaff
Jennifer Alea Guin
Victoria Faleola Hafoka
Anneli Hansen
Andrew Condie Heap
Victoria Neeleman Hill
Ashley Elizabeth Holt
Emily Greighnagh Isle
Michelle Ryanne Israel
Hiram L. Jacob
Kimberly K. Johnson
Sarah King
Caitlin Adele Kinney
Annie Elizabeth Kirk
Michael Odell Larson
Erik D. Leavell
Anita Christine Leiva
Nelson Lance Long
Joel Loredo
Jennifer Lynne Malone
Shannon Mason
Emily Anne Matson
Shaun Robert Mickelsen
Aaron Spencer Moeller
Kayllyn Ruth Monsivais
Justin James Moody
Frederick David Nelson
Jaren Erick Nelson
Thomas John Nord
Travis Clark Olsen
Benta Akoth Omondi Opiyo
Cameron J Owen
Pablo Alejandro Penailillo Solis
Brianne Penrod
Timothy Michael Perdue
Ashlee Fredrickson Perkes
Brittney Okada Perkins
Elisabeth Hall Peterson
Courtney Katherine Rahm
Spenser James Rentz
Jiniferd Gina Rigsby
Alissa Rios
Stephanie Sant
Tyler James Sax
Caitlin Dawn Schille
Brett Shaw
Austin Kyle Simons
Brenton Walter Smith
Lauren Augusta Spurgin
Michelle Marie Steele
Justin Dean Stewart
Bradford David Stucki
Lance Allen Stutz
Bonnie Woei-Shan Sun
Leah Michelle Sylvester
Christopher Tuitoto Talataina
Brooke Elise Wahliquist
Whitney Noble Waite
Codie Cathleen Walton
Anna Warden
Anson Charles Winder
Amber Leigh Yatteau
Alexandria Yost
DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Jessica Vranes Ringwood Apo
Thomas Allen Barnett
Elena Bayon Azores
Jamie Nicole Brittnen
Meredith Lynne Chapman
Catherine Anne Crugan
Rachel Curtis
Catherine Rose Draper
Emma Katheryn Gisclair
Laura Ann Gladson
Ashley A Gooch
Kelcey Marie Herrington
Safyta C. Hiatt
David Taylor Jensen
Brianne Nicole Johnson
Curtis Scott Johnson
Kaitlin Rae Johnson
Christine Elizabeth Kelly
Christine Margarette Kennedy
Brittany Elizabeth Kicker
Keely Jeanette Ban Larsen
Alyssa Mortensen Lindström
Abigail Earlene Lloyd
Sydney Suzanne Looney
Jordan Edward Mabey
Allan James McCleary
Jennifer Lee Meek
Maryann Olsen
Marcie Prince Parson
Elizabeth Patch
Chad Ryan Pitcher
Jordan Hobbins Ramsay
Caityn Emily Rommy
Courtney Paige Severson
Jeffery C. Smart
Kaylie Lucille Smart
Becky Jenay Smith
Sadie Sharie Tengelsen
Jill Marie Urban
Erin Jane Wetzel
Chelsea Nicole White

PUBLIC HEALTH EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Bryant Scott Atkinson

SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Samuel Alexander M. Bates
Stephen Larson
Maddison Fogg McMenemy
Samantha Marie Smith
Elizabeth Anne Wilson

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE
Kyra Chea Marble

SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION WITHOUT LICENSURE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Marissa Minton Mason

Microbiology and Molecular Biology

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Klay Tyler Clawson

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Erik George Bonn
Kaylee Donelle Dockum
Brittany LeighAnne Gonzalez
Brittney Kaye Jensen
Angelika Johns
Alicia Chang McGhee
Richard John McKenzie
Elise Miskim
Plamena Atanasova Petkova
Camille Ella Redford
Hannah Margaret Russell
Paige Alexandra Stephens
Kaityn Rebecca Stevens
Megan Emily Taylor

MICROBIOLOGY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Taylor David Abegg-Lawrence
Michael J. Ahlborn
Jonathan Guy Bowen
Steven Ernesto Cummock, Jr.
Justen Thalmus Despain
Jessica Marie Engle
Brian Ray Francis
Becca Amy Fullwood
Clayton Rick Jensen
Jordan Daniel Jensen
Ian Elijah Johnson
Brittany Justine Karchner
Christopher David Kiser
Aaron Frank McBride
Kristian Andre Mostert
Daniel Brent Nelson
Shanette Marie Pettersson
Daniel Thomas Ricks
Jonathan Edmund Schoenhals
Katherine Ku’upualeinani Soh
Nicholas Adam Spendlove
Allen David Swanson
Stephen Edmond Taylor
Joseph David Thiriot
Spencer J. Thorkon
Samantha Makay
VanMaanen
Jonathan Nephi Wilcock

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
James Aaron Dees
Tylan Wayne Magnusson
Haley Kathleen Powel
Marina Grace Rose Pizzi
Jason Yuan-Jye’ Teng
Rodney Edward Till
Brandon James Trent

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Evan Scott Campbell
Jared William Cloise
Wesley Andrew Coar
J. Alvin Green III
Madeline Louise Green
Timothy Paul Griffith
Tara Rachelle Hammond
Clarice Lorraine Harrison
Jared Robert Holloway
Mary Megan Jackman
Julene Beverly Johnson
Victoria Man Fung Kinard
Joshua Sam Lloyd
Kelsey Marie Moore
Eric Paul Nelson
Dean James Ritchie
Matthew Barton Dean Shirley

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Destinee Anne Bushman
Alysha Marie Doan
Jessica Lee Floro
Christopher Martin Moreno

Neuroscience Center

NEUROSCIENCE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Brady Joseph Anderson
Nathan Cecil Anderson
Steven Lloyd Anderson
Samuel Hyrum Barlow
Robert Gordon Bodily
Chad Eugene Bradshaw
Marcus Neil Callister
Nathan Dean Giles
Adam Daniel Hall
Sterling J Hanson
Albert V Helsing
Amy Lynne Holm
Zachary Harvey Hopkins
Katherine Louisa Howell
Hillary Frances John
Bryce Sterling Johnson
Jared Paul Knecht
David Christian Lutz
Zachary Jack McDonnell
Evan Scott Melville
Emma Augusta Morley
Corinne Elizabeth Morrison
Caityn Hanne Munger
Teresa Marie St. Pierre Nufor
Megan Brooke Oliver
Brittany Nicole Overmeyer
Andrew William Perez
Dana Peterson
Spencer Taylor Pickett
Susanna E Quick
Andrew Peter Ray
Jennifer Rae Schultz
David W Skiles
Clarks Vernon Stephenson
Zachariah Daniel Taylor
Steven P. Tolboe
Jacob Wayne Trotter
Dustin Michael Welch
Joseph Smith Wood

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Bradley Gerald Ackerson
Cameron William Breckinridge
Benjamin Wayne Cale
Jeremy A Carter
Clayton Chipman Davis
Sara Djurich
Garrett Reese Dorman
Analisia Cook Edmonds
Andrea Lynn Eyestone
Joshua Wayne Freckleton
Clifton Scott Hartwell
Emily Rose Kennedy
Parker H Murray
Deborah Ariel Poulson
Zachary Rawsthorne Thomas
David Nathan White

Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Science

DIETETICS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Michelle Andersen
Rachel Diane Bradley
Anne Marie Bringhurst
Asia Kristina Camara
Lauren Nicole Collier
Rachel Cox Crawford
Kayli Ann Cummings
Audrey Anna Dickerson
Kirsten Marie Dyck
Courtney Kay Thayne Escalona
Rebecca Ann Gerhartz
Emily Rose Horn
Kimberly Ann Jenkins
Sarah Kunz
Kaitlin Shalee Lillywhite
Abigail Lee Miller
Christine Mooney
Claire Brinton Ormsby
Melissa Rose Stephens
April Lynnette Stevens
Carolyn Dorothy Swenson
Megan Michelle Thacker
Michael Carlton Turley
Natalie White
Summer White

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE
Michelle Florence Anderson

FOOD SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Adam Michael Beus
Emily Ae-hui DeKam
Marshall Robert Dunn
Allysa Hansen
Kathryn Edythe Hindman
Courtney Marie Honka
Heather Louise Katzenbach
Kathleen Kendell
Taylor Mitchell Kunz
Kristina Marie Lai
Heeyoung Lee
Sarah Evelyn Nielsen
Claudia Margarita Ortiz Garcia
Adam Calvin Parker
Andrew Mitchell Smith
Carissa Stewart
Laura Dawn Stoutenburg
Holly Ann Talbot
Steven Glen Walker
Christian Fletcher Wood

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Michelle Florence Anderson
FOOD SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Adam Michael Beus
Jay Robert Avery
Joshua James Burnham
Brooke Ashley Crowther
Shelby Lynn Dean
Shantel Fuja Elmer
David Shoemaker Facer
Wesley S. Hoskins
Tristan McKenna
Lauren Elise Montague
Ricardo Arturo Nevarez
Robert Edward Phillips
Michael Thomas Stallings
Amy Anne Stewart
Hannah Ellesse Tempest
Niel Carl Wankier
Dallin Blake Wright

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Casey Duane Callison
Shu Fang
Kathryn Patricia Hart
Ethan Philip Lord
Colton James White

Physiology and Developmental Biology

BIOPHYSICS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
William Carson Draper
Daniel A Findley
Mitchell Lyman Gleed
Melanie Grace Grooms
Anthony Paul Holst
Brian Glen Larsen
Karen L Suzanne Lee

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE
Brendan George Ashton

PHYSIOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Daniel Lee Ashton
Nathan M. Judkins

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Sarah Elizabeth Adams
Cristen Lea Gluch
Nathan M. Judkins
Jonathan Michael LeFevre
Jesse Lee Noel Loucks
Rebecca Ellise Sperry

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Nathan Oliver Smith
Lance Colin von Bracht
Samuel Wayne Wagner
Johnathon Edmunds Webb

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Brendan George Ashton
Desiree Marie Winters

PHYSIOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Daniel Lee Ashton
David Bryant Barton
Brigham Matthew Barzee
Morgan Brown
ChesLee Lamoni Call
Jason Mark Cottrell
Kimberly Angell Dalton
Leland Ray Finley
Adam Michael Fitzgerald
David Kenneth Frandsen
Grigg
Brandon Joseph Grooms
Ryan Michael Grow
Makenzie Hamilton
Tyler David Hamilton
Jamison Anne Harvey
Cara Routh Houle
Carissa Hui
Jason Andrew Jergensens
Zachary Rey Jergensens
Timothy Chapman Johnson
Steven Michael Knapp
Matthew R Koster
Alexander James Lewis
Donielle BreAnna Long
John William Carl Carter
Napier Mallett
John D McIntyre
David Keith Mecham
Jeffrey Jay Moffat
Nathaniel Robert Nelson
Adelaide Ockey
Benjamin Roy Osborn
Jacob Lamar Pugh
Lauren Elizabeth Rincón
Steven Arthur Skovran
Dane Winger Sorensen
Todd Daniel Sorensen
Sarah Daniellie Sperry
Braden Jensen Tucker
James Edward Vandruft
Tyler Glen Wahlquist
Collin J. Weaver
Matthew Dean White
Joshua Thomas Wood
DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Paul Nicolas Banks
Merridee Parker Brown
William Evans Carlson III
Evan Robert Garfield
Jessica Anne Hiltbrand
Madison Katherine Ramsden
Tanner Steven Shaw
Marshall Gregory Siede
Katelynn Brooke Sumko
Jamie Susanne Vane
Glafira Selene Vazquez
Trevor David Washburn
Brittany Danielle Wilson
Peter Joseph Woodward

Plant and Wildlife Sciences

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Derek Lynn Bradshaw
Leslie Kristine Hansen
Elise Geneva Cope Hardle
Rushay Andrea Hays
Crystal Noel Ordway
Kristen Alene Smith
Austin Michael Ulmer
Annie Roberta Xie

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE
Michele Carol Smith

ENVIRONMENTAL SOIL SCIENCE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Rachel Gabriela Bair

GENETICS AND BIOTECHNOLOGY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Joy McClellan Andrews
Yuri Patricio Cabeza Pezoa
Kimberly Michelle Clemons
Loida E. Fajardo
Kevin Wendell Johnson
Vanessa Ludwig Koch
Devon Kyle McBee
Kyle DeLos Miller
Kendra Castleton Patton
Rachel Anne Perry
Samuel Jon Saunders
Kierstyn Alisse Spencer
Hillary Walker
Forrest Rourke Young

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Stephen Gerard Cieslak Jr.
Steven Richard Cope
Joher Calixto dos Santos
Karl James Ewert

Jeremy Bryce Hill
Karianne Knowles
Mitchell James Kroll
Melissa Bancroft Nickel
Stephanie Page
Megan Elizabeth Whitt
Keith Benjamin Wright

LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Andreas Christian Birk
Christina Marin Clark
Steven Robert Cox
Eli Mack Drzayich
Chad M Goodman
Jana Lynn Franke
Austen Trent Jorgensen
Daniel John Lee
Tiffany Michelle Rae
Matthew Calvin Ward

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Richard Kenneth Bingham
Andrew Egan Bozica
Sara Rain Baird
Brad Bedke Barrowes
Bryant Andrew Bingham
Courtney Anne Bingham
Mandy Noel Bingham
Ashley Christine Bjorklund
Jonathan Bjorn
Heather Marie Slaye
Taylor Blake
Matthew C. Blaser
Joseph Reuel Bodily
Tyler James Brown
Brittany Lynn Brown
Morgan Kay Bybee
Anthony Skyles Far
Cassandra Ann
Caughtoorian
Luke Monroe Chandler
Amber LeBaron Corkin
Stuart Craig Cotter
Christopher Corris Connors
Heeju Piper Davis
Ludmila de Souza Dias Pinto
Michael Brady Dinwiddie
Brendon Robert Elwood
Taylor James Ellis-Shervin
Karen Elaine Embree
Paul Campbell Ericson
Andres Escobedo
Brett Leavitt Evans
Stephen Martin
Farnsworth
Stephen Dave Fisher
Moroni Owens Flake
Devin Parker Flory
Brittany Elizabeth Fors
Kimberly Michelle Clemons
Benjamin Nathanial
Fredrickson
Quinn Douglas Garber
Skylar David Gibbs
Samuel Dennis Guerrette
Stephen Lane Gusti
Jeffrey N. Hall
Stephen Marc Hall
Dane Andrew Hammer
Austin Timpson Hanks
Jonathan D Hardy
Courtney C Schulties Harris
Aaron Covington Hefner
Matthew Todd Henningson
Braden Ray Hess
Curtis Miles Hicken
Cameron Scott Hilker
Christina Marie Hughes
Jacob Glenn Hunsaker
Riley Jeff Hunsaker
Alexandra Hunter
Kellee Kathryn Ika
Taylor Jeffrey Ipsen
Nicholas Taylor Jackson
Preston Taylor Jackson
Jaret Dwight Jacobson
Joseph Daniel Jenkins
Mitchell Tal Jergensen
Nickolas Blake Johansen
Clayton Scott Johnson
Jordan Duane Johnson
Daniel Lee Johnston Jr.
Michael Jessie Kelly
Kenneth Melvan Kenworthy
Megan Dee Kerr
Erik Kim
Jeffrey Kent Kingston
Travis Wayne Kinser
Gregory Lyle Kline
Tyson Peter Lander
Landon Mark Langford
Jeffrey Neil Larsen
Caitlin Noel Larson
Taylor McNeil Larson
Ashley Layton
Bret Lane Leavitt
Brandon Taylor Lindemann
Jamie Suzanne Longhurst
Mattie Adele Lybbert
Mikal R. Mann
Sean Frances MacLaurin
Robert William Mayfield
Devon Michael McCaffree
Robert Lyle McCullough
Julia Kaye McGinn
Anna Eileen McKean
Deanna Kay Crespo
McQuade
Marshall Keith Merrill
Mitchell Williams Mills
Mackenzie Hanks Misseldine
David Preston Mongillo
Connor Brent Moody
Jeremy Andrew Moore
Cameron James Mulder
Sarah Elizabeth Murdock
Erika Jean Nas
Justyn Taylor Nickel
Nathan Paul Noble
Tyson Stephen Oldham
Payton Vaughn Olsen
Diogo Franca Ordocowski
Alex Carlson Orton
Derek B. Owens
Tyler Preston Perkins
Tyson Joseph Perry
Adam Lloyd Petersen
Joshua Kurt Peterson
Matthew Clark Peterson
Peter 'Nils' Petersen
Elizabeth April Porlanova
Tanner Hawkes Potter
Austin Kevin Pritchett
Mikayla Mary Raymond
Tanner Wirig Rhodes
Jon Stephen Richards
Travis Larry Richey
Blake Anthony Risenmay
Jeffrey Richard Rowan
Jacob Orion Rust
Alyse Taylor Saarelainen
Thomas Howard Saunders
Justin William Schille
Jordan H. Sheffield
Ryland Paul Sinclair
Brooke Allyson Smith
Richard Lyle Smith
Shannon Timmins Smith
Nathan James Spencer
Steven Gary Staples
Sean Gabriel Swenson
Gavin Vic Tannor
Harrison Dunn Taylor
Payton D Thompson
Kelsi Kaleolani Tippets
Stephanie Michelle Toman
Jared de Caldas Torga
Diana Marie Vance
Brittny VandenBos
Daniel Villanova
Amber Lillian Wadsworth
James Richard Wagstaff
Brian Alan Warden
Brock Austin Waters
Sarah Lynn Weeks
David Brian Weeks
Sangin Chu
Diana Marie Vance
Nicole Anne Hamilton
Travis R Hancock
Benjamin Travis Hoglund
Andrew Stephen Holmes
Sungah Hong
Christopher Kingdon
Howard
Shawn Russell Howell
Annie Christine Hulpert
Blake William Hull
Ky Andrew Jansson
Jongseo Kim
Sungsoo Kim
Karston Troy King
Taylor Bryan Leavitt
Mark Christopher Lee
Yang Li
Li-Chieh Lo
Mark Christopher Lee
Yang Li
Li-Chieh Lo
Jacob Kent Lundin
Garrett Hoyt Maxfield
Mo Yin McEwen
Curtis Paul Messam
Timothy Daniel Mitchell
Briton Michael Moffitt
David Christian Monson
David Christian Monson
David Christian Monson
David Christian Monson
David Christian Monson
David Christian Monson
David Christian Monson
DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Khaliha Chekir
Abu Mannneh
Kyshele Adams
Gary Paul Arthur
Braden Scott Bair
Natalie Finch Bake
Prasad Rukshan Basnayaka
Andrew J Bates
Richard Weixler Beck
Ryan Scott Beck
Ashley Lauren Berry
Alisha Erna Bird
Jonathan Blake Blackham
Peter LeGrand Bourgeois
Stephanie Bravo
Bradley Christopher Brunson
Hoang Nguyen Bullock
Lomie Kaisa Kea Akua
Bullock
Ryan James Burr
Robert Garner Carroll
Ryan Stephen Carroll
Christina Hope Christiansen
Jessica RaNae Christiansen
Sangin Chu
Cameron Paul Clark
Corbin A Coil
Blake Kevin Dabb
Natalie Carson Dance
Hannah Jane Davis
Xiaojun Ding
Michelle T Drennan
Bryan Vaughn Duford
Benjamin Paul Ehler
Eric Nathaniel Eliason
Benjamin Thomas Erickson
Derek Ty Flanary
David Amos Fosmoana
Stephanie Keeler Forrest
Alexander Joseph Foye
Eric Christopher Germann
Chase Edward Giler
Brycen Joseph Gold
Alexis Amelia Graff
Trevor John Habermeyer
Jeffrey Paul Hadlerie
Kayla Marie Hagen
Nicole Anne Hamilton
Travis R Hancock
Curtis Ryan Hansen
Benjamin Travis Hoglund
Andrew Stephen Holmes
Sungah Hong
Christopher Kingdon
Howard
Shawn Russell Howell
Annie Christine Hulpert
Blake William Hull
Ky Andrew Jansson
Jongseo Kim
Sungsoo Kim
Karston Troy King
Taylor Bryan Leavitt
Mark Christopher Lee
Yang Li
Li-Chieh Lo
Jacob Kent Lundin
Garrett Hoyt Maxfield
Mo Yin McEwen
Curtis Paul Messam
Timothy Daniel Mitchell
Briton Michael Moffitt
David Christian Monson

Tyler Adam Morrison
Alexander Manuel Navarro
Ayala
Lauren Beth Nelson
Nguyen Thi Kim Chi
Nguyen Thi Phuong Quynh - Winnie Nguyen
Brian Robert Nixon
Busulwa Peter Nseroko
Douglas Edward Oldham
Kirt Sam E Olson
Marine Claire Parker
Jonathan Thomas Pease
Brian Robert Nixon
Busulwa Peter Nsereko
Douglas Edward Oldham
Kirt Samuel Olson
Marine Claire Parker

School of Accountancy

ACCOUNTING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Justin Sean Adams
J.T. Adlard
Caitlin Judy Ainge
Chelsie Kay Albough
Jay David Albrecht
Brian Gregory Aldous
Jason Douglas Aldridge
Irene Gabriela Alfaro
Bryson Eric Alm
Joshua Aaron Anderson

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Cameron Alexander Hodson
Joseph Paul Holbrook
Rachel Marie Holland
Brian Spencer Hopkins
Michael Scott Jacob
Jessica Jensen
Matthew Jensen
Nathan Peter Jensen
Ryan Einar Johannessen
Devin Scott Johnson
Emma Victoria Johnson
Kathryn Allan Johnson
Spencer Hyrum Johnson
Brock Harding Jones
Zachary Benson Kacher
Junsung Kang
Joshua Robert Kirn
Yuan Lai
Brandon Eric Langford
Bryce Clayton Leininger
Dallin Emil Lemic
Truman Scott Lemon
Tung Thanh Le
Steven Fredrick Leyland
Cade Douglas Lindahl
Tyler Andrew Lott
Brian Edward Lowe
Victoria Morgan Lund
Alex Gardner Madsen
Lauren Day Maillard
Natalia Carina Manco
Carrie Michelle Marsh
Justin Douglas Martin
Kyle R. Martin
Jessica Céylene McCordell
Jessica Eileen McDonald
Cory Paul McOmber
Michael John McQuade
Spencer Daryle Mecham
Zedekiah Paco Mendenhall
Daniel Graham Merkley
Kelsey Elise Merkley
Steven James Meyer
Benjamin Casey Miles
Rogan Dean Millar
Cody Yuya Monson
Spencer Kevin Moon
Hal Bennett Morgan
Noah Mark Myers
Trevor Joseph Neff
Kelsey Lu Dean Nelson
Chung Tat Ng
Justin Alan Nielson
Leslie Macfarlane Nielsion
Fredrik Martin Nordin
Paul Raymond Olsen
Jason Noel Orvin
Maria Carmen Perez
Zachary Dean Peterson
Preston J Phillips
Matthew J Pickerd
Darin Goff Pierson
Bryce K Pinder
Benjamin Gerrit Prone
Joel Farr Racker
Katelin Cooper Redding
Trevon Joseph Reeves
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Aaron Say Han New
Nicol Sha Lin Ong
Eugene G. Oslekov
Shelby Michael Rampton
Matthew Brian Richardson
Jordan LeRoy Savage
Abel Yibao Sng
Haley Morris Sng
Omar Jesus Widdup

Finance

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Jase Taylor Adams
Matthew L. Ang
Stephen Michael Archibald
Jordan Henry Ashcroft
Hayden Jed Barton
David Matthew Barwick
Samuel Taketo Belgique
Joseph Steven Brown
Christopher Reid Call
Stephen W. Case
Heather Jensen Christensen
Abraham Austin Clark
Spencer Grant Clegg
Zachary Tuttle Corbridge
Joseph Glenn Cowan
Richard Ammon

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Thomas Dayne Corbett
Anderson
Tosh Mathews Anderson
Yi Wen Bai
Jeremy Michael Bateman
Jonathon Charles Becker
Tyler S Beck
Matthew L. Ang
Stephen Michael Archibald
Jordan Henry Ashcroft
Hayden Jed Barton
David Matthew Barwick
Samuel Taketo Belgique
Joseph Steven Brown
Christopher Reid Call
Stephen W. Case
Heather Jensen Christensen
Abraham Austin Clark
Spencer Grant Clegg
Zachary Tuttle Corbridge
Joseph Glenn Cowan
Richard Ammon

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Jonathan Jarett Fischer
Amairany Guerrero Pacheco
Jeffrey Robert Gunnell
Steven James Harris
Mark Benjamin Harthorn
Taylor Mackenzie Hiatt
Taylor Ivory Jackson
Seth Thomas Johnsenn
Reuben Bradley Judd
Ryan James Kanaley
Patricia Kaileen Kelly
Robert Benjamin Larson
Evian Michael McBride
Matthew Christian Mecham
Lindsay Mae Murray
Keith Clay O’Dell
Micah Christian Phelps
John Dimond Preston
Katie Rebecca Robinson
Rainey Steven Rogers
Andrew Davis Romney
Xiaojun Joy Shu
Chad Ryan Spitzer
T. Lance Stanley
Austin Ory Taylor
Weston Kurt Teshima
Information Systems

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Jacob C Adams
Erik Britain Andersen
Benjamin Michael Barker
James Tyson Bearnson
Brian Andrew Black
Granger Harrison Blackett
Colin H Blair
Leigh Blair
Joseph Charles Brinton
Scott William Bullock
John Courtnay Butterfield
Taylor Tao-Ming Chiu
Nathan Richard Christensen
Jesse Moroni Claussen
Alexandra Joy Cluff
Devin Joshua Cope
Mackenzie Scott Cope
Eric Newton Dayhuff
Matthew Rodger Deaver
Rebecca Tyler Denker
Kent C. Dodds
Heather Eliese Dunnigan
Thomas Aaron Fowles
Timothy A. Golden
Richard Daniel Graham
Ward Ryan Greenhalgh
Jonathan Trevor Grether
Brandon Duggar Griffeth
Nicholas John Guerrette
Andrew Jack Heaton
Garrett Layne Hendrickson
Seth Miles Howard
Nathan Edward Jackson
Michael S. Jeson
Scott Brett Johnson
Wesley Ryan Johnson
Joshua Kent Juncker
Adam Michael Kilgore
Brendan Scott Kingsford
Dana Williams Lance
J. Manuel Lavayen Rodriguez
Sarah Marie Lemmon
Kenneth Ephraim Malley
Utkaash Mahajan
Bret Michael Markowski
Wesley McNeill Marriott
Justen Curiel Mendoza
Wilford James Merrill
Kabrian Ray Miller
Dillon A Moffitt
Eric James Monahan
Peter Nemrow
Nam Hoai Ngo
Devin Dean Olsen
Jeremy Leon Penrod
Jeffrey Kent Potter
Katherine Asby Poulier
Antonio Pozas
Samuel Morgan Robertson
Hernan Ezequiel Rodriguez de Almeida
Lana Davis Sawyer
Joseph K Scoville
Sean Hugh Southerland
Lucas William Stennett
Bailey Bradshaw Stewart
James Michael Stewart
Landon Ray Stott
Andreas C. Tames
Jane Evans Thomas
David Emerson Valentine
Nicholas Charles Walter
Abigail Marilyn Williams
Todd Jeffrey Wilson
Lance Colton Wright
Dustin L. Youngberg

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Daniel Jacob Bastian
Kasey Phillip Baulch
Lehi Josue Beltran Lopez
Cody L Bromley
Jeffrey Croskrey
Christopher James Faires
Eddy Alan Richmond
Shawn Anthony Schlosser
Ephraim Y. Sng
Jaenam Um
Neal Craig Varner
Seanne Weine

Recreation Management

RECREATION MANAGEMENT AND YOUTH LEADERSHIP

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Tyler J Allred
Macy Paige Baker
Trenton Charles Bateman
Zachary James Blair
Haley Jean Capra
Jaqueen Michelle Clayton
Katie Cutler
Kami Mae Davis
Carrie Elizabeth Fjeldsted
William Kent Heaps
Maria Elizabeth Jarman
Logan Clark Jones
Annika Afoa Kahaiailii
Samantha Laielle Kennington
Irina Igorevna Kuznetsova
Landon H Leavitt
Kathryn Lyn LeCheminant
Olive Jane Lowe
Mónica Edén Morales
Saldana
Robert Mark Ostler
Natalie McKay Pennington
Joshua M Petersen
Beth Marie Petty
Gregory Stephen Roberts
Sarah Ellis Shepherd
Loren Melissa Smith
Tanner Burke Staples
Patricia Hovley Tellez
Manakaite Kite Kangatira
Vaitai
Neil Aaron Wallace
Mary Kathryn Camille Williams
Stefanie N Wright
Krista Dawn Young

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Rachel Schlappi Anderson
Joseph P Barry
Carson Blain Brown
Kirsten Marie Caceres
Eric Joshua Campbell
Jenna Bea Claypool
Ryan David Dance
Joseph Guy Dorian
Krislyne Joyce Erickson
Allison Fife
Michael H Steinbeigle
Sarah Anne Haymore
Rachel Elizabeth Holmes
Ashley Ellen Hoth
Hannah Laurine Howell
Jihwa Jang
Miranda Sharon Jesse
Angela Leah Kelly
Lee J kortas
Tiffani Brighten Mohrmann
Rachel Nicole (Newton) Morrison
Michael A Nielsen
Taylor Telford Perkins
Jamie Lanae Pitchford
Kristen Russell
Tava Dawn Schollenberger
Joseph Craig Sedgwick
Emily Ann Mechan Shaw
Breanne Elisabeth Sperry
Daniel H Steinbeigle
Coriann Clark Thompson
Christine Elizabeth Vaughan
Heather Joy Walt
Krista M Weatherford
Lindsey Elizabeth Wiberg

RECREATION MANAGEMENT

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Tyler Luteru Beck
Sarah Marie Bilton
Brooke Erickson
Eric Carl Holt
Andrew Lacanieta
Christopher Lance Livingston
Corey Michael McClanahan
Brittany Keiko Miyahara
Scott C Porter
McKayla Redd
Jordan Everett Collett
Snowden
David Laurence Veirs
Logan Robert Watson

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Michael Wayne Cooper
Austin Connor Henrie
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

General Studies

GENERAL STUDIES

BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES
Sharla D. Jensen
Brooke Anne Morgan
Cheryl L. Staley

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Teresa Francis
Bruce R. Hough
Kristi Yow Malcolm
Brent Thatcher Mayberry
Emily George Miner
Britton Troy Nilsen
Jonathan Jerome Stringam

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Nursing

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Emily Anne Adams
Sarah Jan Allred
Kristina S. Andersen
Kaylie Jayne Barker
Morgan Ann Bateman
Whitney Kay Bernhisel
Amanda Joann Beukers
Laura Evonne Boone
Kathryn Folsom Brase
Brittini Ann Carr
Kimberly Chamberlain
Haley Alise Chipman
Elise Megan Corbett
Katherine Elizabeth Cottam
Amy Lynn Dalton
Courtney Jolley Davies
Brioté Dohm
Rachel Melanie Drennan
Alice A-Hui Fetzer
Natalie Anne Young Flores
Madeline Fay Goodfellow
Karen Cynthia Green
Anthony Robert Greenwood
Kaylie Corrin Haueter
James Burton Hill
Rachel Marie Jardine
Rebekah Mae Johnson
Betia Cheynenne Rose Jones
Sarah Elizabeth Jones
Enn Renee Kearsley
Kimberly Marie Kellett
Alyssa Danielll Lapp
Katie Gayle McCormick
Shelby Elaine Miller
Anna Elizabeth Moore
Kara Renee Moscon
Ashley Finch Muñoz
Adrienne Elizabeth Nydegger
Holly Mauree Olson
Jennifer Orton
Erin Rebecca Pabst
Kristen Marie Painter
Jocelyn Colleen Parkinson
Jannette Elaine Perry
Karissa Lynn Price
Shannon Marie Reynolds
Mykenna Lisa Rodriguez
Paige Caspieron Romero
Kelsey Sax
Stephanie Brooke Scheitinger
Allyson Etherington Shaw
Katherine Elizabeth Stevenson
Melanie Jean Vandenbark
Kimberly E. Wallace
Elizabeth Jean Watson
Rachel P. Wells
Matthew Eldon Wood
Ashley Marie Woodside
Brenda Ching-Yee Yan
Emilee Joan Young

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES

Matthew Thomas Anderson
McCall Carolyn Armknecht
Christie Beck Boswell
Michael Bart Brizize
Casey Elizabeth Bunker
Maribelle Christeen Burris
Alyssa Diane Callister
Milanne Lauren Carpenter
Jennifer Christensen
Lauren Deaver
Jeanie Horsley Driggs
Jason Welch Egan
Shawn Elise Ensley
Sarah Elizabeth Falk
Kelsey Lyn Farr
Janine Angeli Francis
Melina Darlene Gersher
Kaitlin Goldthorpe
Marthea Amelia Ulberg Hale
Sadie Hansen
Shanel Harries
Miranda Dawn Harvey
Lauren Elizabeth Hawkins
Brian Allen Hayes
Michelle Marie Harring
Lauren Hill
Arlene Ann Johnston
Anna Toone Jones
Chelsea Rae Juhl
Dong Young Kim
Alyssa Barbara Lark
Erica Noel Clark Larson
Michelle Meehwa Lee
Sarah Catherine Leggett
Mallory Jan Lutes
Merilee Anne Maxfield
Anna Janette LeFler
McGinley
Quincey Ann McGuire
Lauren Kay Moffit
Melissa Katelyn Monroe
Molly Ann Moses
Victoria Ranette Paraoan
Jaeyeon Park
Amanda Marie Philbrick
Jakarely Graciette Pitt
Emily Joy Plowman
Jordan Lynne Prescott
Paige Price
Pauline Erin Prince
Camille Greenan Romriell
Charity Anne Rowley
Chantelle Marie Sandberg
Laura Lee Sandstrom
Katie Lee Stansfield
Christine Marie Thorsen
Brittney Michele Twitchell
Maria Alejandra Vargas
Natalie M. Waldron
Brittany Lynn Weber
Gregory Leon Wood
Michael Atkerson
Worthington

COLLEGE OF PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

TEACHING PHYSICAL SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Amy Brown
Robert A Gardner
Christopher Michael Loomis

Chemistry and Biochemistry

BIOCHEMISTRY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Devon Rowland Blake
Daniel Elling Brown
Jordan Cardinal
Paul Thomas Chidsey
David Andrew Gabrielsen
Krisse Bak Gerrad
Hannah Rebecca Shaw
Goesch
Brian James Graham
Jeffrey Ryan Harman
Lisa Nicole Heppler
Megan Renee Hirschi
Matthew Jon Lelegren
Christopher Ryan Lew
Stefan Michael Litzenberger
John Douglas Morrell
Gregory Philip Pagel
Ryan James Paxman
Zachary Barton Poole
Jeffrey Kert Schachter
N. Maxwell Scoville
Thomas Evan Seymour
Dallas Michael Smuin
Katie Taylor
Timothy Gayle Visser
DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Devan Ohin Beck
Garrett Adams Edmunds
J Spencer Hirschi
William Charles Schroeder

CHEMISTRY
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Andrew Mel Dearden
Megan Rachelle Hatch
Dongkoo Khang
Nathan Dean Wiginton

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE
Andrew William Warren

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Peter Jens Anderson
Jack Terrell Fuller III
Elissa Cardon Nysetvold

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE
Joseph Michael Cardon

CHEMISTRY EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Kimberli Marie Boswell
Jill Suzanne Dodson

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATE
Jeremy Faith DeBry

Computer Science
COMPUTER SCIENCE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Wade Ryan Anderson
Timothy David Atwood
David Michael Barley
Colby Nicholas Bates
Brendon Scott Beebe
Trevor Alan Bentely
Brian Craig Berger
Ryan Lynn Bird
James Eric Bowden
Todd Albert Brunner
Brandon Lee Chase
Dallin Coleman Christensen
Stephen Joseph Clarkson
Kyle Don Corbitt
Robert J Crandall
Michael Benjamin Curtis
Brian Lafayette Davis
Jason Michael Dobry
Jayson Bryce Draney
Paul Darren Draper
Benjamin Richard Draut
Michael Keith Edgar
Christopher James Elliott
Isaac Grant Ellsworth
Natalie Faye Fuller
Daniel Roger Fuller
Todd Mitchell Groener
Leckie Pasiuk Gunter
Bryan Daniel Gwilliam
Benjamin Theodore Hansen
Ryan Scott Hansen
Daniel Jay Haskin
Trever James Hixson
Spencer Wyatt Hoffa
Jeffrey William Hoffman
Royce Nicholas Holmes
Robert Paul Ivie
Shaun M Johnson
Christine Marie Kendall
Brian Thomas Kingley
Stephen Curtis Kitto
Nathan Alan Lambson
Jordan Rex Larson
Joshua David Lepinski
Ty G Lewis
Samuel A Miller
Logan Adam Mitchell
Riley Dilworth Monson
Brent Kenley Mourtisen
Brent R Nordgren Jr
Jessica Ann Pickup
Cameron Elliot Powell
Erik Rasmussen
Jordan Rasmussen
Levi Harrison Schuck
Kyle James Seely
Mark Jiall Siebert
Ryan James Stringham
Chase Christian Wasden
Brandon Michael Weaver
Andrew L Wilde
Sterling Hikaru Williams
Jared Owen Wilson
Jacob L Wright

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Craig Axel Alvord
Jeffrey Thomas Andersen
Trevor Kent Burbidge
Justin Tim Caldwell

Mathematics
MATHEMATICS
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Christian Jacob Baker
Lisa Claire Benadell
Samuel John Dittmer
John Roltes Grosh
Andrew Jeffrey Haddock
Emily Therese Harlon
Tyler Duane Harris
Daniel Jones
Devin B. McGie
David Porter Merrell
Tyler John Morwood
Taylor Michael Petty
Calvin Eric Raines
Susan Rios
Chloe Jeanne Ruud
Manju Sherchan
Prashanna Simkhada
Samantha Corinne Smiley
Chelsea Eileen Snyder
Lars Erickson Spjut
Mark Benjamin Tagg
Benjamin James Teusch
David Joshua Thornton
Wyatt Dineh Torn
Eric Johtana Walters
Ammon Joseph Washburn
Travis Linder Williams
Tianyi Yang
Cory Elijah Zufelt

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Jeffrey Michael Adams
Brian James Anderson
Rachelle Marie Anderson
Kevin Ronald Childers
Tomas Farnsworth
Jamie Lynn Gruwell
Joseph Michael Haddock
Heidi Sodenuistt Perry
Gretchen Edyth Schilemat

Geological Sciences
EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCE EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Rebecca Johnston
Stephanie Marie Pickering

GEOLGY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Ethan Lavel Cook
Preston Scott Cook
Tyler Daniel Goodell
Kari Ann Grover
Michelle Kristine Meadows

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES
Joshua Anthony Flores
Kevin Norman Fukui
Jeremiah Robinson

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mathematics Education</th>
<th>PHYSICS</th>
<th>STATISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE</td>
<td>Zachary Scott Anderson</td>
<td>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Blake</td>
<td>Collin Richard Brown</td>
<td>Chance Benjamin Allen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maia Clark Buckner</td>
<td>Enoch Charles Lambert</td>
<td>Aaron Michael Anthony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenery Martineau Campbell</td>
<td>Stephen George Rupper</td>
<td>Andrew Henry Bangerter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Michelle Carney</td>
<td>Elizabeth Faye Scott</td>
<td>Joseph Keaton Baughan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robyn Ashley Christensen</td>
<td>Bradford Kent Talbert</td>
<td>Matthew Thomas Bean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Forrest Dickson</td>
<td>Jennifer Kay Whiting</td>
<td>Meka Lee Bradshaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Louise Egbert</td>
<td>Abigail Morr Wilkins</td>
<td>Cary Robert Carr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Edward Fowles</td>
<td>Kelsey Hatch Cardon</td>
<td>Alexis Bradshaw Danielson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Francis</td>
<td>Soyoung Jung</td>
<td>Heatheanne Ellsworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Marie Hill</td>
<td>Susan Stoffer Sorensen</td>
<td>Mitchell Steven Gill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Hinton</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jordan Lee Gressel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea RuthAnn Literski</td>
<td></td>
<td>Steven Seth Hoffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David R Lowery</td>
<td></td>
<td>Joyce Indino Hyatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Lloyd Mattice</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bridye Colleen Jensen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Nicole McKibben</td>
<td></td>
<td>David Barnard Madsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Millerberg</td>
<td></td>
<td>Colin Andrew Montague</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eryn Elizabeth Mooney</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ngan Thi Kim Ngo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbylynn Payne</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kurt Benjamin Palmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Payne</td>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin James Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kylie Reeder</td>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher Lance Roberts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brady Logan Ridge</td>
<td></td>
<td>Noah Richard Robins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britany Marie Stokes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Paul Travers Sabin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadine Stringham</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kenneth Richard Schreiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Ruth Thatchet</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aaron Nathaniel Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brady James Tree</td>
<td></td>
<td>Britany Sumson Spencer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staci Ward</td>
<td></td>
<td>Emily Louise Visser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Maryanne Widfeldt</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kevin John Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica René Bradshaw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Michelle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christensen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Ruth Coverstone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janie Lynne Endemano</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Adaline Glenn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Danielle McVey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie Marie Otterstein</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Kenneth Scott</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey McIntire Steele</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics and Astronomy</td>
<td>ACTUARIAL SCIENCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE</td>
<td>Kathleen Rafaela Boyd</td>
<td>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Kyle Anderson</td>
<td>Bryce Thomas Cook</td>
<td>Chance Benjamin Allen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Michael Brady</td>
<td>Matthew Cordy</td>
<td>Aaron Michael Anthony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Franklin Calton</td>
<td>Daniel Lee Croshaw</td>
<td>Andrew Henry Bangerter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailie Jae Hicken</td>
<td>Samuel G Dahl</td>
<td>Joseph Keaton Baughan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trevor McKay Jex</td>
<td>Ethan Martin Durham</td>
<td>Matthew Thomas Bean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Stephen Marx</td>
<td>Matthew Joseph Heiner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph C Morris</td>
<td>Merrick Kendall Johnson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazmin Smith Myres</td>
<td>John Alan Matson</td>
<td>Meka Lee Bradshaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jacob Spafford</td>
<td>Cary Robert Carr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anna England Turek</td>
<td>Alexis Bradshaw Danielson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Harrison Vomocil</td>
<td>Heatheanne Ellsworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Juline Ruth Wadsworth</td>
<td>Mitchell Steven Gill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jordan Lee Gressel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Steven Seth Hoffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Joyce Indino Hyatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bridye Colleen Jensen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>David Barnard Madsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Colin Andrew Montague</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ngan Thi Kim Ngo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kurt Benjamin Palmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin James Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher Lance Roberts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Noah Richard Robins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Paul Travers Sabin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kenneth Richard Schreiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aaron Nathaniel Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Britany Sumson Spencer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emily Louise Visser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kevin John Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Marlene Batchelor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas Cody Blake</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Bert Arthur Moxley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl Vance Peterson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Salt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew A Thomas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linh Thi Yen Tran</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following graduates have met the requirements for the university’s highest graduation distinction. Typically these students have completed at least 22 credits of honors courses, maintained a high GPA, demonstrated proficiency in mathematics and a foreign language, completed a Great Works list and a service project, submitted a portfolio of their best work, and written and defended an honors thesis.

**Gregory Nils Bayles Jr.**  
Major: English  
Thesis: Verbal Charms of the Russian North: A Combined Overview and Translation of Russian Verbal Charms from the Olonets Codex

**Elise Erin Bowen**  
Major: Public Health  
Thesis: Factors That Motivate Increased Physical Activity/Exercise

**Ryan William Brown**  
Major: English  
Thesis: A Painful Intimacy: Urban Community and the Boston Marathon

**Aileen Ann Christensen**  
Major: French Studies  
Thesis: La Mort mariale: Une Vision lunaire ou lunatique?

**Robert J Crandall**  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: False Confidence: WPA2-PSK Encrypted Evil Twin Attacks and the Dangers of Insecure Passphrase Distribution

**Gary James Ellingson**  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Experimental Validation of the Usefulness of Thermoelectric Generators in a Human-Powered Aircraft

**Patrick Ralph Evans**  
Major: Chinese  
Thesis: Seeing in the Dark: The Change in Depiction and Perception of Visually Impaired Characters in Chinese Film

**Travis B Fillmore**  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Thesis: Assessing Viability of Seawater Air Conditioning in Port-au-Prince, Haiti

**Daniel Roger Fullmer**  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: Press Sheet Optimization for Open-Loop Control of Industrial Scale Gang-Run Printing

**Jessie Elizabeth Hawkes**  
Major: English  
Thesis: A Loaded Gun: An Examination of Emily Dickinson and the Masculine

**Skye Alexander Herrick**  
Major: International Relations  
Thesis: The Effects of Threat and Hopelessness on Aggressive Sacrificial Behavior: An Online Survey Experiment in the United States

**Megan Renée Hirschi**  
Major: Biochemistry  

**Rachel Kalena LaForce**  
Major: Anthropology  
Thesis: Creating and Maintaining a Sense of Place with Guernsey’s Housing Control Law: Balancing Traditional Regulations and Contemporary Neoliberalism

**Matthew Jon Lelegren**  
Major: Biochemistry  
Thesis: Potential Role of COX-Like Proteins Translated from Intron-1 Retaining Transcripts in Non-Prostaglandin Mediated Innate Immunity

**Jarrett Finlinson Lever**  
Major: Linguistics  
Thesis: Elicited Imitation for Brazilian Portuguese

**Calista Marie Maas**  
Major: Psychology  
Thesis: The Use of Technology in Overcoming Pornography Addiction: A New Therapeutic Tool and Method of Intervention

**Mikal R. Mann**  
Major: Management  
Thesis: Engaging Entrepreneurial Theory to Rescue Secondary Education

**Aaron Frank McBride**  
Major: Microbiology  
Thesis: Development of a Protocol for High-Resolution Alpha-1-Antitrypsin (AAT) Trafficking in CD4+ T Lymphocytes

**Cory Paul McOmber**  
Major: Accounting  
Thesis: An Analysis into Earnings Management by Chinese Firms Listed on U.S. Exchanges

**Forrest Dayton Minor**  
Major: Electrical Engineering  
Thesis: Targeting Near-Coastal Regions for Special Wind Retrieval Processing

**Kyle Alan Nelson**  
Major: Sociology  
Thesis: NGO-NGO Partnerships: Exploring Inter-Organizational Relationships in the Context of Voluntary Development in India
Kyra McKinzie Nelson  
Major: English Language  
Thesis: Secret Keepers: A Young Adult Novel with Reflections

Jacob Andrew Newman  
Major: English Language  
Thesis: Strategically Self-Regulated Learners: Self-Regulatory Capacity and Vocabulary Acquisition

Jessica Elyssie Sagers  
Major: Linguistics  

Nicholas Earl Sheets  
Major: Theatre Arts Studies  
Thesis: Jorge Ibargüengoitia’s Socioeconomic Commentary in Llegó y Margó

April Lynnette Stevens  
Major: Dietetics  
Thesis: Cultural, Economic, and Educational Factors Related to Diabetes Mellitus Type 2 in Tongans

Taylor Jon Williams  
Major: Sociology  
Thesis: Brigham Young University Emergency Medical Services and Inter-Organizational Relations

DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES  
Chelsea June Adams  
Major: English  
Thesis: Feelin’ the Blues

Tracy Nicole Allen  
Major: English  
Thesis: John Tenniel’s Illustrations to Through the Looking-Glass: Disconnection Visibility and Observation from Female Monarchical Power

Galina Chenina  
Major: Japanese  
Thesis: Sir Samuel Hoare: The Russian Chapter

Garrett Reese Dorman  
Major: Neuroscience  
Thesis: Control of Redundant Wrist and Forearm Movements

Trevor Adrian Alexander Evans  
Major: Philosophy  
Thesis: A Theory of Political Compromise

Serena Rachelle Johnson  
Major: Portuguese  
Thesis: Unveiling Sophia de Mello Breyner Andresen’s Children’s Literature

Alexandra Lee Knell  
Major: Psychology  
Thesis: Lingering Effects of the Apartheid: Determining Factors That Mediate the Psychological Implications of Perceived Racism

Alyssa Barbara Lark  
Major: Nursing  
Thesis: Evaluation of a Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner (SANE) Program on Sexual Assault Criminal Case Outcomes

Chloe Elise Litchfield  
Major: Sociology  
Thesis: Assessing the Status of Women in Cambodia: Identifying Ways to Improve Official Calls for Improvement

Brian Claine Stimpson  
Major: Chemical Engineering  
Thesis: A Sequential Grid Relaxation Method of Linear Algebra for Use in Oil Reservoir Simulation

Nathan Scott Woodbury  
Major: Management  
Thesis: Vulnerability Analysis of Closed-Loop Systems

Summa Cum Laude  
Austin Sinclair Andrus  
Morgan Ann Bateman  
Luke Daniel Bell  
Olivia Jean Corey  
Kevin Richard Hansen  
Lisa Nicole Heppeler  
Larelan Maquelle Jensen  
Merrick Kendall Johnson  
Christine Marie Kendall  
Kaitlyn Elise Lewis  
Caitlin Hanne Munger  
Daniel Brent Nelson  
Kyle Alan Nelson  
Tori Ann Bennett Nelson  
Zachary Lee Parsons  
Elizabeth April Portanova  
Lance Allen Stutz  
Matthew Gordon Wilde

Magna Cum Laude  
Justin Sean Adams  
McKay Miki AhPing  
Sarah Jan Allred  
Lauren Marie Alston  
Nathan Cecil Anderson  
Stephen James Asay  
Mio Matias Ilkanpoika Aura  
Ryan Edward Awerkamp  
Christopher D Badger  
Joanna Rosa Bateman  
Joseph Keaton Baughan  
Gregory Nils Bayles Jr.  
Matthew Thomas Bean  
Tanner James Bean  
Elizabeth Ann Benson  
Emily Marie Berardi  
Brian Craig Berger  
Whitney Kay Bernhisel  
Katherine Marie Berns  
Robert Benjamin Birch  
Leigh Blair  
Nicholas William Blair  
Bradley Ray Bohman  
Tyler Dallin Boulter  
Elise Erin Bowen  
Kathryn Folsom Brase  
Johannah Helen Robison Brown  
Shamae Budd  
Sean Richard Bullock  
Sarah Ann Burnham  
Anna Katharina Burton  
Michael James Carter  
Stephen W. Case  
Abigail Chamberlain  
Emily Ann Chipman  
Aileen Ann Christensen  
Luke Glen Christensen  
Christina Marin Clark  
Kellianne Coltrin  
Jared Cooper  
Thomas Craig Corless  
Robert J Crandall
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Cum Laude

Taylor David Abegg-Lawrence
Wade Ryan Anderson
Rebecca Blake Bahr
Christian Jacob Baker
Alexander Makoto Baldwin
Hayden Jed Barton
Sarah Josephine Bell
David Scott Bergeson
Garrett Michael Black
Matthew Steven Boardman
Landon Kurt Bodily
Spencer Henry Bowen
Jason Edward Brase
Jordan Frazier Bratt
Eric Brown
Morgan Brown
Ryan William Brown
Jarrod Blaine Call
Marcus Neil Callister
Tyler Jess Campbell
James Randall Cardinal
Diane Elizabeth Cardon
Brittni Ann Carr
Kimberly Chamberlain
Katherine Camille Chipman
Loyd Christensen
Jared Cash Colton
Timothy D. Colvin
Kyle Don Corbett
Amber LeBaron Corkin
Makenzie Court
Seth Noble Crandall
Fangying Dai
Courtney Jolley Davies
Brian Lafayette Davis
Samuel John Dittmer
Jacyln Marie Ekersley
Briania Edwards
Gary James Ellington
Andrew Erickson
David Kenneth Frome
Natalie Faye Fuller
Christian Shannon Ganevsky
Conner McClure Gietz
Eric Asay Goold
Madeline Rose Greaves
Karen Cynthia Green
Melanie Grace Grooms
Geoffrey Hans Grover
Robert Benjamin Hale
Allysa Hansen
AmberLee Hansen
Tyler Duane Harris
Megan Aileen Haslam
Kaylie Corrin Hauser
Matthew Todd Henningson
Tyler Curtis Hildt
Andrew Kennedy Hodges
Jacob Peter Hoj
Royce Nicholas Holmes
Briania Rae Holmstead
Zachary Harvey Hopkins
Brendan James Hubbard
Fenton Cutler Hughes
Caressa Hui
Joseph Jun Jiang
Brook Harding Jones
Philip Devon Jones
Krista Joy Keddington
Kimberly Marie Kellett
Annelise Kelly
Emily Kay Kinard
Marlyn Andrew Kyle
Connor Tarek Lambert
Enoch Charles Lambert
Kristen Dallie Leinbach
Adam Dudley Lewis
Riley Clay Lewis
Benjamin Joseph Lindsay
Darcielle Maxwell Lund
Caleb S Lyman
Dane Phillip Lyman
Calista Maire Maas
Ryan David Marsh
Sterling James Mason
Mark Alan Matthews
Daniel Ross McArthur
Tyler Scott McArthur
Rylie Jade McBride
Devon Michael McCaffree
Katie Gayle McCormick
Daniel Graham Merkley
David Porter Merrell
Summer Lynn Merrell
Katherine Jean Merriman
Danielle Nicole Messina
Justin James Moody
Cameron James Mulder
Ashley Finch Munoz
Michael Scott Murri
Krya McKinzie Nelson
Coulter Donovan Neves
Blake Wesley Newbold
Jacob Andrew Newman
David Bradford Nelson
Thomas Trevor Nysetvold
Caleb Robert Oakes
Jeffrey Michael Oliver
Edward James Overy Jr
Tyson Joseph Perry
Elisabeth Hull Peterson
Taylor Michael Petty
Phong Le Pham
Tanner Hawkes Potter
Katherine Ashby Poulter
Kevin Thomas Prier
Brianna Michele Quinn
Jay Marvin Rainsdon
Keegan Foster Rank
Erin Rasmussen
Andrew Peter Ray
Bradley Neil Rebeiro
RaeLynn Jenae Rhees
Benson D. Richards
Hannah Jane Ricks
Paige Casperson Romero
Kevin Nathanial Rushton
Mallory Mae Rutter
Michael Lee Sandridge
Jonathan Edmund Schoenhals
N. Maxwell Scoville
Katie Lynn Shaw
Jacob Carl Shelley
Alicia Kaori Shumway
Samantha Corinne Smiley
Aaron Nathaniel Smith
Sarah Bettie Smith
Sierra Jamie Smith
Alan Dee Snow
Benjamin Rust Snow
Katherine Ku'upualeinani Soh
Katherine Elizabeth Stevenson
Blake C. Sutherland
Leah Michelle Sylvester
Mark Benjamin Tagg
Braden Jensen Tucker
Anna England Turek
Kimberly E. Wallace
Ridge William Wallace
Benjamin Kenneth Walters
Eric Johntaum Walters
Ashley Mae Ward
Lauralee Ward
Ammon Joseph Washburn
Adam Troy White
Matthew Dean Whited
Jennifer Kay Whiting
Claire Ellen Wilkins
Reed Thomas Worthington
Dustin L. Youngberg
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Bryce W Anderson
Rachel Ashby
Yi Wen Bai
Chantal Psota Ball

Phi Kappa Phi

Justin Sean Adams
McKay Miki AhPing
Brian William Anderson
Nathan Cecil Anderson
Stephen James Asay
Christopher D Badger
Rebecca Blake Bahr
Alexander Makoto Baldwin
David Eliot Barton
Morgan Ann Bateman
Gregory Nils Bayles Jr.
Luke Daniel Bell
Elizabeth Ann Benson
Emily Marie Berardi
Whitney Kay Bernhisel
Katherine Marie Berns
Garrett Michael Black
Leigh Blair
Bradley Ray Bohman
Matthew Kendall Bohman
Parker Jameson Bond
Elise Erin Bowen
Spencer Henry Bowen
Kristin Jean Bowles
Jordan Frazier Bratt
Eric Brown
Ryan William Brown
Shamae Bud
Sean Richard Bullock
Alex Reed Call
Tyler Jees Campbell
Aaron Michael Carlson
Katherine Camille Chipman
Luke Glen Christensen
Jared Cash Colton
Timothy D. Colvin
Seth Robert Cope
Olivia Jean Corey
Thomas Craig Corless
Daniel Ralph Cornelius
Robert Nishan Crapo
Kenneth Clark Daines
Benjamin Ted Davies
Ryan Craig Davis

Jennifer Leann Dean
Emily Ae-hui DeKam
Steven Wesley Deshazer
Michael Lawrence Douglas
Alexander Charles Down
Taylor Tracy Duckworth
Matthew Owen Duffield
Kelsey Jon Edmondson
Andrew Tyler Faas
Stephan Martindale
Fearnsworth
Leland Ray Finley
Raquel Sariah Flores Vera
David Kenneth Frome
Jack Terrell Fuller III
Matthew John Gillespie
Madeline Rose Greaves
Geoffrey Hans Grover
AmberLee Hansen
Benjamin Theodore Hansen
Paden Max Hanson
Megan Aileen Haslam
Matthew Todd Henningson
Jasmyn Hicks
James Burton Hill
Ryan F Hill
Joseph Paul Holbrook
Zachary Harvey Hopkins
Preston Taylor Jackson
Rebecca Ann Janis
Ryan Paul Jenkins
Sydney Jane Jensen
Michael S. Jeppson
Emma Victoria Johnson
Beta Cheyenne Rose Jones
Brock Harding Jones
Krista Joy Keddington
Warren Hargen Kemmerer
Brandon Eric Langford
Jarrett Finlinson Lever
Kaitlyn Elise Lewis
Kyle Zachary Lindsay
Brian Edward Lowe
Derek Steven Lowe
Caleb S Lyman
Samuel McKay Lyman
Calista Marie Maas
Natalia Carina Manco
Alex Paul Mansfield
Nathaniel Reed Marchant
Carson Blake Marsh
Ronald Abraham Martin
Kellah Elizabeth Martinez
Robert William Mayfield
Daniel Ross McArthur
Ian Duncan McArthur
Melissa McDonald
Anna Eileen McKeen
Summer Lynn Merrell
Danielle Nicole Messina
Mitchell Williams Mills
Justin James Moody
Tyler John Morwood
Coulter Donovan Neves
Jacob Andrew Newman
Nicole Diane Nielsen
David Bradford Nielson
Teresa Marie St. Pierre Nufer
Jennifer Orton
Sharlee E. Peay
Taylor Marie Peck
Tyson Joseph Perry
Elisabeth April Portanova
Katherine Ashby Poulter
Kevin Thomas Prier
Jeremy Colin Rehm
Shayla Anne Richardson
Kevin Nathaniel Rushton
Jessica Elysse Sagers
Stephanie Brooke Scheiting
N. Maxwell Scoville
Aaron Robert Sharp
Alicia Kaori Shumway
Aaron Nathaniel Smith
Kristen Alene Smith
Taylor Douglas Smith
Alan Dee Snow
Jennifer Lin Sorge
Trevor Keith Stephens
Benjamin Alexander Stevens
Megan Lee Stokes
Nathaniel David Stornetta
Matthew Alan Stott
Rebecca Strein
Adam Mark Swan
Alexandra Tanner
John Richard Ternieden
Jacob Wayne Trotter
Braden William Tucker
Ridge William Wallace
Lauralee Ward
Rachel P. Wells
James Steven White
Natalie White
Claire Ellen Wilkins
Lauren Williams
Mary Kathryn Camille Williams
Kade Steven Wilmarth
Alex Jay Wright
Brennan Merrill Wright
Annie Roberta Xie
Sean C Young
Dustin L. Youngberg
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Ryan Thomas Barlow
Kasey Phillip Baughan
Kassandra Marie Bellingham
Christie Beck Boswell
Matthew Lindsey Chambers
Sonhee Marilee Cho
Jennifer Christensen
Jessica RaNae Christiansen
Erin Collet
Sara Djurich
Michelle T Drennan
Trevor Adrian Alexander Evans
Sarah Elizabeth Falk
Derik Tyler Flanary
S. Bridger Frampton
Alise Rei Kahululani Garcia
Gregory Brent Goddard
Amy LaRue Halling
Mark Benjamin Hartshorn
Brent Eric Hutchison
Russell Thomas Irion
Kimberly Anne Johnson
Rebecca Lynn Jones
Alexandra Lee Knell
David Michael Lewis
Erik Stephen Lovell
Caitlyn Malone
Amelia Danielle McGuire
Quincey Ann McGuire
Christopher Lajon Morgan
Hillary Olsen
Veronica Olson
Marcie Prince Parson
Pauline Erin Prince
Christopher Glenn Rackley
Shelby Michael Rampton
Heidi Jean Rees
Shayna Kay Roberts
Jeehee Cho Scoville
Tessa Christine Sheffield
Jessica L Stewart
Jason Yuan-Jye Teng
Chase Bingham Trejo
Richard C Westbrook
Colton James White
Desiree Marie Winters
Stephen J Wood
Nathan Scott Woodbury

SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION
## ROTC Graduates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIR FORCE ROTC</th>
<th>ARMY ROTC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jason K. Anderson</td>
<td>Jose Banuelos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy B. Anderson</td>
<td>Cooper T. Boice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric N. Dayhuff</td>
<td>Joshua H. Gurr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott C. Divett</td>
<td>Ryan T. Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefan P. Ericksen</td>
<td>Scott A. Ludlow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jake D. Galli</td>
<td>Jeremy A. Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David E. Gourdin</td>
<td>Benjamin M. Wheatley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallin L. Gray</td>
<td>Edward C. Whitmore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel L. Johnston Jr.</td>
<td>Joshua S. Wright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan C. Quinlan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew T. Starita</td>
<td><strong>DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel C. Wahlgren</td>
<td>Jacob E. Coleman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DECEMBER 2013 GRADUATES</strong></td>
<td>Stuart D. Cooley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan P. Gillespie</td>
<td>Bryce C. Fisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily J. Plowman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey W. Vehawn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FRIDAY, APRIL 25, 2014

8:00 A.M.

David M. Kennedy Center for International Studies  
Auditorium, Joseph Smith Building

David O. McKay School of Education  
George Albert Smith Fieldhouse

College of Fine Arts and Communications  
de Jong Concert Hall, Harris Fine Arts Center  
Dance, School of Music, Music Dance Theatre Program, and Theatre and Media Arts

College of Life Sciences  
Marriott Center

College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences  
Ballroom, Wilkinson Student Center

11:00 A.M.

Ira A. Fulton College of Engineering and Technology  
Chemical Engineering, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Electrical and Computer Engineering, Mechanical Engineering  
George Albert Smith Fieldhouse

College of Fine Arts and Communications  
de Jong Concert Hall, Harris Fine Arts Center  
Communications

College of Humanities  
Marriott Center

College of Nursing  
Auditorium, Joseph Smith Building

Religious Education  
W-111, Ezra Taft Benson Building

2:00 P.M.

Ira A. Fulton College of Engineering and Technology  
School of Technology  
Ballroom, Wilkinson Student Center

College of Family, Home, and Social Sciences  
Marriott Center

College of Fine Arts and Communications  
de Jong Concert Hall, Harris Fine Arts Center  
Visual Arts

5:00 P.M.

J. Reuben Clark Law School  
de Jong Concert Hall, Harris Fine Arts Center

 Marriott School of Management  
Marriott Center
Commencement Committees

COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE

Norman Finlinson, Chair
James C. Kasen, Co-Chair
Shauna Barrick
Ann Behling
Claire A. DeWitt
Justin B. Durfey
Emily Hellewell
Laura Holt
Phyllis Jensen
Curt Jolley
Jonathan Kau
Arnold Lemmon
Ray Lines
Jon McBride
Rick Moreno
Brad Neiger
Linda Palmer
Patricia Ravert
Karen Seely
Coral Taylor
Brandon Beck, BYUSA
Student Representative

LINE MARSHALS

Coral Taylor, Chair
Jon Kau, Co-Chair
Moises Aguirre
Ken Alford
Barry Allred
Brooke Anderson
Darlene Anderson
Megan Anderson
Stacey Anderson
Duane Bartle
Molly Bingham
Angela Blomquist
David Boone
Ashley Bowcutt
Brooks Britt
Sam Brown
Jeff Bunker
Paul Caladarella
Greg Carling
Brian Chantry
Laura Chapman
Sum Chow
Robert Cook
Rita Cortez
Karen Dearing
Rachel Denton
Scott Esplin
Susan Facer
Maren Fischer
Jacob Foss
Kim Glade
Genti Glaittli
Jane Goaslind
Emily Goehring
Ana Gonzales
Keith Gonzales
Janine Green
Jenni Gur
Steve Hamberger
Christian Hansen
McKay Hansen
Racquel Hansen
Barb Hehl
Nicolle Herrera
Becky Hincheff
Laura Holt
Heather Jacobs
Kristen Jensen
Jolene Johnson
Ron Jones
Katalina Kaufusi
Michael Kemp
Ken Kuttler
Jearlene Leishman

Kevin Lloyd
Julie Luthin
Linda Mabey
Cristi Maetani
Logan Mann
Estela Marquez
Shannon Mills
Jason Mosley
Emily Moss
Tony Nisse
Miles Ogden
Theodore Okawa
Mandy Oscarson
Kalisi Palu
Anthony Pearce
Todd Pennington
Casey Peterson
Anna Pike
Rebecca Pike
Karen Poulsen
CJ Powers
Michele Price
David Rasmussen
Gaye Ray
Amber Robbins
Carolee Sanders
Mayla Slack
Elizabeth Smart
Brooke Smith
Becky Smoot
Jon Spackman
Ron Spotts
Makayla Steiner
Shelley Stevens
Samantha Swainston
Christine Tanner
Diane Taylor
Caroline Thorne
Natalie Tripp
Kathryn Wagner
Pat Ware
Abby Watson
Sarah Westerberg
Linda Westover
Coryn Whitecar
Katherine Whiting
Carol Wilkinson
Casey Williams
Nathan Williams
Lesa Withers
Elizabeth Woodall
Kyli Wright
Zoe Zelaya